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A B S T R A C T   

Progress in combustion science and engineering has led to the generation of large amounts of data from large- 
scale simulations, high-resolution experiments, and sensors. This corpus of data offers enormous opportunities 
for extracting new knowledge and insights—if harnessed effectively. Machine learning (ML) techniques have 
demonstrated remarkable success in data analytics, thus offering a new paradigm for data-intense analyses and 
scientific investigations through combustion machine learning (CombML). While data-driven methods are uti-
lized in various combustion areas, recent advances in algorithmic developments, the accessibility of open-source 
software libraries, the availability of computational resources, and the abundance of data have together rendered 
ML techniques ubiquitous in scientific analysis and engineering. This article examines ML techniques for ap-
plications in combustion science and engineering. Starting with a review of sources of data, data-driven tech-
niques, and concepts, we examine supervised, unsupervised, and semi-supervised ML methods. Various 
combustion examples are considered to illustrate and to evaluate these methods. Next, we review past and recent 
applications of ML approaches to problems in combustion, spanning fundamental combustion investigations, 
propulsion and energy-conversion systems, and fire and explosion hazards. Challenges unique to CombML are 
discussed and further opportunities are identified, focusing on interpretability, uncertainty quantification, 
robustness, consistency, creation and curation of benchmark data, and the augmentation of ML methods with 
prior combustion-domain knowledge.   

1. Introduction 

1.1. Motivation 

Progress in the field of combustion science and engineering is inex-
orably linked to data. Perhaps most relevant are fundamental databases 
of thermochemical properties that have been painstakingly compiled 
from measurements of thousands of chemical compounds, mixtures, and 
reaction systems [1–3]. These data have been fundamental to the 
specification of thermodynamic quantities, chemical kinetic rates, and 
the evaluation of equilibrium states. Experimental data for reacting flow 
systems have contributed to our understanding of the coupling between 
heat-release, fluid dynamics, species conversion, and flame structure in 
turbulent reacting flows [4]. While early measurements were largely 
limited to single-point measurements from thermocouples, hot-wires, 
and sample probes at modest acquisition rates, recent advances in im-
aging techniques, high-energy laser sources, and high-speed data 
acquisition systems have enabled planar, tomographic, and simulta-
neous multi-species measurements at data rates in excess of 400 GB/s [5, 

6]. Sensors are another important source of data for control, advanced 
prognostics, and health monitoring in gas turbines, furnaces, and other 
energy-conversion systems. With the increasing complexity of such 
systems, the number of sensors has been growing in proportion, so that 
modern aircraft gas turbines are estimated to generate between 2 GB and 
2 TB of data during a transatlantic flight [7–9]. 

The detection, prevention, and mitigation of wildfires is another 
important area that heavily relies on observational data, which are 
primarily generated from satellites, aerial monitoring, and patrol. In 
particular, satellites provide continuous measurements of vegetation 
density, smoke emissions, moisture, aerosols, surface temperature, and 
other meteorological data at acquisition rates in excess of 100 GB/day 
[10–15]. Heterogeneous data from these sources at varying spatiotem-
poral resolution are continuously processed for active fire detection, 
wildland fire management, and mapping of fire severity [16,17]. 

Apart from sensing, observations, and experimental measurements, 
computational simulations are another significant source of data. Spe-
cifically, the increasing availability of computational resources has 
enabled remarkable advances in numerical simulations of turbulent 
reacting flows at increasingly higher fidelity, spatial resolution, and 
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physical complexity. This is illustrated in Fig. 1, showing data from a 
survey of more than 200 published direct numerical simulation (DNS) 
studies on turbulent reacting flows over the last two decades [18–239]. 
Details about these DNS studies are provided as supplementary material. 

The annual and cumulative data (Fig. 1a) are computed in terms of 
degree of freedom per timestep as NM × NU (with NM as the mesh size) 
and NU = NS + ND + 1 as the total number of solution variables (with NS 
and ND the number of species and the spatial dimension, respectively). 
Considering that each DNS is typically evolved over O (106) timesteps to 
capture the relevant flame dynamics and O (102) instantaneous solution 
fields are stored for analysis, more than 10 PB of structured data are 
available for analysis. 

This nearly continuous growth in data (Fig. 1a) is not only linked to 
advances in the scalability and availability of high-performance 
computing systems but also to the maturation of combustion- 
simulation tools that have enabled the consideration of increasingly 
more complex combustion problems; over the last 20 years, the average 
mesh size increased by more than three orders of magnitude (Fig. 1b). 

The availability of computational resources has also allowed researchers 
to increase the chemical complexity; it is now possible to perform 
reactive DNS studies by considering upward of O (30) species in three- 
dimensional geometries (Fig. 1c), which has enabled representations 
of highly relevant chemical processes involving low-temperature radical 
chemistry, soot, pollutant formation, and multiphase combustion. 

1.2. Data, information, and knowledge 

With the continuous growth in data volume, the managing and 
processing of data plays a critical role in converting data into informa-
tion that can eventually contribute to the generation of knowledge. 
Commonly, a hierarchical view is taken to distinguish among data, in-
formation, and knowledge [240,241] (Fig. 2). Data are created from 
observations, experiments, simulations, and theory in the form of raw 
facts, descriptors, or numerical values. Data management is primarily 
concerned with the collection, curation, culling, organization, and 
transfer of data. Data processing involves transformation into 

Nomenclature 

Abbreviations 
ANN Artificial neural network 
CNN Convolutional neural network 
MLP Multilayer perceptron 
GAN Generative adversarial network 
LSTM Long short-term memory 
RNN Recurrent neural network 
SVM Support vector machine 
ODE Ordinary differential equation 
ML Machine learning 
CombML Combustion machine learning 
Sci(Eng)ML Scientific (and engineering) machine learning 
PDF Probability density function 
PMF Probability mass function 
MLE Maximum likelihood estimation 
QoI Quantity of interest 
GA Genetic algorithm 
PCA Principal component analysis 
RL Reinforcement learning 
RANS Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes 
LES Large-eddy simulation 
DNS Direct numerical simulation 
SGS Subgrid scale 
MARS Multivariate adaptive spline regression 
LEM Linear-eddy model 
GEP Gene expression programming 
ELM Extreme learning machine 
BNN Bayesian neural network 

Greek Symbols 
δ(ζ) Dirac function 
ω̇ Chemical source term 
ρ Density 
τ Viscous stress tensor 
θ Model parameters 
σ Sigmoidal function 
ϕ Thermochemical state 

Roman Symbols 
E Expectation 
X Feature sample space 
Y Target sample space 

V Variance 
N Number, samples 
C Molar species concentration vector 
p Pressure 
u Velocity 
q Heat flux 
j Diffusive mass flux 
et Total specific energy 
e Specific sensible and chemical energy 
I Identity matrix 
K Model complexity 
Pr Probability 
px(X) Probability density function of continuous random 

quantity x 
p*

x(X) Fine-grained distribution of quantity x 
Px(X) Probability mass function of discrete random quantity x 
M Dimension of feature space, input data 
E Error measure/objective function 
f Hypothesis learned from data 
F Target function encapsulated by data 
x Input data (features) 
y Output data (target) 
w Model parameters, weight coefficients 
b Bias coefficient 
i Impurity measure 

Symbols and Parameters 
E Generalization error 
H Hypothesis set 
O Order 
L Dataset or sample space 
X Set of input data, features 
Y Set of output data, target 
P Set of model parameters 
M Low-dimensional manifold 

Subscripts 
D Spatial dimension 
l Labeled data 
M Mesh 
S Species 
U Independent solution variables 
u Unlabeled data  
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information through analysis, processing, and manipulation as well as 
combination with other data, models, and theory. Knowledge, in turn, is 
derived from information through application, the generation of new 
insights, and the development of ideas. This data-transformation process 
introduces several challenges pertaining to data management and 
analysis. Various methods have been established to process and analyze 
data [242,243]. However, traditional techniques that rely on statistical 
methods, data reduction, and visualization are expected to reach their 
limits in the presence of today’s growing data volume and increasing 
physical complexity. 

Renewed interest in conjunction with recent progress in machine 
learning (ML) offers new opportunities for data analysis in combustion 
applications. In addition to the aforementioned increasing data volume 
(see Fig. 1), key enabling factors for increasing the utilization of data- 
driven methods include advances in computational resources, custom 
ML hardware (such as graphics/tensor processing units and application- 
specific integrated circuits), and data storage technologies for large 
datasets, improved accessibility to ML techniques through open-source 
software libraries [244–247], and the flexibility of ML techniques for 
a wide range of applications involving pattern recognition, regression, 
classification, clustering, dimensional reduction, and control. 

1.3. Knowledge-discovery paradigms 

Our current understanding of combustion and thermofluid flows has 
largely been derived from physics-based principles. This genesis stands 
in contrast to data-driven approaches in which a hypothesis or a set of 
rules in the form of an explanatory model are derived from data (Fig. 3). 
In traditional physics-based approaches (Fig. 3a), conservation laws (or 
physics-based rules) that are derived from first principles and data in the 
form of model parameters, boundary conditions, and initial states are 
supplied to a computational model or mathematical expression, which 
outputs the solution in the form of realizations or response functions. 

Thermodynamic principles, conservation laws, and constitutive re-
lations are derived from first principles to describe the evolution of 
chemically reacting flows and combustion systems. At the continuum 
level, the set of governing equations for conservation of momentum, 
species, and energy can be written in the form [248]: 

∂tU +∇⋅F(U) − ∇⋅Q(U,∇U) = S(U) , (1)  

where U ∈ RNU is the conservative state vector, F ∈ RNU×ND is the 
inviscid flux, Q ∈ RNU×ND is the viscous-diffusive flux, and S ∈ RNU is the 
vector of source terms. The individual terms in Eq.  (1) can be expanded 
as: 

U =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

ρu

C

ρet

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠ , (2a)  

Fig. 1. Analysis of more than 200 published DNS studies [18–239] over the last 
two decades, showing (a) annual and cumulative data (degree of freedom per 
timestep) and evaluation of (b) mesh size and (c) number of chemical species. 
The shaded region indicates the maximum and minimum quantity, and the 
solid line is the mean value. 

Fig. 2. Hierarchical view of data conversion and transformation to information 
through data analysis and knowledge generation. This review is concerned with 
machine learning and data-driven analysis. 
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0

⎞
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⎟
⎠ , (2d)  

where ρ is the density, u ∈ RND is the velocity vector, C ∈ RNS is the 
vector of molar species concentrations, et = e + |u|2/2 is the specific 
total energy, e is the specific sensible and chemical energy, p is the 
pressure, and ω̇ ∈ RNS is the vector of chemical source terms. The 
constitutive relations describing the viscous stress tensor τ ∈ RND×ND , the 
diffusive mass flux j ∈ RNS×ND , and the heat flux vector q ∈ RND are 
typically represented by Newton’s law, multicomponent or mixture- 
averaged diffusion models, and Fourier’s relation, respectively [249]. 
The system of equations, Eq.  (1), is closed with a state equation, which is 
here written in implicit form: 

g(p, e,C) = 0 . (3) 

Physical principles for the conservation of mass and species require 

WTC = ρ , WTω̇ = 0 , WTj = 0 , (4)  

where W ∈ RNS is the vector of molecular weights of all species. Sec-
ondary conservation principles for entropy, kinetic energy, and other 
derived quantities are obtained through manipulation of Eq.  (1) [248]. 

While Eq.  (1) provides an exact description of combustion-physical 
processes at the continuum level, direct solution or experimental eval-
uation become infeasible for the following reasons. First, the spatio-
temporal scales associated with large-scale flow dynamics, turbulence, 
scalar mixing, chemical reactions, and heat release span several orders 
of magnitude, making it infeasible to resolve all scales. Second, the 

chemical complexity, which requires considering a large number of 
species and elementary reaction steps, limits the detailed simulation of 
combustion systems involving complex and multicomponent trans-
portation fuels [250]. Third, incomplete knowledge of thermodynamic 
response functions, transport properties, rate coefficients, and other 
constitutive models limits predictive accuracy. Fourth, the chaotic 
behavior of turbulent flows amplifies small flow-field perturbations; the 
exponential growth of these perturbations restricts the time horizon over 
which these flows can be accurately predicted and scales with the in-
verse of the maximum Lyapunov exponent [251,252]. 

Addressing these issues has been the subject of active research and 
significant progress has been made. In particular, low-pass filtering 
techniques are commonly employed for separating large-scale processes 
that evolve on resolved scales and processes that occur on numerically 
unresolved scales [253–256]. Closure models in the form of algebraic or 
differential equations for turbulence/chemistry coupling, turbulent 
stresses, and turbulent transport have been developed using physical 
arguments. Efficient chemical reduction techniques [257–261] and 
reduced-manifold methods [262–268] are now well established for 
constructing compact kinetic mechanisms and low-dimensional com-
bustion manifolds with controlled accuracy and dimensionality of the 
reduced state-vector NS′ , with NS′ ≪NS. In addition, the consideration of 
sensitivities, uncertainties, and inter-species dependencies through 
data-centric methods (encapsulated in the Process Informatics Model 
(PrIMe) [269], multi-dataset optimization approaches [270], and 
Bayesian inference and uncertainty quantification [271–274]) have 
resulted in major advances in the development of chemical kinetic 
mechanisms and thermodynamic properties with ever-increasing levels 
of accuracy. These data-centric approaches rely on rules in the form of 
prior information (such as physics-based principles and conservation 
laws) or assumptions about model parameters and a statistical descrip-
tion of the agreement of the model with the data. Data from experiments 
and other sources are then used to train model parameters, given 
available information. 

In contrast to physics-based approaches, data-driven approaches are 
not constrained by physical principles, which enables applications to a 
wider range of problems. However, they rely on large datasets from 
which hypotheses and models are inferred (Fig. 3b). They offer attrac-
tive alternatives over traditional physics-based approaches because 
hypotheses about the form and structure of physical processes, universal 
properties, and relationships (such as conservation principles, consti-
tutive relations, material-frame invariance, and symmetries) are not 
required to describe the system under investigation. Additionally, 
human experts are limited in their ability to extract structures and 
knowledge from complex combustion data. In contrast, given adequate 
computing hardware, data-driven methods can learn and extract com-
plex structures from extremely large sets of high-dimensional data. 

However, despite their ability to adapt to various problems, purely 
data-driven approaches are not expected to be truly predictive [275]. 
The primary reasons for this expectation are the lack of the resulting 
models to obey universal properties and fundamental governing laws 
that are intrinsic to the combustion-physical system, the lack of suffi-
cient data to fully parameterize complex thermofluid systems, and dif-
ficulties in generalizing these models to scenarios on which they have 
not been trained. Therefore, knowledge-guided data-driven approaches 
have been developed [276–279] (Fig. 3c). These approaches are 
frequently referred to as “physics-informed,” “physics-guided,” or 
“physics-aware” methods. However, since the field of combustion en-
compasses disciplines other than physics and these hybrid approaches 
enable the accommodation of other scientific and engineering knowl-
edge, it is more appropriate to adopt this generic nomenclature in the 
context of combustion machine learning (CombML). These hybrid 
methods bridge the gap between purely physics-based and data-driven 
methods. Knowledge-guided data-driven approaches encode prior 
knowledge, physical constraints, and mathematical operators into the 
ML model to achieve consistently accurate predictions and 

Fig. 3. Schematic comparing knowledge-discovery paradigms of (a) physics- 
based approaches, (b) data-driven approaches, and (c) hybrid knowledge- 
guided data-driven approaches. QoIs, quantities of interest. 
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generalization. This knowledge guides the general structure of the 
model, while the data provide structural refinement and parameteriza-
tion of the model. Other benefits of these hybrid models include 
improved accuracy when dealing with incomplete and incorrect data, 
less data required for training, and improved generalizability and 
interpretability [277,280,281]. Similar to other approaches, 
knowledge-guided data-driven methods are frameworks that are versa-
tile for a wide range of physical problems. 

With relevance to the application of these approaches to combustion 
science and engineering, a variety of factors, requirements, and con-
straints determine the selection of a particular paradigm. Chief among 
them are the amount of available data and the underlying knowledge of 
the combustion system under consideration (Fig. 4). For example, the 
discovery of thermochemical response functions from comprehensive 
measurements of chemical compounds in the absence of fundamental 
knowledge for describing complex species properties is an ideal appli-
cation for data-driven methods. In contrast, the lack of multidimensional 
and species-resolved measurements of turbulent combustion processes 
in propulsion systems demands a knowledge-guided and data-driven 
approach in which the construction of data-driven models is augmented 
by physical constraints and conservation principles to obtain robust 
model predictions. 

1.4. Terminologies and definitions 

This section introduces common terminologies and definitions that 
will be used throughout this article [282–286]. 

Artificial intelligence The field of study dealing with enabling 
computer-based systems to perform sophisticated tasks, such as auto-
mated reasoning, language translation, or visual perception. 

Channels Channels, commonly used in the context of convolutional 
neural networks, refer to additional dimensions in the network archi-
tecture to account for specific aspects, such as colors, in the input data. 

Classification A mathematical mapping from unlabeled instances to 
discrete classes. Here, the output of the model is categorical. 

Clustering The task of grouping objects of a set into distinct groups, so 
that objects assigned to the same group are more similar than objects in 
different groups. 

Combustion machine learning (CombML) Application of ML techniques 
to combustion. 

Deep learning Deep learning is a class of ML in which multilayer 
representations are utilized to extract hierarchical features from a 
complex input; common deep learning models are based on neural 
network architectures and include CNNs, recurrent neural networks 
(RNNs), generative adversarial networks (GANs), and deep belief 
networks. 

Dimensionality reduction Transformation of the representation of data 
from a high-dimensional space into a lower-dimensional space, such that 
the transformed data retain the most useful information from the orig-
inal dataset. 

Features and labels In supervised learning, an algorithm is trained 
with data points consisting of inputs and a corresponding output. Inputs 
are typically referred to as features, whereas outputs are typically 
referred to as labels. These terms are used interchangeably within this 
article. 

Generalizability The ability of a ML model to make predictions with 
comparable accuracy for new and unseen samples taken from the dis-
tribution for which it was trained. Generalizability is often regarded as 
the key metric of effective learning. 

Gradient descent An iterative approach to minimizing a given metric 
(usually in the form of a loss function) by estimating the gradient of the 
metric with respect to the parameters of the model, conditioned upon 
the training data. Model parameters are then adjusted by an increment 
along the direction of the maximal decrease of the metric. 

Hyperparameter Hyperparameters are parameters that control the 
learning process of an ML algorithm. Examples include the learning rate 
for the optimizer, the number of layers or neurons in a neural network, 
and the regularization rate. Hyperparameters are traditionally ascer-
tained using human expertise, intuition, or calibration with a validation 
dataset. Hyperparameters differ from model parameters that are deter-
mined using the training dataset and specify the ML model, such as the 
weights and biases in a neural network. 

Hypothesis A hypothesis is a specific function f : X →Y that is 
ascertained to describe the target function F : X →Y that is encapsu-
lated by the data; here, X denotes the set of input data and Y corre-
sponds to the set of output data. 

Inductive bias Inductive biases of a learning algorithm represent the 
set of assumptions in the approach that is not inferred from the training 
data. Inductive biases can arise due to the choice of the model class, the 
objective function, and/or the optimization strategy. 

Learning problem A learning problem is generally concerned with 
improving the performance (or reducing a loss function) of executing a 
certain task through a training experience using a limited set of data. 

Learning rate The size of the change in the model parameters for 
every gradient-descent iteration is determined by the gradient multi-
plied by a scalar, the learning rate. The learning rate is equivalent to the 
under-relaxation factor used in computational physics. 

Loss/cost/objective function The function being optimized during ML 
training, which minimizes the error measure of an ML model. The loss 
function is typically used to refer to the minimized function of a single 
data point, while cost function refers to the averaged loss function of the 
dataset. These terms are subsets of the objective function. In this article, 
we use these four terms interchangeably. 

ML ML is a branch of artificial intelligence that specifically focuses 
on enabling computer-based systems to infer predictive models from 
data. The notion of “learning” expresses the ability of such an algorithm 
to progressively improve its performance in a specific task by processing 
data and information. Traditionally, algorithms do not rely on explicit 
rules from domain experts for how to perform the task. However, a 
growing branch of ML demonstrates that learning can be improved by 
merging ML algorithms with domain knowledge. 

ML algorithm An ML algorithm is a procedure that operates on data to 
identify a specific hypothesis from a set of candidates that optimizes the 
performance in representing the target function through training expe-
rience. A large number of ML algorithms have been developed for a wide 
range of applications; they differ in the representation of the hypothesis 
set, the procedure for selecting a hypothesis, and the exposure of the 
training data to the model. 

ML model An ML model is the output of the ML algorithm, consisting 
of a hypothesis and model parameters that are employed for making 
predictions about data not seen during training. 

Overfitting Overfitting describes the performance of a model that 
matches the training data so exactly that it exhibits significantly inferior 
performance on new data not seen during training. 

Regression A mathematical mapping from unlabeled instances to a 
continuous range, or a metric space. 

Fig. 4. Schematic of knowledge-discovery paradigms considering available 
data and prior knowledge. Figure adapted from [280]. 
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Regularization The set of approaches to adding information to 
ameliorate an ill-posed problem or to reduce the potential for over-
fitting. Classically, in ML applications, regularization is applied via a 
penalty term in the loss function that penalizes more complex models. 
This penalty forces the optimization procedure to select simpler func-
tions that fit the training data well, as opposed to more complex func-
tions that are prone to overfitting. 

Reinforcement learning (RL) An approach to ML in which the goal is to 
learn an optimal policy that maximizes the return (or reward) accrued 
by an agent while interacting with an environment. The policy is a 
mapping from states of the environment to actions to be taken by the 
agent. 

Scientific and engineering machine learning (SciEngML) Application of 
ML to problems encountered in scientific and engineering domains, by 
incorporating physical principles, conservation laws, and other con-
straints to construct interpretable ML models of multiscale and multi-
physicochemical systems from sparse, low-fidelity, and heterogeneous 
data. Scientific ML was originally introduced to specifically address 
scientific discovery using ML techniques for scientific data [287]. To 
include engineering- and combustion-specific applications, we believe 
that SciEngML and CombML, respectively, are more fitting descriptors. 

Semi-supervised learning Semi-supervised learning intersects super-
vised and unsupervised methods by learning from a combination of 
labeled and unlabeled data, {(x, y)i, xj}

Nl ,Nu
i,j=1 , typically with Nu≪Nl. For 

example, semi-supervised learning methods have been applied in RL and 
statistical classification. 

Supervised learning Supervised learning encompasses methods that 
learn from a collection of labeled data, {(x, y)i}

Nl
i=1 to predict an outcome 

ŷ for an input x̂, through application of a learned hypothesis f(x̂). 
Common applications of supervised learning include classification and 
regression problems. 

Underfitting Underfitting describes the performance of a model that 
exhibits poor predictive ability on the training data itself, as a conse-
quence of its inability to capture the complexity of the data. 

Unsupervised learning Unsupervised learning is concerned with 
extracting knowledge from unlabeled data {xi}

Nu
i=1; it is commonly uti-

lized for dimensional reduction and clustering. 

1.5. Objective and outline 

The objective of this article is to review recent progress and discuss 
open challenges in CombML techniques with specific application to 
combustion science and engineering. This article seeks to address a 
broad readership that includes those new to combustion and/or ML, 
domain experts in ML who wish to develop and apply ML methods to 
combustion problems, as well as engineers and researchers that are 
trained in traditional combustion and would like to acquire knowledge 
in ML methods. 

In Section 2 we introduce the mathematical background and prin-
ciples that are the foundation of many ML methods. This section is 
intended for readers that are not familiar with statistical methods and 
readers that would like to refresh their knowledge about statistical 
learning methods related to CombML. Section 3 is concerned with ML 
algorithms; we follow the convention of distinguishing among super-
vised, unsupervised, and semi-supervised methods. Recognizing that ML 
combines a wide range of learning techniques that are highly versatile 
and applicable to various problems, this section reviews the most com-
mon techniques and draws connections to combustion-specific appli-
cations. To this end, we complement the exposure of these techniques 
with representative examples of canonical combustion problems. These 
examples highlight salient feature of various ML algorithms and—by 
including the source code and data as supplementary material and in a 
GitHub repository [288]—provide a tutorial for readers interested in 
further exploration. With this background, applications of these 
methods to combustion problems of direct scientific and engineering 

interest are examined in Section 4. This section is structured into three 
separate topics: (i) fundamental combustion investigations, (ii) appli-
cations to propulsion and energy-conversion systems, and (iii) fire and 
explosion hazards, accidents, and safety management. Following the 
review of recent progress in CombML applications, in Section 5 we 
discuss research opportunities, open research questions, and 
outstanding challenges to successfully adopting and adapting ML tech-
niques for combustion. A summary of this article is provided in Section 
6. 

With the rapid proliferation of ML into various disciplines of science 
and engineering, the field of combustion has greatly benefited from 
advances in related areas. Therefore, the interested reader is referred to 
the following monographs and reviews that provide additional infor-
mation about ML methods and their application to science and engi-
neering. In particular, the textbook by Bishop [282] is an accessible 
introduction to a wide range of ML techniques. For a more rigorous 
treatment of ML methods see Murphy [283], which is based on proba-
bility theory and model-based approaches. The monographs by Hastie 
et al. [289] and Goodfellow et al. [286] cover complementary subjects 
on statistical learning and deep learning and are recommended for 
readers with a background in statistics. Applying ML techniques to fluid 
mechanics was reviewed by Brunton et al. [290], while Jain et al. [291] 
provided a scoping review of ML methods for wildfire science and 
management. Other reviews that deliver a perspective on the infusion of 
data-intensive ML methods into various scientific and engineering areas, 
the use of deep learning for discovering features and structures from 
data, as well as the embedding of physical principles and knowledge into 
ML techniques are by Jordan and Mitchell [285], LeCun et al. [284], 
and  Karniadakis et al. [277]. 

2. Mathematical background 

This section provides relevant background information for statistical 
learning techniques and discusses key differences between physics- 
based computational approaches and data-driven methods (Fig. 3). 
Next, we outline a general supervised ML model in order to illustrate key 
concepts. By considering the example of linear regression, we compare 
and contrast ML to classical linear algebra and statistics viewpoints. 
With this foundation, various ML algorithms and applications to a wide 
range of combustion problems are discussed in Sections 3 and 4. 

2.1. Probabilistic analysis 

Readers familiar with turbulence have encountered probabilistic 
concepts in the context of frequentist interpretation, which is concerned 
with the probabilistic analysis of stochastic processes. In this interpre-
tation, statistical analysis tools are employed to extract physical trends 
such as mean, variance, and higher moments in order to describe a 
random process. As such, probabilities are regarded as statistical rep-
resentations of a process that can be generated from long-term sampling. 
In contrast, Bayesian interpretation associates probabilities with quan-
tification of the uncertainty of an event or a hypothesis. It is therefore 
more general and statistical data are more commonly interpreted 
through a Bayesian viewpoint. 

We distinguish between a probability density function (PDF) and a 
probability mass function (PMF). The PDF of a continuous random 
variable x is denoted by px(X) and quantifies the probability of x taking 
on a particular value [253,292]: 

px(X)dX = Pr{X ≤ x<X + dX} , (5)  

where X denotes the sample space variable and the probability Pr is 
defined as 

Pr{Xa ≤ x<Xb} =

∫ Xb

Xa

px(X)dX . (6) 
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Here, we follow convention employed in the combustion literature and 
introduce the subscript x to denote the random variable. The properties 
of a PDF require non-negativity and normalization, which can be written 
as: 

px(X)≥ 0 , (7a)  

∫ ∞

− ∞
px(X)dX= 1 . (7b) 

Extending Eq.  (5) to multiple continuous random variables, x and y, 
results in a joint PDF px,y(X,Y). The marginal PDF of x is then obtained by 
integration over the sample space Y: 

px(X) =
∫ ∞

− ∞
px,y(X,Y)dY , (8)  

and the extension to more than two variables directly follows. 
The conditional PDF px|y(X|Y) provides the probability of a contin-

uous random variable x for a particular value of y. The conditional PDF 
is computed from the product rule: 

px,y(X,Y) = px|y(X|Y)py(Y) . (9)  

Rearranging Eq.  (9) and using the symmetry of a joint PDF px,y(X,Y) =
py,x(Y,X) gives 

py|x(Y|X) =
px|y(X|Y)py(Y)

px(X)
, (10)  

which is referred to as Bayes’ theorem and provides a relationship be-
tween conditional probabilities. 

Probabilities of random processes are often approximated by analytic 
functions [293]. The Gaussian (or normal) distribution is one of the most 
common PDFs for representing continuous random variables. To 
represent the distribution of a continuous positive variable, the 
lognormal or Gamma distribution is used. To represent the probability of 
bounded continuous variables, commonly encountered in representing 
chemical species or mixing processes, the beta-distribution is employed. 
Other distributions for modeling multiscalar mixing processes and for 
considering high-order statistical moments are the Dirichlet distribu-
tion, the bivariate beta distribution, and the statistically most-likely 
distributions. 

Equation  (10) is the foundation of Bayesian inference; the distri-
butions are interpreted in the sense of uncertainties and hypothesis 
testing [282,294]. More specifically, this approach is employed in 
inferring specific quantities, model parameters, or a hypothesis from 
available data and observations. Denoting the parameters as θ and the 
available data by L , Bayes’ theorem can then be written as 

pθ|ℓ(Θ|L ) =
pℓ|θ(L |Θ)pθ(Θ)

pℓ(L )
, (11)  

where pθ(Θ) is the prior probability that is constructed from assumptions 
in the absence of data and pℓ(L ) is the marginal likelihood function that 
is evaluated from the data. The likelihood function pℓ|θ(L |Θ) is 
computed from the data given the parameters and quantifies the prob-
ability of the data for different specifications of the parameter vector θ. 
From this formulation, the posterior probability pθ|ℓ(Θ|L ) can be eval-
uated, which quantifies the probability of the parameters Θ given the 
observations. 

For the analysis of data that are obtained from infrequent measure-
ments or sparse sampling, it is more appropriate to consider the data as 
discrete random variables. The distribution of a sequence of N random 
discrete samples {x1, x2,…, xN} = {xi}

N
i=1 can then be represented by the 

fine-grained distribution 

p*
x(X) =

1
N

∑N

i=1
δ(X − xi) , (12)  

which is a discrete distribution with equal weights; δ(ζ) is the Dirac 
function. The asterisk denotes that  Eq.  (12) is a random distribution as 
it depends on random samples, xi, that are obtained from measurements 
or are generated from a continuous distribution using, for instance, an 
acceptance-rejection method [295]. Fig. 5 illustrates the construction of 
a fine-grained PDF from a continuous distribution function. 

Discrete random processes are analyzed using PMFs. A PMF can be 
derived from the fine-grained distribution by multiplying Eq.  (12) with 
a constant function I(X) = 1 and integrating over the sample space: 
∫ ∞

− ∞
p*

x(X)dX =
1
N

∑N

i=1

∫ ∞

− ∞
I(X)δ(X − xi)dX , (13a)  

=
1
N

∑N

i=1
I(X = xi) , (13b)  

=
∑N

i=1
Px(Xi) , (13c)  

where we used the sifting property of the Dirac function and define 
Px(Xi) =

1
N I(X= xi) as the PMF of the random discrete variable xi. It 

directly follows that the PMF satisfies the following properties: 

0 ≤ Px(Xi)≤ 1 ∀Xi , (14a)  

∑N

i=1
Px(Xi)= 1 . (14b) 

It is common to omit the index i and write the PMF as Px(X). 
The joint PMF of two discrete random variables is then written as 

Px,y(X,Y) from which the marginal PMF is determined as 

Px(X) =
∑

Y
Px,y(X, Y) . (15)  

In ML applications it is common to work with sparse sample data and 
PMFs such as the binomial distribution function and the Poisson distri-
bution [293]. 

Statistical quantities are obtained by taking moments of the PDF or 
PMF. The mean value or expectation of a function g(X) is computed as 

E(g) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

∫ ∞

− ∞
g(X)px(X)dX ,

∑

X
g(X)Px(X) .

(16) 

Fig. 5. Construction of a fine-grained distribution (symbols) through sampling 
from a lognormal continuous distribution (solid line) for two conditions, with 
mean μ and variance σ2. 
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The variance of g(X) is given as: 

V(g) = E
(
[g − E(g)]2

)

=

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

∫ ∞

− ∞
[g(X) − E(g)]2px(X)dX ,

∑

X
[g(X) − E(g)]2Px(X) .

(17) 

When working with multidimensional data that combine features 
with different scales, it is common to normalize these quantities by 
defining a standardized random variable with zero mean and unity 
variance: 

x* =
x − E(x)

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
V(x)

√ . (18)  

2.2. Statistical modeling and estimation 

A statistical model is represented by (L , {Px|θ}θ∈P ), where L de-
notes the sample space from which the data are sampled, {Px|θ}θ∈P is a 
parameterized family of probability distributions defined on L , and P 

denotes the set of model parameters. In statistical modeling, it is 
assumed that the data are generated by a process that can be well 
approximated by a member of this parameterized family. As an example, 
the output of an experiment may denote high-temperature ignition or 
low-temperature ignition. As this space of outcomes is binary, we define 
our sample space as L ∈ {0, 1}, where 0 represents low-temperature 
ignition and 1 indicates high-temperature ignition. Given this sample 
space, we can define the parameterized family of PDFs as a Bernoulli 
distribution: 

Px|θ(X|θ) = θX(1 − θ)1− X
. (19)  

Once a statistical model is defined, the data are used to estimate the 
parameters of the distribution. Statistics that estimate the true popula-
tion parameter, θ, are called estimators and are denoted as θ̂. An ideal 
estimator should exhibit certain properties, such as consistency, low 
bias, or low variance [289]. While many estimators exist, the maximum 
likelihood estimation (MLE) is commonly employed in ML; in the next 
section we discussed it in more detail. 

2.3. Maximum likelihood estimation 

MLE is a method for estimating the parameters in a distribution by 
minimizing the “difference” to the true (unknown) distribution. The 
likelihood, L, is the joint probability distribution of the data conditioned 
upon the parameterized probability distribution 

L(θ|L ) = Px|θ(x1 =X1, x2 =X2,…, xN =XN |θ) . (20)  

If the samples are independent, then Eq.  (20) simplifies to L(θ|L ) =
∏N

i=1Px|θ(xi = Xi|θ). This independence is not necessary to apply MLE. 
Note that the likelihood is a function of the parameters, θ, conditioned 
upon the data, L . Additionally, the likelihood is not a probability dis-
tribution; thus, it may not, for instance, integrate to unity over the range 
of parameters. With this formalism, the maximum likelihood estimator 
is defined as: 

θ̂MLE = arg max
θ∈P

L(θ|L ) . (21)  

Using this approach, the inference problem is converted to an optimi-
zation problem. This task can be carried out with tools from optimiza-
tion, such as steepest descent. The maximum likelihood estimator 
exhibits desirable properties in that it is consistent, unbiased, and 
invariant under transformation. Additionally, under some regularity 
conditions, the maximum likelihood estimator is normally distributed 

with a mean at the true population parameter and a variance inversely 
proportional to the estimated Fischer information [296]. 

In practice, it is more convenient to maximize the logarithm of the 
likelihood (the log likelihood), l(θ|L ) = ln(L(θ|L )). Since the logarithm 
is a monotonic function, this maximization does not affect the estimator, 
but it often simplifies subsequent calculations. 

2.4. Statistical learning 

ML is an algorithmic approach for constructing models that predict 
the outcome, or response, of a system through inference from collected 
data [283]. In supervised learning, the most common approach, the data 
consist of a set of observations, 

L =
{
(x, y)1, (x, y)2,…, (x, y)N

}
,

=
{
(x, y)i

}N
i=1,

(22)  

where x ∈ X represents the input state or features and y ∈ Y is the 
corresponding outcome or target. Here, X denotes the set of input data 
and Y is the set of output data. Each pair (x, y)i is referred to as an 
instance or a sample. These observation samples are employed during 
the training of the ML model that is then applied to data that was not 
seen during training. The dimension of the input state can be a scalar x ∈

R (such as pressure or temperature), a vector of thermochemical quan-
tities x ∈ RM (such as the vector of species concentrations C), or a 
multidimensional tensor of different flame images x ∈ RM×M. Similarly, 
the output can be a scalar, a vector, or a higher-dimensional tensor. ML 
relies on the inherent assumption of inferring an underlying relation 
between input and output, which can be written as: 

F : X →Y , (23)  

where F is the target function that is embedded in the data. 
Consider a general supervised ML algorithm (Fig. 6), which we 

discuss in detail because supervised learning algorithms are prominent 
and because all of them largely adhere to this architecture. At the 
inception, we have a physics-based relation between input features and 
output target F. The exact form of this relation is typically unknown and 
is evident only through the set of observations L given by Eq.  (22). 

Error measures and training error The objective of an ML algorithm is 
to identify from a set of hypotheses, H , a particular hypothesis, f , that 
expresses the unknown relation between features and targets. Different 
ML algorithms, which are further discussed in Section 3, correspond to 
different hypothesis sets that are represented by their candidate func-
tions, fj (Fig. 6). The performance of a candidate hypothesis in approx-
imating the target function is quantified through an error measure, E. An 
iterative optimization method uses the error measure to systematically 
test various candidate functions from the hypothesis set to determine an 
optimal model. 

In this context it is important to recognize the difference between ML 
and curve fitting. Although both methods operate on data, curve fitting 
is fundamentally concerned with identifying a set of model parameters 
such that a prescribed function provides a best fit to available data. In 
contrast, ML is a more general approach in that it is concerned with 
finding a particular function that can generalize over unobserved data 
that are sampled from the same distribution. As such, the key difference 
between curve fitting and ML lies in the approach: curve fitting focuses 
on the data, while ML focuses on the underlying process embedded in 
the data. 

The functional form of the error measure depends on user-specific 
requirements for accuracy and quantities of interest (QoIs), as repre-
sented by the ML model. For example, for classification problems, a 
popular error measure is 

E(Y, f (X)) =
1
N

∑N

i=1
L(yi, f (xi)) , (24) 
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where the zero-one loss function L(a, b) is defined as 

L(a, b) =
{

0 if a = b ,

1 if a ∕= b ,
(25)  

which measures the occurrence of misclassification averaged over the 
learning set for the candidate function f . Another loss function for binary 
classification problems is the binary cross entropy loss, 

E(Y, f (X)) = −
1
N

∑N

i=1
[yilog(f (xi))+ (1 − yi)log(1 − f (xi))], (26)  

which is equivalent to the (averaged) negative of the log likelihood, 
assuming that the target variables are sampled from a Bernoulli distri-
bution whose success probability is modeled by f . 

For regression problems, a commonly employed error measure is the 
mean squared error, 

E(Y, f (X)) =
1
N

∑N

i=1
‖ yi − f (xi) ‖

2 , (27)  

which estimates the square of the distance between the predictions and 
the true target averaged over the learning set. The minimization of the 
mean squared error is equivalent to minimizing the negative log likeli-
hood, assuming that the target variable is sampled from a Gaussian 
distribution with a constant variance. 

Other error measures can be considered for certain applications, such 
as the mean absolute error (or the L1-norm), which is more stable for 
data with significant outliers [289]. The confusion matrix [297] is 
another tool for assessing errors in supervised classification problems. 
For regression tasks, the Huber loss metric or quantile losses are 
commonly employed; a comprehensive discussion of these loss functions 
and their effects appears in Natekin and Knoll [298]. 

The dataset L = {(x, y)i}
N
i=1 consists of samples from the joint dis-

tribution px,y(X,Y). While error estimates over the entire dataset may be 
useful for optimization, they may not accurately reflect the performance 
of the model with new and unseen data. This ability is referred to as 
generalization, and is a central objective in ML [282]. The expected 
prediction error of the final ML model, the generalization error, is 
defined as an expectation over the probability distribution of the feature 
and target pairs, 

E (f ) = Ep(X,Y){E(Y, f (X))} , (28)  

and the expectation, introduced in Eq.  (16), given as 

Ep(X,Y){E(Y, f (X))} =

∫ ∫

px,y(X,Y)E(Y, f (X))dXdY . (29) 

While Eq.  (28) quantifies the prediction error over all possible 

feature-target pairs, the joint PDF is typically not available due to 
sample variability or incomplete measurements, thereby introducing 
bias into the evaluation of the generalization error. Therefore, the 
generalization error is estimated through re-substitution of the training 
data by which px,y(X,Y) is replaced by an empirical distribution, 

E (f ) ≃ E(X,Y)∈L {E(Y, f (X))} . (30)  

Re-substitution is commonly employed in curve fitting but results in 
optimistic estimates, as it relies on the same data that are used during 
learning. Hence, it is common practice in ML to divide the dataset into a 
training set and a testing set, L = L train ∪ L test. The testing set is only 
used for estimating the generalization error, 

E (f ) ≃ E(X,Y)∈L test{E(Y, f (X))} , (31)  

providing a more reliable estimate of the model performance. The 
relative sizes of the training set and the testing set depend on the 
problem under consideration, the hypothesis set, and other factors 
[299]. Standard practice, based on the Pareto principle, suggests that the 
training set includes 80% of the learning dataset and the testing set in-
cludes the remaining 20% of the data. 

Optimization The process of learning an ML model involves deter-
mining a set of model parameters. Model parameters in ML models 
represent coefficients in regression models, synaptic weights in neural 
networks, or likelihood parameters in classification models. General- 
solution techniques are considered for ML to accommodate various 
learning algorithms, error measures, and hypotheses. This accommo-
dation is generally achieved by framing the solution of finding the 
optimal set of model parameters as an optimization problem, subject to 
minimizing the error over the training set. Gradient descent is 
commonly employed as an iterative method for finding the local minima 
of differentiable functions with respect to coefficients θ, 

θn+1 = θn − α∂E
∂θ

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒

θ=θn
, (32)  

where the hyperparameter α is introduced to control the learning rate. 
Optimization algorithms from the family of gradient descent methods, 
which are frequently employed and readily accessible through open 
software libraries, include classical batch gradient descent, stochastic 
gradient descent, adaptive moment estimation, and root-mean square 
propagation [286,300,301]. Optimizers such as the latter two incorpo-
rate adaptive learning rates; learning-rate scheduling overcomes the 
issue of problem-specific hyperparameter tuning. Alternatives to these 
methods include higher-order methods such as Newton’s methods [302] 
and meta-heuristic methods [303] such as genetic algorithms (GAs) or 
simulated annealing. These methods offer advantages for optimizing in 
large search spaces, finding global optima, and carrying out 

Fig. 6. Schematic of a general supervised learning algorithm.  
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gradient-free optimization. 
Hyperparameter optimization Hyperparameters determine the 

learning rate and convergence of a ML algorithm. The evaluation of 
these hyperparameters is typically performed in prior or iterative sim-
ulations in which models are trained with various hyperparameters and 
an independent dataset is used to assess the models’ performance. To 
prevent potential overfitting as a result of iterating on the same dataset, 
the learning set is split into three parts: a training set, a testing set, and 
an additional validation set, viz., L = L train ∪ L test ∪ L valid, typically 
in 80:10:10 or 60:20:20 splits. The validation set is used to find satis-
factory values for the hyperparameters. Traditionally, hyperparameter 
optimization is carried out using randomized grid searches [304]. With 
advances in algorithms and computational resources, approaches like 
sequential model-based global optimization and Bayesian optimization 
have gained popularity [305]. We extend this discussion on hyper-
parameters through practical applications in Section 3. 

2.5. Model error and bias-variance decomposition 

To explore concepts underlying underfitting and overfitting, we 
consider the bias-variance decomposition [306]. Assuming that the joint 
probability distribution of the features and the target quantities, Px,y(X,
Y), is available, the best possible model can be determined by mini-
mizing the generalization error, independent of any dataset. This 
idealization is referred to as Bayes’ model and is represented as fB(X). 
The error in this model arises due to noise and random deviations in the 
dataset. This error is irreducible and represents the lowest possible error 
that any ML model can attain on the dataset. 

The generalization error for a single model fl(X), learned over a 
single dataset L l⊂L , can be expressed as: 

E (fl) = E(X,Y)∈L l{E(Y, fl(X))} , (33)  

where the mean squared error, Eq.  (27), is used as the error measure. 
However, we note that this error depends on the learning set used to 
formulate the model. If we take the expectation over all learning sets for 
the generalization error, this formulation can be decomposed as: 

E(X,Y)∈L {E (f )} = E(Y, fB(X))
⏟̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ ⏞⏞̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ ⏟

Noise

+
(
fB(X) − E(X,Y)∈L {f (X)}

)2

⏟̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅⏞⏞̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅⏟
Bias

+E(X,Y)∈L

[(
E(X,Y)∈L {f (X)} − f (X)

)2
]

⏟̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ ⏞⏞̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅⏟
Variance

,
(34)  

showing that the expected value of the generalization error can be 
broken down into noise, bias, and variance. The noise term in Eq.  (34) 
represents the limit on accuracy and is independent of the model and the 
learning dataset, providing a theoretical lower bound on the general-
ization error for any ML model. The bias term in Eq.  (34) measures the 
difference between the average prediction of models of a selected family 
generated over distinct datasets and the prediction of Bayes’ model. As 
Bayes’ model is the idealized best possible model, departure from it 
should lead to higher errors, as seen in the decomposition of Eq.  (34). 
The last term in Eq.  (34) measures the variance of predictions of ML 
models learned from all possible learning datasets. Generally, high 
model bias is indicative of underfitting, while high variance relates to 
overfitting, as illustrated by the following example. 

Consider measurements of the laminar flame speed for methane 
(CH4)/air mixtures (Fig. 7). For the learning datasets, we randomly 
sample ten points from the data with white noise. Three polynomial 
regression models are fitted using such learning sets: up to 1st order, 3rd 

order, and 5th order. In each plot, the light gray curves show the pre-
dictions of the regression model learned over distinct learning datasets, 
randomly sampled for each curve. The average over these curves, which 
approximates E(X,Y)∈L {E(Y,f(X))}, is the bold dark curve. For regression 
up to 1st order, there is little variance in any of the individual model 
predictions from the averaged prediction (Fig. 7a). Thus, the 1st order 

models have low variance. However, significant difference between the 
averaged prediction and the actual function is observable—meaning 
that the 1st order models have high bias. The situation where models 
exhibit low variance but high bias is referred to as underfitting. 
Underfitting of trained models may occur when the hypothesis set, H , is 
not expressive enough to capture the signal in the data. 

In contrast, for regression considering up to 5th order polynomial 
representations (Fig. 7c), the averaged prediction over all individual 
models is reasonably close to the true signal. Therefore, the 5th order 
models have low bias. However, there is significant variation between 
the predictions of individual 5th order models: they are very sensitive to 
the choice of data points in the learning set. Hence, the 5th order models 
have high variance. The situation where the models have high variance 
but low bias is referred to as overfitting. Overfitting of trained models 
may occur when the hypothesis set, H , is overly expressive so that, in 
addition to accounting for the signal in the data, the trained models start 
to account for the stochastic noise in the data. Finally, for regression up 
to 3rd order (Fig. 7b), the averaged prediction over all individual models 
is close to the analytic solution and the variance between individual 
models is also low. These models have low bias and low variance. 

Model selection The discussion about the expressive performance of a 
model leads to the concept of model selection, or choosing the hy-
pothesis set, for the problem and the dataset available [322]. Based on 
the complexity of the functions in the hypothesis set, algorithms can be 
arranged hierarchically. This complexity or expressiveness can be 
measured using the Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) dimension [323] 
(Fig. 8). However, for realistic problems, the choice of the hypothesis set 
is based on the nature of the problem, the amount and type of data 
available, the accuracy desired, the cost of training, the storage required 
by the trained model, and other constraints. An overarching concern in 
the choice of the hypothesis set, especially in CombML, is to ensure that 
it is at least as complex as the problem under consideration. Currently, 
the robust selection of a hypothesis set and the corresponding ML al-
gorithm is still in its infancy; selection is largely guided by experience. 

A common procedure in ML applications is to start with a certain 
degree of overfitting and correct from there. This strategy ensures that 
the hypothesis set is at least as complex as what is possible to be inferred 
from the data. Techniques to limit overfitting include cross-validation, 
early stopping, and regularization. Regularization strategies attempt to 
reduce overfitting by biasing the optimization procedure to select 
simpler candidate functions in the hypothesis set; simpler models are not 
able the represent the high-frequency noise that is superimposed on the 
signal (Fig. 7). To reduce overfitting, a penalty (or regularization) term 
is appended to the loss function during the training procedure. 
Considering the mean squared error in Eq.  (27), the resulting expression 
can then be written as: 

E(Y, f (X)) =
1
N

∑N

i=1
‖ yi − f (xi) ‖

2 + λg(θ) , (35)  

where the hyperparameter λ is determined using the validation set and 
the regularization function g(θ) is evaluated from the model parameters 
in the hypothesis set. 

2.6. Uncertainties 

Two broad classes of uncertainties require consideration (Fig. 9): 
epistemic uncertainties and aleatoric uncertainties. Epistemic un-
certainties arise due to the lack of knowledge of the dynamics of the 
system under consideration, or an inability to express its dynamic 
behavior using models. Such epistemic uncertainties are important for 
instance when learning from small datasets or sparse training data. This 
situation is commonly encountered in combustion applications due to 
limited experimental access, low data-acquisition rates, or intermittency 
of the combustion system under investigation. For such conditions, it is 
essential to utilize domain knowledge to structure the learning 
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algorithm appropriately. 
Epistemic uncertainties can be further divided into parameter un-

certainties and structural uncertainties, pertaining to uncertainties 
associated with the model parameters and the form of the optimal model 
selected from the hypothesis space, respectively. In contrast, aleatoric 
uncertainties are often referred to as irreducible or stochastic un-
certainties. In combustion applications, these uncertainties may arise 
due to noise in the training data, the projection of data onto a low- 
dimensional thermochemical state space, or the absence of important 
features in the data. Aleatoric uncertainties can be divided into homo-
scedastic uncertainties and heteroscedastic uncertainties. Homoscedas-
tic uncertainties are uniform across all inputs in the range, while 

heteroscedastic uncertainties vary over the input space. 
Uncertainties are traditionally demarcated into statistical and sys-

tematic uncertainties. Statistical uncertainties refer to errors that may be 
quantified by statistical analysis over a series of measurements. In 
contrast, systematic uncertainties occur due to models and theory—and 
cannot be treated the same as statistical uncertainties. In this regard, 
epistemic uncertainties are associated with systematic uncertainties and 
statistical uncertainties are aleatoric. 

2.7. Dataset shifts 

Traditional physics-based approaches (Fig. 3) that are derived from 

Fig. 7. Bias-variance decomposition: Fitting of laminar flame-speed measurements for CH4/air mixtures at ambient conditions [307–320] with polynomial 
regression. Empirical correlation by Gülder [321] (blue) is given as SL(ϕ) = Wϕηexp{ − ζ(ϕ − σ)2} with W = 42.2 cm/s, η = 0.15, ζ = 5.18, and σ = 1.075. (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 8. Illustration of VC dimension for binary classification problem. A linear classifier can only perfectly classify, i.e. shatter, at most d = 3 points in a binary 
classification problem. Hence, the VC dimension is d+ 1 = 4. 

Fig. 9. Uncertainties in ML applications.  
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fundamental physical principles are applicable to conditions and sce-
narios that comply with the underlying assumption of the physical 
model. In contrast, the mappings learned by data-driven models are 
contingent upon the training data. Thus, ML models are typically only 
applicable in the range of their training data. An inherent assumption in 
ML is that the samples to be predicted should be drawn from the same 
joint probability distribution (defined over the features and the target) 
as the training dataset. Samples where this condition is met are referred 
to as in-sample instances; samples where this condition is violated are 
referred to as out-of-distribution instances. A change in the joint dis-
tributions of the training data compared to those of the prediction 
samples is termed dataset shift [324]. Dataset shifts can appear in 
different forms:  

• Covariate shift: Shift in the distribution over the feature space 
without changing the conditional distribution of the labels  

• Label shift (or prior probability shift): Shift in the distribution over 
the target space without changing the conditional distribution of the 
features  

• Concept drift: Change in the statistical properties of the target 
quantities over time due to a changing system behavior not consid-
ered in the model  

• Open set recognition: Occurrence of new classes (in a classification 
problem) in the target space of the prediction sample, which were 
absent in the training data. 

Dataset shifts can lead to the deterioration of the model’s predictive 
accuracy. This is compounded by the fact that many ML algorithms and 
state-of-the-art models produce overly confident predictions for out-of- 
distribution samples. In practical CombML application, a good ML 
model should attempt to be robust to dataset shift. This can be partic-
ularly challenging when dealing with time-dependent combustion 
problems. A common instance of dataset shift in CombML applications 
manifests when the ML model is trained and evaluated on simulation 
data, but is deployed in realistic applications. In many cases, such a 
dataset shift may be obligated as labeled training data may only be 
available from simulations. 

3. ML algorithms 

3.1. Overview of ML techniques 

ML methods can be categorized into three types: supervised, unsu-
pervised, and semi-supervised learning (Fig. 10). This section provides 

an overview of various ML methods, specifically focusing on underlying 
mathematical principles and discussing salient features by considering 
illustrative combustion examples of selected methods from each cate-
gory. Applications of these methods to combustion science and engi-
neering are reviewed in Section 4. 

Section 3.2 discusses supervised learning algorithms, which are 
currently the most common class of ML methods with relevance to 
combustion. Supervised learning requires that the training data are 
labeled, consisting of N tuples of inputs and labels {(x, y)i}

N
i=1. Examples 

of supervised learning in combustion applications include classification 
techniques for selecting particular chemical-kinetic mechanisms, 
constitutive relations, and combustion models that generalize with 
available data. Regression techniques extend learning methods to 
continuous outputs and can be applied to fitting thermodynamic 
response functions, rate coefficients, and subgrid closures. 

In Section 3.3, we discuss unsupervised or descriptive learning. 
These techniques operate on unlabeled learning data and are employed 
in knowledge discovery, dimensional reduction, and the identification 
of latent variables in data. As such, these techniques can be attractive for 
the construction of low-dimensional combustion manifolds, reduced 
chemical mechanisms, and the identification of parametric de-
pendencies in complex combustion environments. Principal component 
analysis (PCA; Section 3.3.2) is one example of a commonly employed 
unsupervised learning method that has been used for identifying low- 
dimensional combustion manifolds. 

Supervised and unsupervised learning algorithms may be differen-
tiated by their reliance on labeled data or the lack thereof. The inter-
section of these approaches results in a category of methods that learn 
from both labeled and unlabeled data. Such semi-supervised learning 
approaches are attractive for the analysis of incomplete measurements 
and dealing with missing data, which is commonly encountered in 
combustion applications in which only a few thermochemical quantities 
can be measured. In addition, semi-supervised techniques in RL can be 
applied for optimal control of combustion systems in the presence of 
noise and the absence of descriptive models. With relevance to 
describing the dynamics of a combustion system, sequence models and 
generative approaches are particularly attractive because they enable 
the consideration of data sequences and can be utilized to generate low- 
order models through the abstraction of high-fidelity simulations. Sec-
tion 3.4 discusses technical details behind these semi-supervised 
learning methods. 

Recognizing that purely data-driven ML models can exhibit de-
ficiencies [325,326] in accurately capturing complex physicochemical 
processes in combustion applications, Section 3.5 discusses methods and 

Fig. 10. Classification of ML techniques with examples and applications of corresponding ML methods.  
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frameworks for combining prior knowledge and physical information 
from combustion science and engineering with ML. 

3.2. Supervised learning 

Supervised learning is concerned with inferring a hypothesis in the 
form of an ML model from a labeled dataset that maps the input data to 
the output. Supervised learning provides an algorithmic framework for 
learning the model parameters from the data by minimizing an objective 
function 

arg max
θ∈P

E(Y, f (X, θ)) , (36)  

where we expose the implicit dependence of the hypothesis f on the 
model parameters θ for clarity. 

Supervised learning algorithm differ in their prespecification of the 
hypothesis set, model architecture, and the optimization method for 
selecting model parameters. 

3.2.1. Logistic regression 
Perhaps one of the simplest algorithms in supervised learning is lo-

gistic regression [327]. Logistic regression is commonly employed for 
binary classification of learning data L = {(x, y)i}

N
i=1 with yi ∈ {ψ1,ψ2}

(where ψ1 = 0 and ψ2 = 1) corresponding to two classes that are 
mutually exclusive and exhaustive. Thus, logistic regression predicts the 
probability of the output ŷ = f(x) being a member of class ψ1. By 
introducing the posterior probability of class ψ1, this formulation can be 
written as: 

Ŷ (X) = P(Y =ψ1|X) = σ
(
wTX + b

)
(37)  

or Ŷ(X) = 1 − P(Y = ψ1|X) since both classes are mutually exclusive and 
exhaustive. 

The prediction of logistic regression for binary classification is 
executed in two discrete steps (Fig. 11a). The first step, scalarization, 
involves the reduction of the M-dimensional feature vector X ∈ RM to a 
scalar quantity Z = wTX + b with weights w ∈ RM and bias b ∈ R. In the 
second step, Z is passed through an activation function, which in-
troduces nonlinearities to the algorithm through a sigmoid function: 

σ(Z) = 1
1 + exp{ − Z}

with Z = wTX + b . (38)  

The model parameters θ = (wT, b)T are determined by minimizing an 
error function; logistic regression considers the likelihood function 
L(y|θ) =

∏N
i=1 ŷ yi

i (1 − ŷi)
1− yi (Section 2.3). Taking the negative loga-

rithm gives the cross-entropy error function, and dividing by the number 
of samples N results in the cross-entropy error (Eq.  (26)). 

The nonlinearity in the sigmoidal function requires an iterative 
method to determine the model parameters. The convex form of the 
error function ensures a unique solution and gradient descent (Eq.  (32)) 
or an iteratively reweighted least squares method can be employed 
[328]. The Jacobian, ∂θE, can be determined in analytic form by 
applying the chain rule: 

∂E
∂θ

=
∂E
∂σ

∂σ
∂Z

∂Z
∂θ

, (39)  

with the derivative of the sigmoidal function given as ∂Zσ(Z) = σ(Z)(1 −

σ(Z)). 
Although logistic regression is commonly employed for binary clas-

sification, the extension to multiclass classification problems is obtained 
by writing the posterior distribution in Eq.  (37) as a soft-max function 
for K distinct classes (Fig. 11b): 

P(Y =ψk|X) = Ŷ k(X) = s(Z) , (40)  

where ψk is a binary vector of zeros except for element k and s(Z) is the 
soft-max function, 

s(Zk) =
exp{Zk}

∑K
j=1exp

{
Zj
} . (41)  

The cross-entropy error function is then written as: 

E(θ1, θ2,…, θK) = −
1
N

∑N

i=1

∑K

k=1
yiklog(ŷik) , (42)  

with ŷik = ŷk(xi). In Section 3.2.6 we examine this multiclass logistic 
regression for demarcating distinct ignition regimes. Note that the 
number of model parameters scales linearly with the dimensionality of 
the feature space and the number of classes, making this algorithm 
computationally tractable for high-dimensional input spaces. 

In Section 2.4, we indicated that ML algorithms are concerned with 
identifying a target hypothesis from a hypothesis set. This is not the case 
for logistic regression, where the hypothesis is predetermined by the 
transfer function and the ML model is fully determined by specification 
of the model parameters. In Section 3.2.4, we see that binary logistic 
regression can be considered as a fundamental building block of a 
neuron in a neural network in which the input signal is passed through a 
transfer function. Section 4.3.1 discusses applications and extensions of 
logistic regression models for predicting fire occurrence and for risk 
assessment. 

3.2.2. Decision trees 
Logistic regression relies on the assumption of linear separability of 

the feature space, which limits application to problems with complex 
decision boundaries. Tree-based methods [329,330], such as decision 
trees (also referred to as classification and regression trees), overcome 
this issue and can represent arbitrarily complex relationships by recur-
sively partitioning the feature space into hypercuboids [283]. In addi-
tion, this intuitive algorithm provides a high degree of interpretability. 

A decision tree consists of a set of rules that defines a partition over 
the feature space. Consider a multiclass classification problem with K 
distinct classes, Y ∈ {ψ1, ψ2,…, ψK}. Given a set of features X that are 
sampled from a space Ω, the decision tree generates a model, f(X) = ψk, 
that partitions the domain Ω into non-empty subregion Ωf

ψk 
such that 

Ω = ∪K
k=1Ωf

ψk 
with Ωf

ψ l
∩ Ωf

ψm
= ∅ for l ∕= m. Here, the superscript f de-

notes that these partitions were generated by the function f . 
Fundamentally, a tree is a graph consisting of vertices and directed 

edges, G = (V,E). An edge E connects the parent vertex Vk to its child 
vertex Vl. The first vertex is referred to as the root; it has no parent 
vertex. All other vertices are connected by edges. Terminal vertices are 

Fig. 11. Schematic of a logistic regression algorithm with an M-dimensional 
feature vector for (a) binary classification and (b) multiclass classification with 
K classes. 
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called leaves. 
In a binary classification problem (Fig. 12), a decision tree seeks to 

classify each two-dimensional data sample xi = (x1, x2)i into two distinct 
categories, Y ∈ {ψ1, ψ2}. The leaf nodes are shaded to indicate the 
classification of the point. Initially, the tree consists of a singleton leaf 
and all data samples are assigned to class ψ1 to minimize the error 
(Fig. 12a). In the first branch (Fig. 12b), the tree partitions the X1–X2 

space into two subsets that correspond to Ωf
ψ1

: X1 < ξ1 and 

Ωf
ψ2

: X1 ≥ ξ2. In the second step (Fig. 12c), another branch is created to 
refine the partition. To classify a new sample via such a tree-based 
model, the sample is traversed down the tree and is allocated to the 
correct partition at every internal vertex until it terminates at a leaf that 
is assigned to the class defined by the vertex. 

Let us consider how tree-based models learn from data. Following 
the formulation of Breiman et al. [330], we introduce an impurity 
measure, i(V), to assess the quality of possible branches that are repre-
sented by a vertex V. For each vertex, a branch is identified that maxi-
mizes the reduction in the impurity. The impurity decreases due to a 
binary split that divides a vertex V into left and right children, VL and VR, 
is given by 

Δi(s,V) = i(V) −
NVL

NV
i(VL) −

NVR

NV
i(VR), (43)  

where NV is the number of samples (from the training set) assigned 
originally to node V, and NVL and NVR are the number of samples 
assigned to vertex VL and VR, respectively. For classification problems, a 
popular impurity measure is the impurity function based on the Gini 
index [331]: 

iG(V) =
∑K

k=1
P(ψk|V)(1 − P(ψk|V)), (44)  

where K is the number of classes and P(ψk|V) denotes the probability of a 
point in the sample being assigned to class ψk conditioned upon the split 

represented by node ψ , explicitly Nψk/NV . At every step of growing a 
decision tree from data, different splits over different features at a given 
terminal node are evaluated. The split leading to the maximum decrease 
in the impurity measure is chosen to partition the (formerly terminal) 
node into additional child nodes. This process continues until no further 
decrease in the impurity measure is possible. 

The process of growing a tree from data is a greedy algorithm [332]: 
it makes the locally optimal choice at each step. This approach makes 
decision-tree models prone to overfitting if allowed to grow without 
restriction. Various approaches prevent overfitting by regularization, 
including stopping splitting when a terminal node has only Nmin samples 
form the learning set and constraining the tree to be of a certain 
maximum depth, dmax. These scenarios require learning of the hyper-
parameters Nmin or dmax, which is commonly done using a validation 
dataset or cross-validation (Section 2.4). 

Decision trees offer ease-of-use and accurate predictions, especially 
with simple tabular data. This learning algorithm also provides the 
additional benefit of model interpretability (Section 5.2). At the basic 
level, this can be embodied via feature importance scores, provided by 
the mean decrease impurity (MDI) measure for all the features in the 
input set [333]. Here, the importance of a feature is given by aggre-
gating the weighted decrease in variance for all the nodes where the 
specific feature is used as the criterion for partitioning the feature space. 
Such measures of model interpretability provide insight into the un-
derlying rationale learned by the model during training and can lead to 
high confidence in the model. Similarly, such interpretability measures 
can lead to data-driven discovery of new relationships between input 
features and targets, making this ML method suitable for combustion 
problems that can benefit from fundamental insights such as in model 
discovery and feature selection. 

3.2.3. Random forests 
Section 3.2.2 showed that decision trees are prone to overfitting, 

which is reflected by low bias but high variance. Therefore, it is desir-
able to consider an approach that retains the low bias of decision-tree 
models but reduces their variance. Random forests are an ensemble 
method that accomplishes this goal. By combining a collection of deci-
sion trees into a random forest, an ensemble model is created that has 
lower variance than the individual constituents while maintaining low 
bias. This is reflected in the concept of the “strength of weak learn-
ability” [334], which considers an ensemble of weak models that are 
(largely) independent and deliver far superior predictions [335]. The 
variance of the ensemble model is directly proportional to the correla-
tion between individual models in the ensemble. Thus, the more un-
correlated our individual models are, the lower the variance of the 
ensemble model. To inject this decorrelation between individual deci-
sion trees into the random forest, two concepts are commonly utilized:  

• Bagging [336]: Bagging (or bootstrap aggregating) is an approach to 
create different ML models from the same dataset. The first step 
generates multiple new training subsets by sampling from the orig-
inal dataset, uniformly and with replacement. Each of these sampled 
datasets can be used to train an ML model. The final prediction is 
chosen by aggregating the predictions of these individual models. In 
random forests, each individual tree is exposed to such a bootstrap 
sample of the original training dataset from which to learn, ensuring 
that every tree learns from a different dataset and imparts a level of 
decorrelation to the trees.  

• Randomly subsampling over the features [337]: In random forests, 
for splitting at each node, the trees must determine the best split over 
random subsamples of the features. This approach introduces addi-
tional decorrelation between the trees in the ensemble. 

Random forests possess the benefits of decision trees in accuracy, 
ease-of-use, and interpretability of decision trees, and are not as prone to Fig. 12. Stepwise construction of a decision tree for a two-dimensional feature 

space with binary classification. 
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overfitting. This makes this ML method suitable for data that do not 
require special representation. Similar to other ensemble approaches, 
the computational cost scales with the number of decision trees that 
constitute the ensemble. Often, very complex problems can require more 
than thousands of trees [336] for good prediction, which can pose 
challenges for real-time predictions and limited hardware (such as in 
combustion-control applications). 

3.2.4. Neural networks 
In Section 3.2.1, we noted that logistic regression has inherent in-

abilities to replicate nonlinear decision boundaries, limiting its utility 
for complex physics-based classification tasks. For such undertakings, 
we must rely on more expressive algorithms, such as neural networks. 

The most straightforward neural network architecture, often referred 
to as a multilayer perceptron (MLP) or fully connected, feedforward 
neural network, consists of an arrangement of individual logistic 
regression units, termed neurons, in a network of hierarchical layers 
(Fig. 13). The output Ŷ of neuron l is computed as 

Ŷ = σ(Z) with Z =
∑M

i=1
wl,iXi + bl , (45)  

where σ is the transfer or activation function of neuron l (Fig. 13 b). For 
neural networks, the sigmoid function, tanh function, and ReLU 
(Rectified Linear Unit) functions are the preferred activation functions 
for introducing nonlinearities. Sigmoid functions are also used in logistic 
regression (Section 3.2.1) and can be convenient for training via back-
propagation due to the differentiability of the activation function (Eq. 
(38)) and its derivative. However, because of the slow convergence 
during training when using the sigmoid function, ReLU functions (which 
are clipped linear functions) are sometimes preferred. In a fully con-
nected neural network, the outputs from the preceding layer act as 
composite features for every neuron in the succeeding layer. As such, a 
fully connected neural network defines a mapping from the space of the 
input layer to that of the output layer. 

Deep fully connected networks have been applied to problems with a 
variety of inputs and outputs, such as scalars, images, and sequences 
(Section 4.1.3). However, in many such applications, fully connected 
neural networks encounter limitations. Therefore, specialized neural 
networks that ameliorate these limitations have been developed for 
specific applications. For problems involving high-dimensional tensorial 
inputs and outputs (spatial/image data), CNNs are more appropriate. 
CNNs consist of convolutional blocks, pooling layers, and a fully con-
nected network (Fig. 14a). A convolutional block typically combines a 
convolution layer, an activation function, and batch normalization. This 
architecture allows the fully connected layers to process image data 
without the need for vectorizing the image, thereby preserving non-local 
information. This can result in higher prediction accuracy and easier 
training when dealing with multi-dimensional simulations and flame 
imaging data. 

In computer vision and digital signal processing, a filter is a function 
that operates on a local neighborhood of a pixel to generate a result 
[338]. Filtering an image involves application of such a filter over the 
entire image. Such filters can be applied to images (or multidimensional 
tensors) to denoise and resize images, or to extract features like texture 
and edges from the image. Convolutional layers consists of multiple 
correlation filters. The simplest filters replace the corresponding pixel in 
the output by the average or maximum value of the pixel’s neighbor-
hood in the input. These replacements correspond to the pooling oper-
ations used in CNNs (Fig. 15a), where a max-pooling operation is 
employing using a 2 × 2 filter, with the filter moving across two rows 
and columns (strides). Depending on the problem, filter sizes and strides 
can be chosen via hyperparameter tuning or by the following intuition: 
kernels which are too large will result in large information losses, while 
kernels which are too small will result in low sharing of information with 
neighboring pixels. Using large strides has the same effect as 

downsampling the spatial data. A more complicated filtering operation 
occurs when the filtered result is a weighted combination of pixels over a 
small neighborhood of pixels: 

g(i, j) =
∑K

k=0

∑L

l=0
f (i+ k, j+ l)h(k, l) . (46)  

The entries of the weight kernel or mask h(k, l) are referred to as the filter 
coefficients and K and L are the widths of the filter. This application is 
the correlation operator, given by g = f*h. Such linear correlation (or 
cross-correlation) filtering is referred to as convolution in reference to 
neural networks (Fig. 15b). 

These deep learning layers can be arranged together to form versatile 
architectures. One example of this involves arranging convolutional 
layers into an autoencoder network [339], which is an un- or 
semi-supervised learning approach, depending on its utilization. An 
autoencoder is a deep neural network that is broken up into two main 
sections: the encoder and the decoder (Fig. 14b). The encoder reduces 
the data field into a set of parameters that describe the variance seen in 
the input. The last layer in the encoder is often called the bottleneck, 
which outputs a compressed form of the original input data known as 
latent variables, and is treated as input to the decoder. The decoder takes 
the features in the bottleneck and regenerates the input or a segmen-
tation. Autoencoders are closely related to another dimensionality 
reduction technique, PCA (Section 3.3.2), and can even be viewed as a 
nonlinear generalization of principal component analysis PCA [340]. 
This kind of architecture can find many practical uses in reducing the 
dimensions of combustion chemistry (Section 4.1.3). 

A loss of non-local information can also occur when using fully 
connected networks with sequential data (e.g., temporal data describing 
flame dynamics, transient ignition events, or engine cycle operation). 
Additionally, in many sequence modeling problems, the length of the 
input and output are not fixed, which can lead to problems when using 

Fig. 13. Schematic of a fully connected, feedforward neural network. (a) 
Network architecture of a multilayer perceptron, consisting of an input layer 
with four input channels Xi=1,…,4, two output channels Y1 and Y2, and three 
hidden layers with 5, 5, and 3 neurons, respectively. (b) Representation of an 
operation on a neuron l as a logistic regression with a weighted summation over 
input state and application of transfer function σ. 
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fully connected networks. Similar to image data, sequences can be very 
long, leading to large computational cost. For instance, a single-layer 
network with 1,000 neurons that accepts a time history with 10,000 
measurements as input leads to over a million weights and biases. RNNs 
[341] represent a network architecture that overcomes these challenges 
by employing a hidden state to maintain the relationship between past 
and future inputs (Fig. 16). To reduce the number of weights and biases, 
the same operation with the same weights is applied to each element in 
the input sequence, which gives the network its recurrent moniker: 

At = fa(WaAt− 1 +WxXt + ba) , (47a)  

Yt = fy
(
WyAt + by

)
, (47b)  

with activation At , output Yt, function f{a,y}, weights W{a,x,y}, biases 
b{a,y}, and the subscript t denoting the timestep. Numerous types of RNN 
exist, such as one-to-one, many-to-one, and many-to-many. A traditional 
fully connected network can be viewed as a one-to-one RNN with one 
sequence and one output, while a many-to-many RNN has many se-
quences and many outputs (Fig. 16). A popular RNN architecture is the 
long short-term memory (LSTM) architecture, which incorporates logic 
gates to regulate information within the network [342]. 

3.2.5. Support vector machines (SVMs) 
An SVM [343,344] is a non-probabilistic algorithm that forms deci-

sion boundaries within linearly separable data. In a binary classification 
problem, these decision boundaries are formed by solving for the 
maximum distance between points closest to the decision boundary 
(Fig. 17). These points are called support vectors. 

SVMs employ hyperplanes for classifying and regressing data. 
Consider a binary classification problem for N data points of feature xij 

defined in an M-dimensional space. In this classification problem, the 
decision boundary is an optimal hyperplane for separating data points 
into two classes yi ∈ {ψ1,ψ2} (where ψ1 = − 1 and ψ2 = 1). The hy-
perplane dividing the two classes—the decision boundary—can be 
expressed as: 

∑M

i=1
wiXi + b = 0 , (48)  

where the weights w ∈ RM form a vector normal to the hyperplane and b 
is the bias coefficient. The hyperplanes coinciding with the support 
vectors on both sides of the decision boundary, known as margins, can 
be expressed as: 

∑M

i=1
wiXi + b = Ysupp = ±1 , (49) 

Fig. 14. Schematic of commonly employed CNN architectures. (a) CNN classifier combining feature extraction and fully connected neural network for classification. 
(b) CNN autoencoder with encoder and decoder. The convolutional block combines a convolution layer, an activation function, and batch normalization. 

Fig. 15. Operations in a CNN: (a) pooling and (b) convolution.  
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where the distance between the two margins can be expressed as 2 
/‖ w ‖. For a hard-margin problem, where data points are not allowed to 
fall within the margin, training the SVM thus involves solving the 
following optimization problem using the method of Lagrange multi-
pliers: 

arg min
wj ,bi

1
2
∑M

j=1
w2

j −
∑N

i=1

∑M

j=1
λi
[
yi
(
wjxij + bi

)
− 1

]
, (50)  

where λ is the Lagrange multiplier. The first term of this loss function 
minimizes the distance between the two margins, while the second en-
forces a constraint such that no point falls within the margin. Note that 
the second term in the loss function can be modified to allow for a soft- 
margin SVM, where some points are allowed to fall within the margins. 

As Eq.  (48) suggests, this form of SVM can only be applied to linear 
classification problems. However, SVMs can be extended to nonlinear 
problems by transforming the data points to a higher-dimensional space, 
rendering the data linearly separable. This transformation is usually 
accomplished with the use of inner products. However, since the 
computational cost can become intractable with large datasets, the inner 
product is approximated using a kernel function in practical algorithms, 
a process known as kernelizing. The radial basis function kernel, con-
structed based on the Euclidean distance of vectors, is a popular kernel 
for nonlinear data. 

This section has focused on describing the employment of SVMs for 
classification problems. However, this method can be directly extended 
to regression problems by considering samples of a continuous target 
variable, instead of the binary classes discussed here. SVMs offer ease-of- 
use and low computational complexity (Section 3.2.6), and are thus 
suited in computationally-restricted applications such as in real-time 
prediction of combustion phenomena. 

3.2.6. Application examples 
Let us examine and contrast the supervised learning algorithms 

discussed in the previous sections in the context of a combustion 
application. For this, we consider predicting the ignition behavior of an 
n-dodecane/air mixture. The learning data are generated by performing 
zero-dimensional homogeneous reactor simulations with Cantera [345] 
using a compact skeletal mechanism [346] for various initial tempera-
tures and n-dodecane (C12H26) mole fractions at a constant pressure of 
20 bar. The simulations are advanced until t = 1 s, which corresponds to 
the maximum timescale for alkane low-temperature chemistry under 
typical engine conditions [347]. Isocontours of adiabatic flame tem-
perature and CH2O mass fraction, a marker for low temperature com-
bustion, as a function of C12H26 mole fraction and temperature are 
shown in Fig. 18. 

A specified number of randomly sampled points within the raw data 
is used to generate the training set for a multiclass classification prob-
lem. Following the definitions of low- and high-temperature chemistry 
by Ju et al. [347], data points where the adiabatic temperature exceeds 
1050 K are labeled as high-temperature chemistry and conditions in 
which reactions occur below 1050 K and with CH2O exceeding 1% of the 
maximum CH2O level are labeled as low-temperature chemistry; all 
other points are labeled as no ignition. Various learning algorithms are 
trained to classify these three conditions: regions dominated by (i) 
high-temperature chemistry, (ii) low-temperature chemistry, and (iii) no 
ignition. 

The contours in Fig. 19a,f depict the generated classes within the 
learning data, while the corresponding scatter points represent sampled 
points used for training the ML algorithms. In the present problem, we 
illustrate the behavior of the learning algorithms trained with 2% and 
60% of the generated data. While the accuracy of the classifiers increases 
with the training data, the accuracy of the ML algorithms tends to 
plateau when sufficient data is provided during training (Fig. 20a). Low 
model complexity of logistic regression results in relatively low test 
accuracy of 0.89. With sufficient training data  (Fig. 19f), all the 
nonlinear classifiers (Fig. 19h,i,j) predict the ignitability of n-dodecane 
mixtures accurately (∼ 96% test accuracy), with feedforward neural 
networks providing the highest classification accuracy. However, other 
ML algorithms such as the random forest can outperform neural net-
works for small datasets (less than 5% of the learning data), as shown in 
Fig. 20a. 

Under certain scenarios, the accuracy of the classifiers can decrease 
with increasing data size, as seen with the SVM (Fig. 20a). This phe-
nomenon can be attributed to the SVM’s sensitivity of the hyper-
parameters to the size of the datasets; the SVM’s hyperparameters were 
optimized for ∼ 20% of the learning dataset. When applying logistic 
regression multiclass classifiers (Fig. 19b,h), the probability 
Ŷ = Py|x(Y = ψ1|X) of a sample belonging to a particular class ψ1 is still 
evaluated in a binary fashion. However, if Ŷ = Py|x(Y = ψ2|X) or 
Ŷ = Py|x(Y = ψ3|X) exceeds Ŷ = Py|x(Y = ψ1|X), then the sample point 
would be assigned to ψ2 or ψ3, respectively. Hence, only three linear 
decision boundaries will be formed during classification. 

The case with 2% learning data demonstrates supervised learning in 
representative combustion problems in which simulations or experi-
ments can be costly, yielding small datasets. Since the classifier accuracy 
is highly dependent on the size of the training data (Fig. 20a), all 
nonlinear classifiers (Fig. 19c,d,e) demonstrate some flaws when trained 
with 2% learning data. For example, the sharp boundaries predicted by 
the random forest (Fig. 19d), in contrast to the smooth boundaries 
produced by SVMs and neural networks, are artefacts of recursively 
partitioning the feature space during training. In many applications, 
decision trees and random forests can face issues when extrapolating 
outside of the training set due to this recursive partitioning; partitions 
for labels outside the training set are not well defined, which can result 
in clipped predictions. In order to improve the accuracy of ML methods 
with the sparse and small datasets encountered in many scientific 
problems, knowledge-guided ML approaches (Section 3.5), which have 
largely been applied to neural networks, have been proposed to 

Fig. 16. Schematic of a many-to-many RNN.  

Fig. 17. Hard margin SVM applied to a two-dimensional binary classifica-
tion problem. 
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circumvent this issue by embedding domain knowledge into ML 
architectures. 

In addition to classifier accuracy, another aspect to consider when 
selecting the appropriate ML algorithm involves the computational cost 
(Fig. 20b). Logistic regression requires the least computational costs 
during training and prediction, due to the algorithm’s simplicity. Due to 
the algorithmic complexity of gradient descent methods, training neural 
networks is typically costlier than other supervised learning algorithms. 
This cost can be ameliorated with the use of specialized ML hardware 
(graphics/tensor processing unit). However, the largest computational 
costs from using neural networks typically arise from the cost of high- 
dimensional hyperparameter search. 

While a common practice in supervised learning involves splitting 
learning datasets into training and testing sets with a ratio of 80:20 
(Section 2.4), an alternative practice involves splitting learning sets into 
a training, validation, and testing set. Here, we split the learning data 
into a 60:20:20 split, respectively. This additional validation set is used 
for searching ML hyperparameters, which can have a significant effect 
on the model predictions as shown in Fig. 20c by the difference in 
validation accuracy that arises from varying the two hyperparameters 
within SVM models using a radial basis function kernel. Within this ML 
model, C is associated with the cost factor of the soft margin, while γ is 
related to the variance of the data. Hyperparameter searches can be 
done through an exhaustive grid search, which traverses through the 
entire space of possible hyperparameters. This is only feasible in certain 
algorithms such as SVMs, decision trees, and random forests due to the 
small number of hyperparameters. The main hyperparameter within 
decision trees involves selecting a stopping criteria for the depth of the 

tree during training, while random forests possess an additional hyper-
parameter that determines the number of decision trees. Hyper-
parameter search for neural networks involves a large number of 
dimensions (such as learning rate, hidden layer size, and training batch 
size) which can grow even larger for complex deep learning architec-
tures. In this situation, an exhaustive grid search is computationally not 
feasible, and low cost strategies—such as a random search (which 
samples the hyperparameter space randomly) or Bayesian search [348] 
(which samples the hyperparameter space with quantified 
uncertainties)—are typically used. These hyperparameter and archi-
tecture optimization strategies can require deep expertise and have 
spawned an entire field of research known as automated ML [349]. 

3.2.7. Algorithm selection and inductive biases 
With the maturation of ML methods and their widespread avail-

ability, we can now choose supervised learning algorithms that best fit 
specific problems. However, at present the selection of certain algo-
rithms has remained pragmatic as it is often determined by a combi-
nation of the data format and the volume of the data (Section 3.2.6). 
With respect to the volume of training data available, different rules of 
thumb have been offered. For instance, it has been recommended that 
for training a CNN for image classification, about a thousand represen-
tative images are required for each class [350]. For scalar data, the VC 
dimension of the model can be used to estimate the sample-complexity 
bounds or the relationship between data volume and generalization 
error, as previously discussed in Section 2.5. With respect to data format, 
a commonly-held belief may be that for tabular/scalar input data, one 
can utilize random forests, boosted trees, or densely connected neural 
networks. Convolutional architectures are recommended for image data 
formats, while RNNs are commonly used for sequence data. While these 
are useful guiding principles as shown in Section 4, they are not uni-
versal. For instance, one can use data augmentation to train complex 
multi-class classifiers with a few hundred training samples. In many 
cases, transfer learning can be used to train accurate models with just 
tens of training samples. Introducing domain knowledge in the learning 
procedure, for instance by using hard or soft constraints, can enable 
models to be trained with even fewer samples still. 

To guide the formulation and training of data-driven models for 
combustion applications, we outline the concept of inductive bias [351, 
352]. Inductive bias refers to the set of assumptions that each model uses 
to generalize beyond the training data. With relevance to combustion 
applications, this can be illustrated by tasks involving the creation of a 
data-driven model for a chemical kinetic mechanism or the construction 
of a closure model for the subgrid scalar dissipation rate. For this, we can 
consider two diametrically different approaches. In the first approach, 
we may explicitly define the mathematical structure and the learning 
algorithm needs to determine the model-describing coefficients as a 
function of the input features. This principle is encapsulated by 
data-centric approaches and empirical correlation models (Fig. 7). The 
second approach may be to use a fully connected neural network for this 
modeling task. Here, the structure of the model form is not defined and 
the ML algorithm is free to approximate the model response as an 
arbitrary function of the input features. The key difference in these two 
approaches is the degree of inductive bias. The first approach introduces 
a high degree of inductive bias in the learning process. This reduces the 
amount of computational resources and data required to train the 
model. However, it also reduces the degree of freedom of the data-driven 
model (with respect to the space of functions it can explore) and may 
lead to underfitting. The second approach has a significantly lower de-
gree of inductive bias. The model can explore over a larger hypothesis 
set to arrive at the optimal hypothesis. However, the model would 
require much more data and computational resources for training and 
may be prone to overfitting. 

The aforementioned approaches are representations of two different 
ML paradigms: ML with features that are hand-engineered with domain 
knowledge and an end-to-end ML design philosophy. While end-to-end 

Fig. 18. Isocontours of (a) adiabatic flame temperature and (b) CH2O mass 
fraction of a zero-dimensional homogeneous reactor with C12H26 at 20 bar. 
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deep-learning-based approaches have been successful in various data- 
analytic fields [353,354], they have significant limitations for tasks 
involving learning from small amounts of data, reasoning about struc-
tured data, and/or generalizing beyond the training conditions [355]. As 
further discussed in Section 3.5, in combustion science and engineering 
we have substantial domain knowledge that can be used to guide the 
choice of learning approaches. 

At this juncture, we discuss the inductive biases of specific models 
and strategies, while illustrating their use with examples from com-
bustion applications: 

Decision trees and random forests For decision tree based models, the 
partitions are axis-aligned hyper-rectangles. Thus, decision tree models 
have a bias towards axis-aligned decision surfaces. This can be observed 
in Fig. 19d, where decision boundaries are composed entirely of vertical 
and horizontal lines due to sparse data availability around the decision 
boundaries. Ensembling approaches such as bootstrap aggregation used 
in random forests, are useful in reducing this inductive bias. 

SVMs Since SVMs are tuned based on a maximum-margin criterion, 
they introduce a preference bias in the training data. The points defining 
the boundary, that is the support vectors, are given substantial impor-
tance in the formulation of the classifier. Thus, due to this bias, SVM 
classifiers are sensitive to any outliers near the margin and insensitive to 
data density beyond the margins. This can be observed in Fig. 19e, 
where sparse data lead to inaccurate predictions of the decision 
boundary. 

Fully connected neural networks As we had illustrated earlier, fully 
connected layers have very weak inductive biases. Herein, all the 

neurons are connected to the units in the preceding and succeeding 
layers. 

CNNs Convolutional layers are equivariant to spatial translations. 
When coupled with pooling layers, they are approximately translation 
invariant. Thus, convolutional based feature extraction is not affected by 
the absolute position of the feature in the feature map. Bereft of this 
inductive bias, a model would need training examples with the features 
located at different positions in the feature map to approximate this 
invariance. In some cases, this translation invariance may hinder model 
performance, specifically wherein the absolute positions of the features 
are important for the solution. Furthermore, convolutional layers 
introduce a relational bias of locality. Thus, the key features for a filter 
are in close proximity, determined by the size of the filter. As the 
receptive field of a filter is smaller than the entire input, there is an 
assumption that there is a strong correlation between adjacent input 
pixels. It should be emphasized that CNNs by themselves are not 
invariant to transformations like rotations or reflections, and variants 
have been developed to adhere to such invariances [356,357]. 

RNNs Recurrent layers introduce a temporal invariance in the set of 
solutions. Thus, the outcome of a sequence of events is the same, un-
changed by any time translation of the sequence of events. Additionally, 
RNNs also introduce a preferential bias for locality due to their 
Markovian assumptions. 

Regularization approaches The inductive bias of popular regulariza-
tion approaches may be viewed as a preference bias towards the simplest 
solution. However, different forms of regularization lead to varying 
biases. L1-regularization introduces an inductive bias towards sparser 

Fig. 19. Comparison of various supervised learning algorithms for classifying the ignition behavior of an n-docecane/air mixture using a training set with 2% (top) 
and 60% samples (bottom). NN, neural network. 

Fig. 20. Different factors for choosing an ML algorithm: (a) prediction accuracy, (b) training and prediction cost, and (c) hyperparameter optimization for SVM 
model. NN, neural network. 
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solutions that utilize fewer features. L2-regularization introduces a 
preference bias towards solutions whose parameters have small mag-
nitudes. Convex combination of L1- and L2-regularization, such as in 
elastic nets [358], treat the features as groups carrying similar infor-
mation, and preferentially select some groups of features over others. 
Dropout based regularization introduces a bias reducing co-adaptation 
by controlling the Rademacher complexity [359]. 

3.3. Unsupervised learning 

Unsupervised learning involves the use of algorithms for problems 
with unlabeled data, where a true solution or ground truth is not easily 
distinguishable. These algorithms are typically used in clustering and 
dimensional-reduction problems. Unsupervised learning algorithms 
have a long history across numerous fields; the most popular algorithms, 
PCA and k-means, have been developed since the early and mid twen-
tieth century [360,361], respectively. After providing an overview of 
key concepts of k-means and PCA (Section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2), we examine 
both methods in application to a combustion dataset in Section 3.3.3. 
The interested reader is referred to Ghahramani [362] for further dis-
cussions of unsupervised learning. The book by Celebri and Aydin [363] 
describes state-of-the-art algorithms for unsupervised learning. 

Clustering algorithms assign sets of similar data points to different 
groups without any prior knowledge. These algorithms can be catego-
rized into two broad classes [364,365]: (i) hierarchical clustering and 
(ii) partitional clustering. Hierarchical clustering seeks to form clusters 
by iteratively building a hierarchy of data. Clustering is performed 
either through divisive clustering (where the data start as one cluster 
and are subdivided into new clusters that move down the hierarchy of 
data) or agglomerative clustering (where every point starts as a cluster 
and is merged into a new cluster that moves up the hierarchy). Popular 
algorithms in this category include single-link [366] and complete-link 
[367] algorithms. In contrast, partitional clustering methods split data 
into clusters without forming any hierarchies, usually by solving an 
objective function. K-means is the most well-known algorithm in this 
category (Section 3.3.1). An extensive discussion of the subcategories 
within hierarchical and partitional clustering is provided by Jain et al. 
[364,365]. 

Dimensional-reduction techniques can solve problems where raw 
data are especially noisy, irrelevant, and/or difficult to store. Hence, 
these techniques have found widespread use in numerous fields for 
preprocessing, compressing, and visualizing data. In ML applications, 
these techniques are typically used for feature extraction and feature 
selection. Feature extraction involves preprocessing high-dimensional 
raw data into useful low-dimensional features. Examples of feature 
extraction in combustion include the construction of a reaction-progress 
variable from a set of chemical species, the identification of combustion 
regimes, and the construction of low-dimensional combustion mani-
folds. A classic algorithm used in feature extraction is PCA (Section 
3.3.2). Reviews of feature extraction are provided by Ding et al. [368] 
and Khalid et al. [369]. 

Feature selection is typically used to improve the performance of ML 
models by discarding irrelevant feature subsets in large and noisy raw 
data [370]. Feature-selection techniques can be split into three broad 
categories: (i) wrapper methods, (ii) filter methods, and (iii) embedded 
methods. Wrapper methods divide the feature space into subsets and 
search for the optimal combination of features by directly testing the 
performance of the ML model. Filter methods, which are low cost, 
simply evaluate features based on a predefined criterion. Popular 
criteria include minimum redundancy—maximum relevance [371] and 
Relief [372]. Embedded methods involve feature selection methods that 
are employed in situ with learning algorithms, for example the regula-
rization in neural networks. Feature selection is surveyed in Li et al. 
[370]. 

3.3.1. K-means clustering 
K-means clustering subdivides a dataset of N points into K clusters, 

where K is a user-defined parameter. This clustering process is typically 
carried out by solving an optimization problem based on a cost function 
J derived from the Euclidean distance between any data point xi and the 
center point/centroid μk of a cluster k: 

J =
∑N

i=1

∑K

k=1
wik‖ xi − μk ‖

2 . (51)  

Finding the global minimum for this optimization problem is compu-
tationally difficult. However, heuristics that target local minima are in 
widespread use. The most popular of these heuristics is Lloyd’s algo-
rithm [373], which involves randomly initializing a centroid and then 
iteratively solving Eq.  (51) until local convergence by assigning data 
points to the closest cluster by setting wik = 1 for the minimum 
Euclidean distance 

∑N
i=1

∑K
k=1‖ xi − μk ‖2 and setting wik = 0 otherwise. 

Then, the positions of the centroids μk are updated by minimizing J from 
evaluating its gradient with respect to wik. 

While significant advances have been made in developing various 
k-means clustering algorithms, it remains a subject of active research 
due to its popularity and computational difficulty, with a focus on 
improving k-means heuristics [374,375]. 

3.3.2. PCA 
PCA is one of the most widely applied methods for dimensional 

reduction [376–378]. PCA is a mathematical approach for revealing 
preferential directions in multidimensional datasets through the iden-
tification of correlations in state space. The outcome of PCA is the 
identification of a transformed coordinate system along the direction of 
maximum data variation, enabling the elimination of less important 
dimensions while retaining the primary data structure. PCA algorithms 
typically involve three steps [268]. In the first step, a matrix consisting 
of the dataset x ∈ RN×M is transformed into a symmetric covariance 
matrix S ∈ RM×M: 

S =
1

N − 1
xTx . (52)  

Second, the covariance matrix is decomposed to a matrix containing the 
eigenvalues Λ ∈ RM×M and a matrix containing the principal compo-
nents (or eigenvectors) Q ∈ RM×M: 

S = QΛQT , (53)  

Last, the principal component score matrix P ∈ RN×M is obtained by 
multiplying the original dataset with the eigenvector matrix: 

P = xQ . (54)  

With this, a low-dimensional approximation to the data is obtained by 
only considering the first m eigenvectors (with m < M): 

x ≃ xm = PmQT
m , (55)  

where xm approximates x by only considering the first m eigenvectors of 
S, Pm ∈ RN×m is the truncated score matrix, and Qm ∈ RM×m is the 
truncated matrix of principal components [268]. 

Since its conception [360], PCA has been one of the most widely used 
methods in numerous fields, include combustion (as further discussed in 
Section 4.1.3), and various adaptations of the original method are still 
being constructed to target specific problems. For example, Yi et al. 
[379] improved on the robustness of the PCA algorithm through mod-
ifications to the construction of the covariance matrix. Lu et al. [380] 
developed a robust PCA algorithm that can be applied to tensors with 
rank larger than two. The review by Jolliffe and Cadima [378] describes 
various PCA adaptations. 

Within combustion modeling, PCA has been a popular ML method 
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due to the linearity of the principal components, which ensures inter-
pretability and ease of use for further analysis. Another reason for the 
popularity of PCA is its maneuverable nature: errors from dimensional 
reduction can be controlled via careful selection of the number of 
principal components to retain. Further applications in combustion, 
particularly for the identification of low-dimensional combustion man-
ifolds and combustion modeling are discussed in Section 4.1.3. 

3.3.3. Application examples 
In this section, we illustrate the application of unsupervised learning 

algorithms to simulation data of a jet-in-hot-coflow experiment [382]. In 
this configuration, CH4 is supplied through an inlet of diameter D = 1.5 
mm. The central fuel jet is pulsed and reaches a steady-state velocity of 
178 ms− 1. A hot coflow is provided from a lean H2/air mixture (ϕ =
0.465), which is supplied from a 75 × 75 mm2 square section that sur-
rounds the central jet. K-means and PCA are applied to a single snapshot 
from a large-eddy simulation (LES) calculation [381] (Fig. 21a). The 
algorithm was used to form three and five clusters from a 

seven-dimensional feature space consisting of temperature, mixture 
fraction, and five major species mass fractions, F = {T, Z, YCO2 , YH2O,

YCO, YCH4 , YO2}. With three clusters, k-means distinguishes among re-
gions of reactants, products, and oxidizer (Fig. 21a). Using five clusters 
allows the k-means algorithm to distinguish the reaction zone and to 
subdivide the reactant region into a low-temperature fuel region and a 
intermediate-temperature region (Fig. 21a). Here, two principal com-
ponents were reduced from the seven-dimensional LES dataset F 

(Fig. 21b), and k-means was applied on the principal components. The 
right panel in Fig. 21b shows the clustered dataset mapped to physical 
space. Six clusters are required for the algorithm to identify the reaction 
front—compared to five clusters when applying k-means to the raw 
dataset (Fig. 21a). Nonetheless, the results of the two clustering ap-
proaches are similar, demonstrating that the fidelity of the dataset is 
sufficiently maintained after PCA. 

The first principal component is heavily weighted in the negative 
direction with combustion products and temperature (Fig. 21c). The 
intermediate and complete combustion products correspond with 

Fig. 21. Application of unsupervised learning to LES of a jet-in-hot-coflow [381].  
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clusters where the first principal component is negative (Fig. 21b). The 
second principal component is heavily weighted in the positive direction 
with mixture fraction and CH4, and in the negative direction with O2 
and temperature (Fig. 21b). The low-temperature fuel region corre-
sponds with clusters where the second principal component exceeds a 
value of 2 (Fig. 21b). 

Overall, this example illustrates the utility of combining unsuper-
vised learning techniques in order to analyze complex combustion 
processes and to enable the reduction of the thermochemical state space, 
thus isolating physical processes. 

3.4. Semi-supervised learning 

This section introduces key ideas of semi-supervised learning stra-
tegies. These methods enable the utilization of unlabeled and labeled 
data. Because of the paucity of labeled data, which is commonly 
encountered in combustion applications, these methods are particularly 
attractive for analyzing incomplete and missing data. Given the promise 
of generative methods to overcome issues in supervised learning, here 
we discuss generative approaches in CombML (Section 3.4.1). In addi-
tion, due to the utility of RL techniques in intelligent control, we will 
discuss this method in detail (Section 3.4.2) and demonstrate its utility 
in an example application aimed at flame stabilization (Section 3.4.3). 

3.4.1. Generative approaches 
Most algorithms that we have discussed so far fall in the category of 

discriminative algorithms [383]. These algorithms formulate a mapping 
from the space of features to the space of targets, F : X →Y (Eq.  (23)). 
Once a discriminative model is trained, it takes the features character-
izing a new sample as an input and outputs the predicted target for the 
sample. In certain cases, the discriminative algorithm may model the 
probability of the target classes conditioned upon the input features, 
py|x(Y|X). In contrast, generative algorithms define a mapping from the 
space of target classes to the space of features, F : Y →X [383]. In 
essence, the generative algorithm models the probability distribution 
over the space of functions conditioned upon a specific class, px|y(X|Y). 
Common examples of generative algorithms include naïve Bayes clas-
sifiers and Gaussian mixture models [383]. Two generative approaches 
have gained popularity in the scientific community in the recent past: 
variational autoencoders [384] and GANs [385]. 

Owing to their wide-ranging applications, here we further discuss 
GANs. While GANs were originally proposed as semi-supervised 
learning [385], this architecture has also been applied to unsupervised 
learning problems in image generation [386]. In addition to classical 
GANs covered here, other variants are being developed and applied 
through modification of the objective function, such as in the Wasser-
stein GAN [387], or through changing complex deep learning archi-
tectures, such as in the super-resolution [388], which have been applied 
in CombML as will be discussed Section 4. More information on GAN 
variants and applications outside of CombML are provided in recent 
surveys [389,390]. 

A GAN generates synthetic data that can mimic real data provided 
during training. This is done in the classical GAN via an architecture 
consisting of two separate models [391]: a generator and a critic (also 
called the discriminator). The generator model outputs synthetic data 
from input features extracted randomly from a prior probability distri-
bution, while the critic model determines whether the generated sample 
resembles the real training data through classification. 

A typical training loop is shown in Fig. 22. In every step of training, 
the generator model takes inputs Z that have been randomly extracted 
from a latent space pz(Z) to generate synthetic data Ĝ(Z). Typically, this 
latent space is represented by a Gaussian distribution [247]. At the same 
time, these generated synthetic instances are evaluated by the critic 
model, which outputs a value Ĉ(Ĝ(Z)), which can be interpreted as the 
probability that Ĝ(Z) belongs to the training data. The generator model 

aims to produce synthetic data that mimic real data and thus, aims to 
increase the error of the critic model. Hence, this training procedure can 
be expressed as minimizing log[1 − Ĉ(Ĝ(Z))]. 

The critic model learns to differentiate between real training data X 
and generated synthetic data Ĝ(Z). In a classification problem, the critic 
model thus seeks to maximize the probability that X belongs to training 
data and minimize the probability that Ĝ(Z) belongs to the training data. 
This training procedure can be expressed as maximizing log[Ĉ(X)] and 
log[1 − Ĉ(Ĝ(Z))]. Thus the objectives of both generator and critic models 
can be thus expressed as a minimization-maximization function: 

min
Ĝ

max
Ĉ

E = min
Ĝ

max
Ĉ

(Ex{log[Ĉ(X)]}

+Ez{log[1 − Ĉ(Ĝ(Z))]}), (56a)  

= min
Ĝ

max
Ĉ

⎛

⎝
∫∞

− ∞

px(X)log[Ĉ(X)]dX 

+

∫∞

− ∞

pz(Z)log[1 − Ĉ(Ĝ(Z))]dZ

⎞

⎠, (56b)  

= min
Ĝ

max
Ĉ

∫ ∞

− ∞

(
px(X)log[Ĉ(X)]

+ pg(X)log[1 − Ĉ(Ĝ(X))]
)
dX, (56c)  

which is minimized/maximized via gradient descent/ascent during 
training. Note that the training data X has a probability distribution 
px(X), and that the generated synthetic data Ĝ(Z) is obtained from fea-
tures Z which were extracted from pz(Z), which results in a distribution 
of synthetic data in the form of pg(X). As shown by the minimization- 
maximization optimization, this methodology recasts training as a 
two-player zero-sum game in which the generator and the critic compete 
with each other—hence “adversarial”. This minimization-maximization 
problem can be seen as a saddlepoint optimization, which can lead to 
unstable training and difficulties in convergence. Fortunately, modern 
guidelines [386] for stable architectures, which embrace 
batch-normalization layers and Leaky ReLU activation while avoiding 
pooling layers, can be applied when designing a GAN for CombML ap-
plications, as will be further discussed in Section 4.1.4. 

For an optimal critic model and fixed generator model, the classical 
GAN optimization problem is reexpressed as [385]: 

min
Ĝ

E = min
Ĝ

[
D KL

(
px‖

px + pg

2

)
+D KL

(
pg‖

px + pg

2

)
− 2log(2)

]
, (57a)  

= 2min
Ĝ

D JS
(
px ‖ pg

)
− 2log(2), (57b)  

where D KL(p ‖ q) and D JS(p ‖ q) is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) diver-
gence and Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence, respectively, which are 
measures for the statistical distance between two probability distribu-
tions p and q. Other popular choices of statistical distances within tur-
bulent reacting flows include the Mahalanobis [392] and Wasserstein 
[243] distances. In fact, some GAN architectures, such as the Wasser-
stein GAN [387], utilize the Wasserstein distance in their objective 
functions in place of the KL/JS divergences. Important properties of the 
JS divergence is that it is always non-negative D JS(p ‖ q) ≥ 0, and only 
zero D JS(p ‖ q) = 0 when p = q. Thus, Eq.  (57) is important for 
demonstrating that when a global optimum of the objective function is 
achieved, the distribution of synthetic data from the generator model 
becomes identical to the distribution of the training data pg = px. Thus, 
the GAN optimization problem can be seen as increasing the resem-
blance of pg with px through minimizing their statistical distances. 
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3.4.2. Reinforcement learning 
RL optimizes interactions between an agent and its environment over 

time [393]. Consider the control of a gas turbine as a RL problem in 
which the gas-turbine actuator, such as fuel-flow rate or air-mass flow 
rate, constitutes the agent; the state of the environments (combustor exit 
temperature or emissions) is provided by sensors (Fig. 23). At the initial 
timestep n = 0, the sensors feed information about state s0 to the 
gas-turbine actuators. The actuators then change the conditions within 
the gas turbine, yielding a new state s1 and a corresponding reward 
function r1 that provide feedback arising from the actuators’ action for 
future actions. This iterative sequence of states, actions, and rewards is 
collected into a trajectory τ = ([s, a]0, [r, s, a]1,…, [r, s, a]n) that can be 
represented in episodic or continuous form. For simplicity, we restrict 
this discussion to the stepwise form. The instantaneous reward r from 
each increasing step accumulates into a long-term return function R =
∑∞

n=0γnrn, with a discount factor γ ∈ [0, 1] that decreases the instanta-
neous reward from the far future. Formally, RL problems involve finding 
the optimal policy π* that maximizes the expected return for all states: 

π* = arg max
π

E(R|π) , (58)  

where the policy π maps the actuators’ actions and the system states. If 
actuators are following policy π at timestep n, then π(α|ξ) is the proba-
bility that the action taken is an = α if the state is sn = ξ. 

Most RL algorithms are based on the value function method, which 
finds the two essential functions for measuring long-term return: 

Vπ(sn) = E(R|sn, π), (59a)  

Qπ(sn, an) = E(R|sn, an, π). (59b) 

The state-value function Vπ(sn) can be thought of as the expected 
long-term return starting from a state sn and following a policy π. If the 
dynamics that relates state sn to a future state sn+1 is unknown, then the 
quality (also known as action value) function Qπ(sn, an) becomes a more 
useful measure. Qπ(sn, an) measures expected long-term return starting 
from a state sn, taking an action an, and thereafter following a policy π. 

In value-function methods, RL shifts toward maximizing the value 
function in order to find the optimal policy: 

V* = arg max
π

Vπ(sn) , (60a)  

Q* = arg max
π

Qπ(sn, an) . (60b) 

This optimization problem can be solved by estimating Vπ through 
repeated sampling of generated trajectories using Monte Carlo methods, 
enabling the agent to learn from experience. Another method involves 
exploiting the Markov property (where a future state relies solely on the 
current state and action) of RL problems to express Qπ as a recursive 
Bellman equation [394]: 

Qπ(sn, an) = En+1[rn+1 + γQπ(sn+1, an+1)] , (61)  

which can be solved as an optimal-control problem using dynamic 
programming [395]. 

Q-learning [396] is a popular algorithm that combines concepts from 
Monte Carlo and dynamic programming methods. It relies on iteratively 
updating values of Q for a state-action pair with: 

Qn+1(sn, an)←Qn(sn, an) + β
[

rn+1(sn, an)+ γmax
a

Qn(sn+1, a) − Qn(sn, an)

]

,

(62)  

where β is the learning rate. Q is initialized randomly for the initial 
episode. An episode is a sequence of timesteps that terminates when a 
condition is met. For each episode, the procedure involved in Q-learning 
is:  

1. Initialize the state.  
2. Choose actions for the corresponding state either (i) from policies 

derived from Q or (ii) randomly.  
3. Observe the reward and new state.  
4. Update Q using Eq.  (62) for a single step sn and action taken an.  
5. Proceed to the next timestep and repeat steps 2 to 4. 

Note that two possible actions can be taken in step 2 in order to allow 
the agent to (i) explore through a random action or (ii) exploit the in-
formation learned through Q. The choice of the action is controlled by a 
user-defined parameter ϵ that dictates the ratio of exploration to 
exploitation steps—an ϵ-greedy policy. The subsequent episode utilizes 
Q from the previous episode. In Section 3.4.3, Q-learning is applied to an 
example involving a well-stirred reactor. 

When solving these problems, the state-action-reward space is typi-
cally expressed in a tabular manner. Hence, traditional RL problems can 
suffer from the curse of dimensionality: the computational cost rises 
exponentially with an increasing number of variables. Supervised- 
learning methods such as neural networks (Section 3.2.4) can be used 
to approximate functions in order to ameliorate computational bottle-
necks and to handle multidimensional input data (enabling the consid-
eration of realistic systems). Moreover, recent developments in deep 
learning have enabled deep neural networks to process high- 
dimensional raw input data directly, without any form of feature engi-
neering. These advances have resulted in a new branch of work known 
as deep RL; popular algorithms include deep Q networks, deep deter-
ministic policy gradients, and related algorithms [397]. 

A recent review of the application of RL to controlling industrial 
processes identified several benefits and drawbacks of RL control versus 
traditional control methods [398]; these benefits and drawbacks can be 
extended to combustion control. Combustion control is typically con-
cerned with optimizing multiple objectives relating to performance and 
emissions while managing complex combustion phenomena, such as 

Fig. 22. Schematic outlining a single training iteration for (a) generator model and (b) critic model in a GAN.  
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blowoff and instabilities. In this context, RL control has enormous po-
tential because these methods are model-free (they can deal with many 
transient and complex combustion phenomena) and general (control can 
directly be manipulated by changing the reward function). 

Despite the enormous potential, there are many reasons [398,399] 
why RL has so far been limited to academic studies. Until the initial 
demonstration of deep RL [354], these methods were largely restricted 
to solving fully observable problems with discrete state-activation 
spaces, excluding the application of these methods to many control 
problems. For example, controlling a gas turbine requires the use of 
sensors, which only provides partial observability because information 
about the entire flowfield remains unknown. In addition, the actions are 
performed by actuators that determine the continuous values of fuel and 
oxidizer flow-rates, yielding a continuous action space. While both of 
these issues have been resolved by advancements in deep RL, several 
problems still prohibit technical adoption: (i) data inefficiency, as up-
ward of O (105) training samples are needed, (ii) out-of-sample perfor-
mance, as RL behavior outside training conditions is unpredictable, and 
(iii) interpretability, as safety measures are difficult to integrate with 
black-box methods (Section 5). These challenges are currently the sub-
ject of active research by the ML community, and must also be consid-
ered when tackling combustion problems. 

3.4.3. Application examples 
In order to explore Q-learning, we consider the control of a quasi- 

steady well-stirred reactor governed by the following equation [400]: 

T = Tin

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

1+
HV YF,inDa exp

(
− Ea

RTin

)

cpTin

[
1 + Da exp

(
− Ea

RTin

)]

⎫
⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎭

, (63)  

with temperature T, fuel heating value HV, fuel mass fraction YF, 
Damköhler number Da, activation energy Ea, and gas constant R. The 
subscript ‘in’ refers to inlet quantities. In this example, an inlet fuel 
temperature Tin = 300 K is prescribed. CH4 is chosen as fuel, corre-
sponding to HV = 55 MJ/kg and cp = 2.26 kJ/(kg K), with an inlet fuel 
mass fraction of YF,in = 0.1. An activation energy Ea = 20 MJ/mol de-
scribes the CH4 reaction. A solution of this equation can be expressed as 
an S-curve (Fig. 24a). The top branch represents a stable flame regime, 
the middle branch represents an unstable flame regime, and the bottom 
branch represents inert mixtures. 

In this problem, we are interested in applying Q-learning to ensure 
that the reactor operates within a specific temperature range in the 
unstable regime (Fig. 24, horizontal dashed lines). An episode termi-
nates when the control fails (the minimum and maximum temperature 

of the S-curve are reached) or the total number of timesteps, n = 600, 
has elapsed. The variable learning rate decreases logarithmically with 
an increasing number of episodes. The initial learning exploration rate is 
set to 1.0, which corresponds to completely random actions. 

The control procedure follows the steps in Section 3.4.2. First, Q is 
initialized as 0 for all state-action pairs. The reactor is initialized with a 
temperature on the unstable branch near the inert branch (Fig. 24b). An 
action is taken by increasing or decreasing the inlet mass flow rate, 
which in turn changes Da. We observe the new state (temperature) 
resulting from the action (Da) and observe the corresponding instanta-
neous reward (Table 1a). We discretize the temperature into three 
relevant states: temperature above the target range, temperature below 
the target range, and temperature within the target range. While the 
reactor is being controlled through the inlet mass flow rate (and hence 
Da), it is more convenient to express the action as the change in tem-
perature resulting from the change in Da for the state-action-reward 
table. A high instantaneous reward of 1 occurs if the reactor operates 
within the target range Tn+1 ∈ [T*

min,T*
max], an intermediate reward of 0.8 

occurs if the reactor operates outside the target range and approaches 
the target condition, and there is no reward for all other conditions. 

Q is updated with Eq.  (62) using the values in Table 1a. Q is typically 
expressed in a similar table known as a Q-table (Table 1b). The largest Q 
for the state Tn+1 < T*

min is observed for action Tn+1(Dan) > Tn 

(Table 1b), which instructs the reactor to increase the temperature. In 
contrast, the largest Q for the state Tn+1 > T*

min is observed for action 
Tn+1(Dan) < Tn, which instructs the reactor to lower the temperature. 
Finally, when the temperature is within the target range (state Tn+1 ∈

[T*
min, T*

max]), the reactor temperature is incentivized to remain 
unchanged. 

When we employ Q-learning control on a well-stirred reactor, all 
episodes are initialized at the same temperature and mass flow rate. The 
state trajectories for a selected set of episodes exhibit robust conver-
gence to the target conditions after approximately 30 episodes 
(Fig. 24b). During the 50th episode, the reactor operates close to the 
target range after timestep n = 150 (Fig. 24b). Overall, although this 
problem is relatively simplistic, it illustrates the ability of RL techniques 
to explore complex state relations that are encountered at stability 
boundaries and blowout conditions. 

3.5. Integration of knowledge with ML 

As ML methods proliferate within various research communities, 
more applications and modifications of ML are being made in order to 
achieve a variety of scientific objectives. As noted in Section 1.5, 
numerous texts [277,280,281] discuss the integration of ML methods 

Fig. 23. Iterative loop describing the control of a gas turbine as an RL problem.  
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with the sciences. Here we explore how ML methods in Section 3.2 to 3.4 
can be applied and modified to meet various objectives of combustion 
science and engineering. 

3.5.1. Modifying ML for combustion science and engineering 
Despite the continuing accumulation of data (Fig. 1a), cleanly 

labeled and structured data are still lacking within the combustion 
community. In fields tied to the natural sciences and engineering, 
including combustion research, scientific datasets are limited because (i) 
they can only be accessed by their owners and collaborators, (ii) they 
require significant preprocessing before being input to learning algo-
rithms, and/or (iii) hard constraints can be present in scientific prob-
lems. These conditions differ significantly from fields that have applied 
ML techniques successfully: as example, the accessibility of computer 
vision techniques was significantly aided by the establishment of the 
ImageNet database [350], which contains tens of millions of labeled and 
sorted images. 

By leveraging domain knowledge, the reliance on large corpora of 
labeled data can be reduced by embedding theoretical constraints within 
CombML methods and data, thereby ensuring that the trained ML model 
adheres to theoretical principles. Such knowledge-guided ML has been 
developed in order to improve upon the prediction performance, sample 
efficiency, and theoretical consistency of learning algorithms. Since 
SciEngML in general—and CombML in particular—have criteria that 
differ from those of conventional ML applications in data analytics, 
many of these algorithms have been extended to ensure interpretability 
and stability of ML predictions. 

Given that supervised learning methods (Section 3.2) have received 
substantially more attention from various ML communities, it is no 
surprise that most of the developments behind knowledge-guided ML 
have largely been relevant to supervised learning methods. Many of the 
concepts that are applicable to combustion research were first pioneered 
in the related field of fluid mechanics [290]; applications in combustion 
itself remain nascent. Various components of supervised learning can be 
modified to formulate knowledge-guided ML methods, including loss 
functions, data, ML architectures, and model output/labels (Fig. 25, 
based on the general supervised learning algorithm from Fig. 6). 

Regarding the modification of loss functions to knowledge-guided 
loss functions (Fig. 25, Option 1), in Section 3.2 we outlined super-
vised learning techniques in which training is guided by minimizing a 
loss function that measures the discrepancy between model predictions 
and data in some norm. In this training procedure, the algorithm is ex-
pected to infer latent relationships between input features and the target 
via complex correlations. However, a significant portion of this training 

process involves rediscovering the effects of physical constraints that are 
already known. This prior knowledge may be in the form of conservation 
principles, symmetry constraints, or invariance properties. In some 
cases, the ML algorithm may learn these relationships imperfectly, 
leading to poor generalization performance and a loss of trust. This lack 
of generalizability can be detrimental when scientific ML models violate 
fundamental conservation principles or break constitutive relations for 
transport properties, reaction rates, or secondary conservation 
principles. 

In the framework of theoretical principles, the constrained optimi-
zation problem can be expressed as 

arg min
θ∈P

∑N

i=1
L(Yi), subject to g(Y, θ) = 0 , (64)  

where Yi are model predictions, θ is the unknown parameter state or a 
set of functional relationships, L is the loss function used for optimiza-
tion, and g(Y, θ) represents knowledge-guided constraints. These con-
straints can consist of equality- or inequality-based constraints, 
holonomic or non-holonomic relationships, and may even be described 
via partial differential equations. In practice, these knowledge-guided 
constraints are weakly enforced [289], typically by introducing a reg-
ularization term [401]: 

arg min
θ

∑N

i=1
L(Yi) + λg(Yi, θ), (65)  

where the regularization coefficient λ is a hyperparameter whose value 
can be set using cross-validation (Section 2.5 and Eq.  (35)). 

Fig. 24. Q-learning control of a well-stirred reactor: (a) S-curve and discrete instances at various timesteps for episode 50 and (b) selected trajectories for 
distinct episodes. 

Table 1 
Q-learning applied to stabilizing the temperature of a partially well-stirred 
reactor.  

State/Action Tn+1(Dan) > Tn Tn+1(Dan) < Tn Tn+1(Dan) = Tn 

Tn+1 < T*
min 0.8 0 0 

Tn+1 > T*
max 0 0.8 0 

Tn+1 ∈ [T*
min ,T*

max] 1 1 1 
(a) Instantaneous rewards for a state-action pair. 

State/Action Tn+1(Dan) > Tn Tn+1(Dan) < Tn Tn+1(Dan) = Tn 

Tn+1 < T*
min 999.833 997.189 997.452 

Tn+1 > T*
max 998.671 999.788 998.628 

Tn+1 ∈ [T*
min ,T*

max] 999.836 999.194 999.837 
(b) Q-table for n = 600 at the 99th episode.  
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Using knowledge-guided constraints in regularization indicates a 
preference for functions that approximately adhere to physics con-
straints during training. Due to the weak enforcement of knowledge- 
guided constraints, gk is written as: 

arg min
θ

∑N

i=1
L(Yi) + λgk(Yi, θ). (66)  

In this scenario, labeled data may not even be required, as the 
knowledge-guided constraints can lead to the selection of functions from 
a hypothesis set. For example, this approach has been followed in 
computational physics, where the solutions of deterministic partial dif-
ferential equations can be learned by deep neural networks via con-
straints [402,403]. In flow physics, these methods are exemplified by 
physics-informed neural networks [404], where gk contains constraints 
related to the partial differential equations, initial conditions, and/or 
boundary conditions. 

Regarding data (Fig. 25, Option 2), numerous approaches to 
augment training and testing datasets have improved the data efficiency 
and accuracy of scientific ML (Fig. 25). One of the most popular methods 
for improving the performance of ML algorithms, even outside the sci-
ences, involves the use of feature selection and extraction methods [368, 
370] (Section 3.3). Within the context of scientific modeling, performing 
feature selection on datasets can range from straightforward approaches 
such as selecting the relevant inputs based on domain expertise [392] to 
more systematic approaches such as applying nonlinear transformations 
on inputs to match the target governing equations [405]. 

Regarding ML architecture (Fig. 25, Option 3), in Section 3.2.4 we 
discussed how modifications to the architecture of conventional feed-
forward neural networks can result in CNNs and RNNs, which are better 
tailored to handle complex visual and sequential data, respectively. 
Similarly, the architecture of ML algorithms can also be altered to suit 
the needs of scientific modeling. For fields related to the combustion 
sciences and engineering, one of the first architectures tailored for fluid 
modeling was the tensor-basis neural network proposed by Ling et al. 
[406]. In that work, the network architecture was modified to guarantee 
Galilean invariance of the predicted tensor components, which was 
achieved by merging the outputs of two networks. 

For the broader context of scientific and engineering modeling, 
neural ordinary differential equations (ODEs) [407] are another excel-
lent case of knowledge-guided architecture. Recall that Eq.  (47) con-
tains the general equation for a sequence of hidden states At for RNNs in 
terms of weights W and biases b. Consider a special case of a 
one-to-many RNN where the hidden states are expressed as: 

At = At− 1 + f (At− 1,W, b) . (67)  

Neural ODEs seek to represent the hidden states by a continuous ODE: 

dA(t)
dt

= f (A(t),W, b, t) , (68)  

permitting the use of an ODE solver to evaluate the gradients of the loss 
function during back-propagation. The end result is a model with better 
stability in solving dynamical systems than RNNs [407]. Other examples 
entail the approximation of differential operators via convolutions [408] 
and enforcing conservation principles to ensure that the solution is 
divergence-free and fulfills Galilean invariance [409]. 

Finally, regarding model output/labels (Fig. 25, Option 4), we 
discuss methods of embedding the output of ML models with theoretical 
models. One popular example involves modeling most problems with 
conventional numerical methods and governing equations, while 
modeling a small aspect of the problem (such as closure models, model 
coefficients, and interpolated variables) with ML. These applications 
typically aim to develop data-driven models that are more accurate and 
cost-efficient than conventional modeling approaches. The development 
of ML-based closure models has been a particularly rich research area 
within the combustion modeling community, which will be further 
discussed in Section 4. 

3.5.2. Applying ML to combustion science and engineering 
Table 2 highlights three typical combustion-scientific objectives 

[277,280,281] that can be addressed with ML, along with the relevant 
applications to combustion. Given the massive developments in 
regression methods in supervised learning, especially in deep learning 
(Section 3.2.4), much of the focus in SciEngML is on improving scientific 
and engineering models, either by modeling correction terms or by 
replacing governing equations directly. In contrast, unsupervised 
learning methods, such as clustering methods (Section 3.3.1) and PCA 
(Section 3.3.2), have been used within various scientific communities to 
aid analysis and post-processing of data. However, the distinctions be-
tween supervised and unsupervised learning for specific scientific 
problems are not exact; they merely serve as a broad categorization. For 
instance, semi-supervised learning methods such as GANs (Section 
3.4.1) can improve models, while supervised learning methods such as 
symbolic regression can be applied to discovering governing equations, 
as will be discussed in Section 4.1.4. 

Specific applications of ML in combustion science and engineer-
ing—such as modeling combustion closure and identifying combustion 
manifolds—are explored in detail in Section 4. Note that a small portion 
of ML research is currently dedicated to modifying deep learning 
methods for solving partial and ordinary differential equations. Since 
this field is rather nascent, and is more pertinent to the broader scope of 

Fig. 25. Strategies for modifying various aspects of supervised learning in knowledge-guided ML. Blue boxes highlight components that can be modified.  
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various computational sciences, we point the interested reader to related 
articles in the field [410,411]. 

4. Applications 

To examine the application of various ML methods to combustion, 
we consider three topical areas. Section 4.1 examines the application of 
CombML to problems pertaining to fundamental combustion problems, 
including the representation of thermochemical properties, the con-
struction of chemical mechanisms, the identification and parameteri-
zation of combustion manifolds, and the formulation of combustion 
closure models. Applications discussed in this section largely employ 
supervised and unsupervised learning methods that were discussed in 
Section 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. Section 4.2 reviews CombML for ap-
plications to propulsion and energy-conversion systems, specifically 
examining CombML techniques for surrogate modeling, fault detection, 
data analysis, and control. Apart from supervised and unsupervised 
learning methods, semi-supervised learning techniques will find appli-
cations for control and optimization in this field. Section 4.3 is con-
cerned with reviewing CombML applications for fire and explosion 
hazards, accidents and risk management. This field of applications is 
particularly challenging for CombML methods due to the requirements 
on the accurate representation of rare extreme events and the need for 
interpretability of the resulting ML models. 

4.1. ML for fundamental combustion investigations 

Numerical simulations of reacting flows are a critical component in 
the analysis, design, and optimization of propulsion and energy- 
conversion systems (Section 4.2) as well as in assessing risk and miti-
gating accidental fires and combustion hazards (Section 4.3). The gov-
erning equations that describe these flows have been established from 
physics-based principles. In this section, we discuss progress and outline 
opportunities for utilizing ML techniques and data-driven approaches 
for combustion modeling and predictions. 

The main challenges in solving the governing equations, Eq.  (1), 
arise from key issues pertaining to the chemical complexity and the wide 
range of spatiotemporal scales in combustion [256]. Methods have been 
developed for obtaining compact descriptions of reaction chemistry in 
order to replace the state vector U in Eq.  (1) with V ∈ RNV where NV≪ 
NU, resulting in: 

∂tV +∇⋅F(V) − ∇⋅Q(V,∇V) = S(V) , (69)  

where V = (ρuT, ρψT)
T and ψ ∈ RNψ parameterizes a low-dimensional 

manifold that approximates the thermochemical state vector 

ϕ ≃ ϕ̂ = M (ψ) . (70) 

The vector ψ may include a subset of species mass fractions, derived 
quantities (for example mixture fraction or reaction progress), or other 
flow field-describing quantities such as strain rate or scalar dissipation 
rate. While different manifolds share similar representations for ϕ̂, the 
structure of the transported quantities ψ and the functional relation of 

the manifold representation M : RNψ →R
N

ϕ̂ exhibit considerable varia-
tions. Since Nψ ≪Nϕ, the utilization of a manifold can significantly 
reduce the computational cost. Various manifold techniques have been 
developed [256] that differ in terms of chemistry manifolds [257–259, 
261,263,412], reaction-transport manifolds [264,266,267,413,414], 
thermodynamic manifolds [415–417], and empirical manifolds [268, 
418]. Because of their flexibility and generality, ML techniques have 
been employed for parameterizing thermochemical properties, for 
developing chemical-kinetic models, and for developing 
low-dimensional combustion manifolds. These applications are dis-
cussed in Section 4.1.1 to 4.1.3. 

ML techniques have been employed to address the wide range of 
scales, spanning the system-level device scale to the smallest Kolmo-
gorov length scale, reaction zone thickness, and thermoviscous sublayer 
thickness. As a consequence, resolving all scales remains infeasible for 
most applications; statistical representations using Reynolds-averaged 
Navier-Stokes (RANS) and LES methods are commonly employed 
[254,255]. In LES, a low-pass filter, 

ϕ(x, t) =
∫

ϕ(x − ξ, t;Δ)G(ξ; x)dξ , (71)  

is applied to the governing equations, Eq.  (69), to separate the resolved 
scales from the subgrid scales (SGS), taking the following form: 

∂tV +∇⋅F(V) − ∇⋅Q(V,∇V) = S(V)
⏟̅⏞⏞̅⏟

STCI

+∇⋅(F(V) − F(V))
⏟̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ ⏞⏞̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ ⏟

FSGS

− ∇⋅(Q(V,∇V) − Q(V,∇V))
⏟̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅⏞⏞̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅⏟

QSGS

(72)  

where the SGS contributions are collected on the right-hand side and 
represent the couplings among turbulence and reaction chemistry, tur-
bulent stresses, and turbulent transport. Traditionally, closure models 
have been derived from physical principles, calibration, and empirical 
knowledge [255,419]. In Section 4.1.4, we discuss CombML approaches 
for constructing closure models of these SGS terms. 

4.1.1. Regression of thermochemical properties 
Historically, regression analyses have played a key role in evaluating 

thermochemical properties—such as formation enthalpy, standard en-
tropy, and heat capacity—from experimental data. Perhaps the best 
known method is Benson’s group additivity [420]. In this method, a 
thermochemical property of a compound is expressed as a linear com-
bination of contributions from its functional groups: 

ϕ =
∑Ngroups

i=1
αiφi , (73)  

where φi denotes the partial contribution to the property from the ith 

group and the coefficient αi is the number of groups in the compound. 
The partial contributions are determined by fitting to experimental data. 
As such, this method can be considered as an early but highly successful 

Table 2 
Scientific objectives and applications of CombML.  

Scientific objectives CombML application Typical ML 
solution 

Augmenting or substituting 
scientific models 

Modeling of combustion thermochemistry; Parameterization of combustion manifolds; Combustion closure modeling Supervised 
learning 

Scientific discovery and 
categorization 

Identification of combustion-controlling features and physical quantities; Identification of low-dimensional manifolds; 
Characterization of combustion regimes; Methods for analysis; Discovery of structures and coherent features from sensors 
and measurements 

Unsupervised 
learning 

Methods for solving differential 
equations 

Improving numerical simulations Supervised 
learning  
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learning technique. With the advent of ML, new avenues for regressing 
thermochemical data have been explored and various methods are now 
well established. 

Using quantitative structure-property relationship (QSPR) ap-
proaches, group-additivity methods have now been generalized by 
considering a broader range of molecular descriptors [421–423], 
including constitutional properties (number of atoms and bonds as well 
as molecular weight), structural information (molecular topology, 
fragments, and functional groups), as well as geometric (moments of 
inertia, shadow descriptors) and quantum-chemical properties (such as 
dipole moments, orbital structure representation, or ionization poten-
tial) [422,423]. 

The representation of nonlinear functional relations, the consider-
ation of a higher-dimensional feature space, and the discovery of latent 
spaces have led to rapid adaptation of ML techniques in this field. In 
particular, because of the ability to approximate complex and highly 
nonlinear functions, feedforward neural networks and other supervised 
learning methods have found widespread applications for regressing 
various thermodynamic and physical properties, including melting/ 
boiling/flash points, viscosity, vapor pressure, critical-point properties, 
formation enthalpies, standard entropy, octane and cetane ratings, 
sooting propensity, and more [424–433]. Data generated from 
high-throughput screening experiments and first-principles methods 
enable the generation of comprehensive datasets that cover a wide range 
of fuel classes, hydrocarbons, and oxygenated compounds as well as 
multicomponent, synthetic, and biomass-based fuels. In particular, 
ML-based regression techniques have been established for discovering 
the structural complexities of biofuel compounds and for exploring fuel 
properties to tailor cleaner-burning biofuels [434]. 

In an example of a supervised learning framework for regressing the 
thermochemical property of the yield sooting index from high- 
throughput screening experiments (Fig. 26), molecular descriptors 
were generated for each compound in the experimental database [435]. 
A series of preprocessing steps populated descriptor matrix with missing 
values and normalized the descriptors. Next, a recursive feature elimi-
nation strategy was employed: features were removed by iteratively 
fitting a SVM regressor and removing less-important descriptors. The 
key features identified through this process constitute inputs to a neural 
network that was trained to predict the yield sooting index (Fig. 26). 
These feature selection and extraction steps are typically required to 
achieve optimal performance when using traditional ML methods, and 
can often be aided by unsupervised learning methods (Section 3.3). 

While feedforward neural networks provide accurate predictions, 
they lack interpretability (Section 5.2) and cannot contribute in gener-
ating fundamental insight. Miraboutalebi et al. [436] demonstrated that 
random forests feature importance (Section 3.2.3) could be employed to 
identify the most important fuel components in determining the cetane 
number of a biofuel blend. In another investigation, Kessler et al. [437] 
compared feedforward networks, graph neural networks (a type of deep 
learning architecture [438]) and multivariate equations for predicting 
sooting propensity. While graph neural networks and multivariate 
equations lacked predictive accuracy when compared to feedforward 
networks, these methods were shown to provide fundamental insight on 
the relationship between molecular structures and sooting behavior. 
Another benefit from applying graph-based approaches comes from 
their greater flexibility for discovering latent features from complex 
molecular structures, where substructural features and property re-
lationships are directly learned from atom-level features of 
molecular-graph representations [439,440]. This kind of work is related 
to a subfield known as representation learning [441], which aims at 
tailoring ML algorithms to specific data structures. 

Apart from considering molecular-structure information, other in-
vestigations have utilized first-principles simulations in the construction 
of CombML models. For example, Rupp et al. [442] employed kernel 
ridge regression as a regularization method to model the atomization 
energy from information in the Hamiltonian about nuclear charges and 

Coulomb forces. Cross-validation for a training set involving 7000 
molecules showed that the mean absolute error reduces to 
∼ 10 kcal/mol, which is comparable to mean-field electronic structure 
theory [443]. Subsequent work by Hansen et al. [444] evaluated various 
ML algorithms that included support vector regression, neural networks, 
and k-nearest neighbor algorithms, achieving three-fold improvements 
in accuracy compared to Rupp et al. [442]. The importance of selecting 
models, optimizing hyperparameters, and representing physical prop-
erties and invariant representations of the molecular structure were 
recognized as main factors that improve accuracy. To address the vari-
ability in the predictions from different CombML models that are trained 
on the same data, consensus models have been constructed that are 
derived from weighting model predictions using strict, majority, or 
probability-based consensus methods [445]. 

With relevance to reducing numerical errors from model approxi-
mations, hybrid approaches have been developed in which first- 
principles calculations are augmented with neural networks trained 
with experimental data to constrain the computational models 
[446–448]. In contrast to such weakly coupled approaches, a 
self-evolving learning model was developed by Li et al. [449] that 
combines an active learning machine with automatic first-principles 
calculations to improve the accuracy of computing thermochemical 
data by exploring the molecular structure of the chemical system. This 
active learning method is a type of semi-supervised learning strategy 
(Section 3.4) that uses a third source of information, such as first prin-
ciples calculations, to augment an existing chemical database. 

In summary, the extensive databases for thermochemical properties 
are ideally suitable for applications of data-driven methods to extract 
complex property relations [450]; they are expected to replace tradi-
tional group-additivity methods. However, the lack of interpretability 
remains an outstanding research issue towards generating fundamental 
insight. As such, knowledge-guided and interpretable ML methods will 
be key-enabling techniques for establishing these methods as routine 
analysis tools for screening and fuel characterization. In addition, the 
strong dependency of the model performance makes the optimization of 
hyperparameters and the development of robust procedures for training 
critical; establishing community knowledge in the efficient construction 
of ML models is therefore necessary to accelerate the transition of these 
methods into practical applications. While traditional ML methods have 
been widely employed for feature extraction, emerging and specialized 
network architectures, such as graph neural networks, are poised to offer 
new opportunities to directly learn from complex and heterogeneous 
thermochemical properties and molecular structures, without the need 
for feature engineering. 

4.1.2. Chemical kinetics and chemistry adaptation 
The paucity of experimental data and the chemical complexity are 

the main challenges in constructing and utilizing detailed kinetic 
mechanisms and transport models for multidimensional combustion 
simulations. Various ML algorithms have been explored to address these 
challenges. These strategies can be categorized as (i) ML techniques for 
constructing surrogate models to facilitate fast sampling of the ther-
mochemical state space, (ii) ML methods for constructing reduced 
mechanisms, (iii) ML approaches for optimizing rate parameters, and 
(iv) ML-based approaches for inferring chemical principles and reaction 
pathways from data. 

CombML has been employed to construct surrogate models and 
reduced chemical mechanisms. Compared to established chemical- 
reduction strategies that are solely based on analytic principles [250, 
451], ML techniques offer greater flexibility and adaptability to specific 
problems. For example, Li et al. [452] developed an ML-based surrogate 
formulation to facilitate rapid sensitivity analysis of large chemical 
systems. In this formulation, a feedforward neural network was trained 
by sampling the output of a detailed chemical model over uncertain 
model parameters at a specific operating condition. Shallow neural 
networks with one hidden layer were used for the computationally 
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efficient evaluation of the sample space. The output of the network was 
fed into a random-sampling high-dimensional model representation for 
global sensitivity analysis. As such, this formulation provides a 
computationally efficient way to evaluate model sensitivities. Similar 
surrogate modeling formulations have been employed for accelerating 
Bayesian analyses of combustion kinetic models and for performing 
parametric sensitivities of ignition-delay predictions [453–456]. 

ML techniques have also been explored to develop and optimize 
chemical mechanisms for large hydrocarbon fuels, transportation fuels, 
and fuel blends. Many of these developments take advantage of the hi-
erarchical structure of chemical mechanisms [457,458] or are built on 
recently developed hybrid-chemistry concepts [459,460]. In particular, 
these concepts are based on the principle that the high-temperature 
oxidation of large-hydrocarbon fuels can be represented by two steps: 
fast pyrolysis followed by oxidation of the pyrolysis fragments. Mea-
surements of pyrolysis products are commonly used to constrain the 
kinetic parameters in the lumped pyrolysis model [459]. Instead of 
hypothesizing a particular pyrolysis model, Ranade et al. [461,462] 
introduced a two-step regression approach to describe the pyrolysis 
chemistry from measured data; shallow neural networks with limited 
expressiveness were employed to determine the reaction rates of 
measured species by fitting concentration profiles to experimental data. 
A feedforward neural network was then employed to relate the 
nonlinear reaction rates to concentrations of measured species during 
the pyrolysis stage. This model was combined with a foundational 
chemistry model to represent the reaction chemistry of the pyrolysis 
fragments, yielding effective chemistry reduction schemes for large 
hydrocarbon fuels. Further opportunities to extend this approach arise 
because often only a subset of chemical species are measured, the re-
action pathways in the pyrolysis model are decoupled from the 
fragment-oxidation model, and the ML model can be augmented with 
knowledge about physical principles and conservation laws. 

Inspired by this ML-based hybrid chemistry model, a data-driven 
model for chemistry acceleration was developed by Alqahtani and 
Echekki [463] in which reaction rates of representative species were 
modeled using feedforward neural networks and the remaining species 
were represented using a compact foundational chemistry model. An 
network classifier was employed to identify species that were repre-
sented by different chemical submodels. 

By considering the oxidation of n-pentanol, Chang et al. [464] 
developed a procedure for constructing a skeletal mechanism that 

combines chemical submodels, optimization of reaction-rate parame-
ters, and sensitivity analysis. The chemical mechanism that was con-
structed by combining a skeletal pyrolysis mechanism, a reduced C2-C3 
submechanism, and a detailed H2/CO/C1 model was optimized against 
species measurements from jet-stirred-reactor experiments and 
ignition-delay measurements from shock-tube and rapid compression 
machine experiments using a GA. Uncertainties of the resulting mech-
anisms were assessed using polynomial chaos expansions. 

A self-adaptive differential evolution algorithm was employed by 
Cheng et al. [465] to optimize chemical kinetic models using 
ignition-delay-time measurements from shock-tube experiments. While 
several statistical regression methods have been employed to infer rate 
parameters [274,466], interestingly, this approach used a differential 
evolution algorithm [467,468] to learn the preexponential factors and 
low-pressure limits for a subset of elementary reactions that were 
identified through prior sensitivity analysis. In this study, evolutionary 
algorithms enabled the self-adaptation of model parameters from pre-
vious experience to improve the fitness of the model by minimizing the 
error in the predicted ignition delay with respect to measured data. 

The discovery of physical principles through data-driven techniques 
has been an area of growing interest, and significant progress has been 
made in developing CombML methods for uncovering dynamic pro-
cesses, conservation principles, and kinematic relations [284,407, 
469–473]. These developments include the extension of the sparse 
identification of nonlinear dynamics method for determining rate co-
efficients of reaction networks from noisy data [474], the use of 
mixed-integer linear programming for finding reactions in chemical 
mechanisms that are consistent with steady-state concentration profiles 
[475], and the postulation of a general differential model that is exposed 
to mathematical and statistical tests to reduce the model to a subset of 
reactions [476]. Other approaches encapsulate Arrhenius expressions 
and other physical constraints into neural networks to map reaction 
rates, facilitating interpretability, and the quantification of rate pa-
rameters [477]. 

In summary, CombML has been demonstrated as being viable for 
augmenting chemical-kinetic mechanisms and for representing simpli-
fied chemical systems; yet the representation of entire mechanisms that 
are representative of complex transportation fuels remains an 
outstanding issue that requires embedding physico-chemical principles, 
devising ML architectures that map well to the intrinsic stiffness, com-
plex reaction pathways, and scale separation, as well as considering 

Fig. 26. Overview of a data-driven supervised learning framework for regressing thermochemical properties from raw molecular descriptors. Reduction of molecular 
descriptors is achieved through a series of analysis steps that involve imputation of missing data, variance thresholding, and normalization before feature selection is 
employed for training a feedforward neural network. Reprinted with perimission from [435]. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. 
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Bayesian ML methods for uncertainty quantification and robust simu-
lations in CombML applications. 

4.1.3. Identification and parameterization of combustion manifolds 
To reduce the computational cost associated with the evaluation of 

thermodynamic properties, chemical species, and reaction rates, low- 
dimensional manifold representations are frequently employed in 
combustion simulations. Unsupervised learning techniques for dimen-
sional reduction (most notably PCA) and supervised learning for 
regressing thermochemical manifolds are ML-based methods for 
addressing these problems. 

Manifold identification In addition to methods that are founded on 
physical and theoretical principles for constructing low-dimensional 
manifolds [256], data-driven techniques have seen considerable suc-
cess in combustion applications. Most notable is the application of PCA 
(Section 3.3.2) to data from experiments and simulations to identify 
low-dimensional state-space representations, the reduction of 
chemical-kinetic mechanisms, and the construction of combustion 
models. Maas and Thévenin [478] employed PCA to analyze species 
correlations in a turbulent non-premixed hydrogen-air flame. Parente 
et al. [268] established PCA as a method for automatically identifying 
low-dimensional manifolds in flames and their corresponding parame-
terization through the selection of optimal reaction variables. However, 
the application of PCA as a global method for identifying a compact 
representation of thermochemical measurements from turbulent flames 
revealed deficiencies attributed to the nonlinear thermochemical state 
space and to the fact that different regions in the flame map to different 
regions in composition space. To overcome these deficiencies, local PCA 
methods were developed. In these methods, data were separated into 
clusters that were either preselected based on physical principles 
(considering mixture-fraction conditioning) or identified with an unsu-
pervised partitioning algorithm (using vector quantization). Application 
to experimental data showed that local PCA methods provide substantial 
improvements in identifying reduced state-space representations with 
lower reconstruction errors [268]. Parente et al. [479] successfully 
employed local PCA to relate experimentally observed modifications in 
the flame structure and emissions to the oxygen-dilution in 
jet-in-hot-coflow flames that operate in the MILD (Moderate or Intense 
Low-oxygen Dilution) combustion regime. PCA showed that the major 
species were associated with the first cluster, whereas the principal 
components in the second cluster were strongly correlated with radical 
and intermediate species of OH and CO, demonstrating the selectivity of 
local PCA for combustion analysis. 

Further improvements in PCA performance for heterogeneous data-
sets were made by Coussement et al. [480], who introduced a 
kernel-density weighted PCA for optimally sampling from heteroge-
neous data. Mirgolbabaei and Echekki [481] proposed a kernel PCA 
method to regularize complex thermochemical state spaces. This 
method introduces a nonlinear mapping that transforms the original 
data to a higher-dimensional feature space to which linear PCA is 
applied, with high compression potential. A similar concept of trans-
forming the input data to a different feature space was explored using an 
autoencoder for identifying nonlinear principal components [482]. 

PCA methods have been combined with nonlinear methods for 
parameterizing thermochemical manifolds, since plane PCA manifolds 
inadequately represent the nonlinear composition space in combustion 
applications [483]. Biglari and Sutherland [484] used multivariate 
adaptive spline regression (MARS) [485] to parameterize 
low-dimensional manifolds as a function of a reduced set of principal 
components. In this approach, PCA was utilized to identify a set of 
optimal bases; MARS was then employed iteratively to select a set of 
basis functions that minimizes the regression error. An application of 
this approach is illustrated in Fig. 27, comparing the parameterization of 
the OH mass fraction as a function of the first two principal components 
[484]. The PCA presentation of YOH by a PCA hyperplane is not able to 
capture the nonlinear dependence on the principal components. Other 

nonlinear regression models for mapping thermochemical state spaces 
to a reduced set of principal components are feedforward neural net-
works [486,487], support vector regression [488], and Gaussian process 
regression [488,489]. These methods will be discussed below with 
specific focus on neural networks for parameterizing multidimensional 
manifolds. 

The potential of PCA for combustion modeling has been recognized. 
Sutherland and Parente [418] were the first to propose a principal 
component scoring approach that directly solves transport equations for 
the principal components; the state-space variables were constructed 
from the principal components. Other PCA-based modeling approaches 
considered solving for a reduced set of state-space variables and 
reconstructing the remaining variables from the principal components 
[490,491]. D’Alessio et al. [492] employed PCA in an 
adaptive-chemistry approach to identify local clusters in the simulation 
domain that can be represented by specialized reduced chemical kinetic 
mechanisms. PCA-based combustion models for reacting-flow simula-
tions were explored by considering various combustion problems that 
include a perfectly stirred reactor [488,489], one-dimensional turbu-
lence configurations [487,493], unsteady two-dimensional flame con-
figurations [490,491], and turbulent flames [494]. 

With the success of these PCA-based methods for the automatic 
identification of low-dimensional manifolds and the construction of 
combustion models come various opportunities to improve these purely 
data-driven methods. In particular, integrating scientific and engineer-
ing knowledge (Section 3.5) could help to address the interpretability of 
the principal components in relation to local combustion-physical pro-
cesses as well as the consideration of nonlinear relationships among 
data, data normalization, and sensitivity to outliers that must be 
considered when dealing with experimental and sparse datasets [377, 
479,482]. 

Manifold parameterization In parameterization techniques, the ther-
modynamic state space is either precomputed in its entirety or dynam-
ically computed during the simulation and stored for further reuse. Such 
techniques include in situ adaptive tabulation [495], piecewise poly-
nomial approximation [496], mapping methods [497,498], and tabu-
lation techniques [499–504]. While tabulation techniques such as 
conventional structured look-up tables are often employed to parame-
terize the composition space, interpolation order, data access, and 
storage requirements are major limitations to the scalability of this 
procedure. In particular, the memory allocation that is required to store 
these tables grows exponentially with dimensionality as O (10Nψ ), 
thereby limiting their utilization for low-dimensional manifold param-
eterizations with Nψ ≲4. This limitation imposes challenges due to, first, 
the reduced memory footprint of emerging compute architectures and, 
second, the need to incorporate more complex combustion-physical 
phenomena such as heat-loss effects [505–510], emissions [511–513], 
multistream flows [514–518], transient processes [501,519,520], and 
dispersed-phase combustion [521–527]; higher-dimensional manifold 
representations are thus required, rendering these tabulation techniques 
unfeasible. 

The benefits of supervised learning techniques in overcoming de-
ficiencies of traditional tabulation techniques have been recognized by 
the combustion community. In particular, feedforward neural networks 
have been widely applied for chemistry approximations and the repre-
sentation of thermochemical manifolds. 

Neural networks were first introduced by Christo et al. [325] to 
represent the reaction chemistry in transported PDF combustion simu-
lations. Training data were generated through statistical mapping: 
small-scale PDF/Monte-Carlo calculations were performed to populate 
the composition space that is encountered in the application. A feed-
forward network architecture with two hidden layers, having an equal 
number of neurons with sigmoidal activation function, was employed. 
The input features consisted of mixture fraction and reaction progress 
variable; the output corresponded to the production rate of progress 
variable. Model parameters were trained with a back-propagation 
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algorithm with adaptive learning rates to improve convergence. A 
nonlinear transformation was applied to the input data to ensure that the 
training data were sampled from a more uniform distribution. This work 
was extended to more complex chemical systems involving three- and 
five-step reduced mechanisms for H2/CO2 [528]. The network perfor-
mance with respect to generalization, computational cost, and memory 
requirements was examined through parametric studies by changing the 
number of input/output channels and network hyperparameters. While 
significant reductions in memory requirements were already evident for 
a small number of input variables, benefits in the computational effi-
ciency over conventional look-up tables increased with the chemical 
complexity and dimensionality of the input state. 

Instead of representing the combustion manifold through a network, 
Blasco et al. [529] embedded the temporal evolution of a homogeneous 
reactor system into a feedforward neural network. In this approach, a 
concurrent network specialization was employed (Fig. 28) in which one 
network was used to represent the chemical mapping, Y(t+δt) =

A 1(Y(t)) (Fig. 28a), and the second network represented the thermo-
dynamic state, {ρ,T}(t+δt) = A 2(Y(t)) (Fig. 28b), where A i denotes a 
specific ANN. Shallow networks with at most two hidden layers were 
considered for representing the chemical and thermodynamic states and 
the input state was described by the species composition. Issues per-
taining to generalization and sensitivity to the training data were 
addressed by biasing the training set away from the equilibrium 
composition. This treatment can be considered as an early form of 
knowledge-guided ML (Section 3.5). Separate networks for different 
time increments δt were generated. Analysis of the network performance 
showed that the accuracy in representing the chemical system is 
species-dependent: highly reactive and minor species that evolve on fast 
chemical timescales incur larger errors. Sample selection and partition 
of the composition further improved the accuracy of this approach. 
These issues were addressed in a subsequent work [530] in which the 
input state was augmented by including the timestep size δt and 

partitioning the composition space to represent each subdomain with 
feedforward neural networks of lower architectural complexity. In this 
context we note that recent developments of RNNs (Section 3.2.4) offer 
interesting opportunities to consider transient effects that are consid-
ered in the chemical system. 

Self-organizing maps were utilized for automatic subdivision of the 
composition space [531,532]. The partition into subdomains of reduced 
topographical complexity enabled the utilization of shallow networks 
with fewer hidden layers. Another approach was proposed by Chen et al. 
[533] in which an in situ adaptive tabulation-generated thermochemical 
state-space representation was divided into two-dimensional sub-
domains that were fitted to feedforward neural networks with the goal of 
improving the linear approximations and mitigating the storage re-
quirements. While appreciable reductions in memory were reported as a 
consequence of the network parameterization through high-dimensional 
transfer functions, the accuracy strongly depended on the network ar-
chitecture and the comprehensiveness of the training data (also shown 
in Section 3.2.6). 

Accuracy issues of network representations were addressed by 
developing a method for identifying optimal feedforward network ar-
chitectures [534,535]. This method utilized a generalized 
mixed-variable pattern search [536] to optimize the number of neurons, 
hidden layers, transfer functions, and connectivity, with subsequent 
extensions including the optimization of hyperparameters in the transfer 
function [537]. In this study, the automatic generation of optimal 
network architectures showed that deep networks with dense connec-
tivities beyond neighboring layers can significantly improve the 
descriptive accuracy of networks. Quantitative comparisons of optimal 
network performance against conventional tabulation techniques 
demonstrated significantly higher knowledge density, which was 
defined as the ratio between accuracy and memory requirement [537]. 
These studies demonstrate an early attempt within combustion research 
in automated ML [349], a subfield dedicated towards hyperparameter 
and architecture optimization strategies, which has since gained a large 
interest due to the proliferation of deep learning methods. Owing to the 
high dimension of the search spaces, traditional approaches for hyper-
parameter optimization—such as manual tuning, grid search, and 
random search—do not scale well. However, in the recent past, better 
procedures such as tree-structured Parzen estimators [538], Bayesian 
optimization [348], and hyperbands [539] have shown effective and 
efficient determination of optimal neural network hyperparameters. The 
availability of these methods in open-source libraries [540] provides a 
potential solution to address this issue. 

Neural networks have been employed in unsteady turbulent com-
bustion simulations. Flemming et al. [541] and  Kempf et al. [542] 
performed LES of a turbulent jet flame in which separate networks were 
used to represent individual thermochemical quantities. These networks 
were trained from steady flamelet solutions that were filtered to account 
for turbulence/chemistry coupling. Standard feedforward networks 
with two hidden layers and an output layer were used. 

Filtered steady-state flamelet solutions were also employed [535] to 
construct optimal neural networks for simulating a bluff-body swirl--
stabilized flame. Specialized optimal feedforward neural networks for 
each thermochemical quantity consisted of up to four hidden layers with 
eight neurons per layer. Results from these simulations are presented in 
Fig. 29. The instantaneous temperature field (Fig. 29a) illustrates the 
turbulent flow field in this bluff-body flame. Comparison of radial pro-
files for mean and root mean square of mixture fraction between simu-
lations using optimal neural networks and conventional look-up tables 
(denoted by T ; Fig. 29b) show comparable results and overall good 
agreement with experimental data. 

Sen and Menon [543] employed standalone simulations from a 
linear-eddy model (LEM) [544,545] to train feedforward neural net-
works. LEMs provide a parametric description of an unsteady turbulent 
mixing process in a one-dimensional domain [545]. A priori and a pos-
teriori applications to turbulent flames [543,546] showcased the ability 

Fig. 27. Low-dimensional manifold parameterization of YOH from two prin-
cipal components using (a) PCA and (b) MARS. Reprinted from [484], Copy-
right 2012, with permission from Elsevier. 
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of these LEM-trained feedforward neural networks to describe turbulent 
combustion and underscored the importance of considering 
micro-mixing during network training. To achieve acceptable acceler-
ations over direct integration techniques, smaller networks with fewer 
connectivities were preferred over deeper networks with better fitness. 
The generality of the network parameterization was addressed by 
considering combustion conditions outside the training base. Although 
acceptable performance was reported [543,546], there are ongoing 
opportunities (Section 5.4) to address the prevailing issues of these 
regression-based data-driven techniques in extrapolating as well as 
ensuring scalar-boundedness and conservation. 

A PCA network-based chemistry tabulation approach was explored 
by Dalakoti et al. [547], with various canonical flame configurations 
used to train the PCA-network model. A priori investigations of the 
model’s application to a DNS of a turbulent lifted jet flame was per-
formed, and deficiencies pertaining to mass conservation and the ac-
curate representation of minor species were addressed. 

Chatzopoulos and Rigopoulos [548] and Franke et al. [549] 
extended the methodology of Blasco et al. [531] that combined 
self-organizing maps with feedforward neural networks for optimal 
regression of the thermochemical composition space in applications to 
RANS and LES calculations of turbulent flames. By considering a generic 
training set, the networks showed a small capacity for extrapolation, but 
accurate predictions were challenging when the target predictions 
deviated too far from the training set. In the absence of very large 
datasets, this limitation in extrapolation is typical, and has spawned 
growing interest in constrained learning approaches that consider 
domain knowledge (Section 3.5). With the goal of applying this method 
in LES-PDF simulations of a turbulent flame, Franke et al. [549] con-
structed the composition space from solutions of the unsteady flamelet 
equations that were computed for various strain-rate conditions in order 
to capture conditions encountered in turbulent-flame simulations. The 
thermochemical composition space was represented by 400 sub-
domains, which were designated with a clustering algorithm, with 
identical network architectures consisting of two hidden layers with 30 
neurons per layer. Application of this regression method to unsteady 
LES-PDF simulations was in excellent agreement with a finite-rate 
LES-PDF simulation. 

Wan et al. [233] employed neural networks for regressing chemical 
source terms for DNS computations. In this approach, the 
low-dimensional reaction-diffusion manifold was constructed from sto-
chastic micro-mixing simulations in which the reaction chemistry was 

represented by a reduced chemical mechanism. A standard feedforward 
neural network architecture was used to map the input vector (con-
sisting of species mass fractions and temperature) to the chemical source 
terms. Physical constraints were not explicitly incorporated in the 
network and mass conservation was enforced during the simulation. 
Appreciable reductions in cost with good accuracy in a DNS application 
were reported. 

Modeling internal combustion engines that require the consideration 
of large chemical mechanisms, Owoyele et al. [550] utilized feedfor-
ward neural networks for regressing solutions from an unsteady flamelet 
model by accounting for variations in pressure, residence time, and 
turbulence/chemistry interaction through a presumed PDF model. A 
knowledge-guided group-multi-target network approach was proposed: 
each group of species that were highly correlated are represented by a 
common network with multiple output nodes. Training (via backward 
propagation) these multiple networks is more straightforward than 
training a single network that outputs every species, while avoiding 
laboriously training one network for each species. An alternative 
approach for representing complex combustion manifolds is the 
modular connectionist architecture in which expert networks that 
constitute the architecture compete to learn specific subsets of the 
training data [551,552]. 

Together, these examples highlight the maturity of supervised 
learning techniques for representing complex combustion manifolds. 
The ability of networks to represent complex relationships between the 
input and target spaces offers alternatives to commonly employed 
tabulation techniques, which are traditionally limited by memory re-
quirements. However, despite successes, so far these methods have not 
seen widespread application to combustion simulations due to a lack of 
robust control of network fitness, interpretability, and enforcing phys-
ical principles. Therefore, the utilization of knowledge-guided data- 
driven approaches (Section 3.5) for embedding constraints on physical 
properties, boundedness, and conservation principles offer promising 
opportunities for transitioning these methods into practical application. 
Similarly, details about the network architecture, the hyperparameter 
search, and the training procedure are not always reported, which 
hampers the development of a knowledge base within our combustion 
community. This can be strengthened by creating public datasets to 
promote the development of open-source CombML algorithms, similar 
to AlexNet [553], VGGNet [554], or ResNet [555] for image recognition. 

4.1.4. Turbulent combustion closure modeling 
CombML has been employed for developing data-driven models for 

SGS contributions and turbulence/chemistry interaction in filtered tur-
bulent reacting flow equations (Eq.  (72)). Many of these developments 
have been based on data-driven models of non-reacting turbulent flows 

Fig. 28. Concurrent network specialization for representing the temporal 
evolution of (a) a chemical system and (b) a thermodynamic state. Adapted 
from [529], Copyright 1998, with permission from Elsevier. 

Fig. 29. LES of a bluff-body swirl-stabilized flame using optimal feedforward 
neural networks to represent the thermochemical state space. (a) Instantaneous 
temperature field. (b) Measured and computed mean and root mean square 
mixture fraction profiles. Reprinted from [535], Copyright 2009, with 
permission from Elsevier. 
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[392,406,556–560]. In contrast to the use of feedforward neural 
network architectures with thermochemical vectors in Section 4.1.3, 
convolutional architectures are preferred when modeling turbulent 
closure due to their suitability in learning from spatial data. 

Turbulence/chemistry interaction An open research issue in turbulent 
combustion is the modeling of the filtered chemical source term S(V) in 
Eq.  (72). Studies have employed supervised and unsupervised learning 
techniques to model this term. Deep neural networks were shown in an a 
priori study by Chen et al. [561] to outperform algebraic models at large 
filter sizes when employed as a model for the joint filtered density 
functions of mixture fraction and progress variable from DNS of MILD 
combustion. 

Lapeyre et al. [562] employed a CNN for regressing the SGS flame 
surface density in premixed turbulent flames. Instead of using infor-
mation about the local velocity field and gradients of the reaction 
progress variable, in this supervised learning approach only the filtered 
progress variable was used as the input feature field. The training data 
were generated from filtered DNS results that were then sampled onto a 
coarse mesh to train a U-Net, a popular CNN architecture. A priori tests 
on the same DNS configuration with impulsively changing inlet condi-
tions showed good performance and improved accuracy over 
physics-based closure models, demonstrating the ability of CNNs to 
extract structural information and representative features. CNNs were 
also explored in a priori studies for performing deconvolution tasks and 
approximating the progress variable variance of filtered DNS data of a 
freely propagating turbulent premixed flame [563]. While this approach 
showed promise in modeling turbulence/chemistry interaction, the au-
thors noted that a large amount of data is required to train their deep 
learning approach to ensure good performance in making 
out-of-distribution predictions. As will be discussed in Section 5.1, the 
assembly of a public database would address this issue, while also 
providing means of comparing different CombML methods and strate-
gies on a common dataset. Other potential CombML research opportu-
nities include improving prediction accuracy by exploring 
superresolution methods [279,564,565] for learning the latent space as 
an unsupervised learning task, as well as encoding of regularization 
conditions [566,567] and physical constraints (Section 3.5) for 
improving out-of-distribution predictions. 

Ranade and Echekki [568], 569] proposed a data-driven method for 
constructing the joint scalar PDF of the thermochemical state space from 
experimental data of multiscalar measurements. Their method com-
bined PCA (Section 3.3.2) for parameterizing the composition space 
with multidimensional kernel density estimation to generate a scalar 
PDF. The parameterization of the resultant PDF was learned from 
measurement data. This method was evaluated in a priori studies and a 
posteriori RANS simulations of the Sandia piloted jet flame configuration 
under various conditions. Henry de Frahan et al. [570] evaluated 
various ML algorithms for representing joint PDFs of mixture fraction 
and progress variable; their study considered a single snapshot of a DNS 
from a lean premixed low-swirl burner. The efficacy of a random forest, 
a fully connected neural network, and a variational autoencoder was 
examined by performing a priori analysis on different regions within the 
same flame. Results showed that the fully connected network was most 
accurate and that the employment of the variational autoencoder, a 
generative method, did not improve predictive accuracy. This contrasts 
the conclusions from Bode et al. [571] where a Wasserstein GAN, 
another generative method, was shown to outperform a CNN in 
capturing smalls-scale structures in scalar transport within a turbulent 
flow. These mixed findings demonstrate the necessity of a sufficiently 
complex benchmark dataset that can be employed by the CombML 
community for comparing various ML methods. 

SGS transport and mixing Of equal importance to the description of 
turbulence/chemistry interaction is the modeling of the SGS turbulent 
transport and SGS molecular diffusion flux, FSGS and QSGS, that appear in 
Eq.  (72). 

The discovery of model forms for the SGS stress tensor in turbulent 
premixed flames was explored by Schoepplein et al. [572]. In this 
approach, generic functional expressions for the SGS stress tensor, 
τSGS

ij = ρuiuj − ρũiũj and the SGS kinetic energy kSGS = τSGS
kk of the form 

τSGS
ij =

M ρ
∑

α
Gα(I1, I2,…)Tα

ij , (74a)  

kSGS =
M ρ

∑

α
CαIα , (74b)  

were considered, with Tα
ij being the basis functions and Iα the invariants 

of the stress tensor. Gene expression programming (GEP) [573] was 
employed to determine the scalar coefficients Gα and Cα. Physical con-
straints and mathematical invariances were explicitly incorporated into 
the resulting ML models. Interestingly, this method was able to discover 
the functional form of tensor-diffusivity models that have been devel-
oped from physical arguments. This is illustrated in Fig. 30, showing 
quantitative comparisons of the GEP-derived models of the SGS turbu-
lence kinetic energy for different LES-filter ratios and two algebraic SGS 
models [572]. These GEP-derived models provide results that are com-
parable to those obtained from Clark’s tensor diffusivity model [574], 
emphasizing the ability of ML techniques to discover physics-based 
models for complex reacting flow environments. 

Chung et al. [575] applied sparse symbolic regression in conjunction 
with feature selection via the random-forest feature importance score for 
discovering algebraic models of SGS stresses in transcritical 
non-premixed flames; velocity and its spatial derivatives were extracted 
from filtered DNS and used as features for random forests trained to 
predict SGS stresses. Feature importance scores were extracted from the 
random forests to identify potential candidate variables for sparse 
regression, which resulted in a derived model similar to Clark’s formu-
lation. This work demonstrates that interpretable supervised learning 
algorithms can generate insights in turbulent combustion modeling. 

Yellapantula et al. [577] modeled the filtered and SGS dissipation 
rate of the reaction progress variable in turbulent premixed flames. 
Filtered data from DNS of a planar turbulent premixed flame under 
various conditions were used to train neural networks, and a priori tests 
were performed to examine the ability of a feedforward neural network 
to predict the filtered scalar dissipation rate over a range of filter widths 
(Fig. 31). While the ML model reproduced small-scale features for small 
filter ratios, increasing the filter width resulted in progressively 
increasing discrepancies in the predictions of the trained model 
(Fig. 31b). 

CNNs and feedforward neural networks have been employed for 
parameterizing unresolved stresses, filtered source terms, and SGS 
transport of the reaction progress variable from filtered DNS data of 
premixed jet flames [578,579]. While these studies reported good 
agreement in modeling filtered DNS data, the parameterization with 
respect to primary quantities omits the consideration of hidden states, 
providing opportunities for future generalization to a broader class of 
flames and operating conditions. 

In many of these studies, supervised learning algorithms were typi-
cally trained on filtered DNS data and then tested a priori. Without 
careful treatment, the ML SGS models can be unstable due to the accu-
mulation of small errors over a large number of timesteps when evalu-
ated a posteriori [559]. One way of dealing with this issue is with 
knowledge-guided ML (Section 3.5). For example, Bode et al. [279] 
employed a physics-informed enhanced super-resolution GAN (PIESR-
GAN) to model SGS stresses in both a priori and a posteriori n-dodecane 
spray flame simulations. Fig. 32 shows that a physics-informed loss 
term, which ensures continuity, is optimized alongside the adversarial 
and accuracy loss terms. This GAN architecture also maintains 
residual-residual dense block layers (RRDB), from its namesake, the 
ERSGAN [580], which has been designed to overcome stability issues 
[386] in classical GAN (Section 3.4.1) while ensuring high predictive 
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accuracy. 
Complex coupling between the liquid phase and the gaseous flow- 

field in turbulent spray combustion is a major obstacle in developing 
first principles-based models. To addressing these challenges, Yao et al. 
[581], 582] employed feedforward neural networks to model the PDF 
and scalar dissipation rate in turbulent spray flames. Filtered results 
from a series of carrier-phase DNS with various operating conditions 
(equivalence ratio, temperature, and Stokes number) were used to train 
neural networks in order to represent the scalar dissipation rate in terms 
of an eight-dimensional feature-input set (mixture fraction, eddy vis-
cosity, turbulent dissipation rate, molecular diffusion, density, droplet 
evaporation rates, slip velocity, and droplet number density). Beyond 
the network regression, feature-importance ranking was employed, 
indicating that only a few quantities are significant for the trained 
model. Information extracted from such data-driven methods is of 
broader significance as it can enable deeper understanding of the un-
derlying physics and guide the formulation of physics-based models 
(Section 5.2). 

Reduction of computation cost Another benefit of CombML is the 
resulting reduction in the computational cost of combustion simulations. 
A common approach is to replace the expensive computation of ther-
mochemical properties and reaction rates with ML regression models 
(Section 4.1.3). An alternative strategy involves incorporating classifi-
cation and clustering methods into simulations for alleviating compu-
tational bottlenecks within conventional modeling methods. For 
example, Liang et al. [583] proposed a dynamic cell clustering technique 
that incorporates clustering algorithms for accelerating multidimen-
sional simulations of internal combustion engines. This clustering 
approach partitions the computational domain into multiple zones, each 
of which consists of its own set of temperatures and compositions; thus, 
only one detailed chemistry system of ODEs needs to be solved per zone 
in each global advancement timestep. The chemistry reduction problem 
can therefore be framed as a clustering problem that can be solved using 
k-means (Section 3.3.1). This approach was further improved by using 
clustering algorithms that are more suitable to spatial data such as the 
bounding-box k-means; for example, the KIVA simulations of Perini 
[584] achieved a 50% to 75% reduction in simulation cost with 
reasonable agreement with unclustered simulations [585] (Fig. 33). This 

concept has also been successfully extended to particle-based PDF 
simulation methods [586]. 

Classification algorithms can also be applied to reduce the compu-
tational cost in finite-rate combustion simulations. By combining con-
cepts from the Pareto-efficient combustion framework [381,587,588] 
and RANS uncertainty predictions [392], Chung et al. [589] used 
random forests (Section 3.2.3) to assign combustion submodels of 
different cost and fidelity to the same LES domain. Results showed a 
20% reduction in the computational cost and good agreement with LES 
using finite-rate chemistry (Fig. 34). In this approach, 
feature-importance selection was used to determine controlling quan-
tities that appropriately map combustion submodels to be consistent 
with the underlying flow representation. In addition, formulation as a 
classification problem using a random-forest model provides a high 
degree of interpretability and approximation errors made by the ML 
algorithm are limited by the predictive capability of the 
lowest-performing submodel. While the potential of this approach was 
established in a canonical burner configuration, applications to complex 
combustion configuration require the consideration of deep learning 
architectures for representing more extensive candidate combustion 
submodels, the direct control of solution errors, and the consideration of 
nonlinear and transient effects on submodel selection. 

To reduce the computational cost of evaluating stiff chemical source 
terms in reacting-flow simulations, Lapointe et al. [590] developed a 
data-driven method for selecting a stiff-chemistry ODE solver in 
operator-splitting schemes. In this approach, feedforward neural net-
works were used as a classifier to select an optimal ODE solver that is 
employed locally to advance the stiff chemical-kinetic ODEs. These 
neural networks were trained from thermochemical states that represent 
0D, partially stirred reactors and 1D laminar flames to predict the CPU 
time and error of the ODE solvers for a given thermochemical input 
state. During the simulation, the ODE solver with the lowest computa-
tional cost subject to user-specific tolerances is employed at each grid 
point and timestep. Benchmark tests and three-dimensional simulations 
determined that the data-driven selection of an optimal ODE integrator 
can provide speedups of more than a factor of three compared to default 
ODE integrators—without significant reduction in accuracy. Impor-
tantly, accurate network predictions of error and cost require training 

Fig. 30. Analysis of DNS results of a planar premixed turbulent flame in the 
thin reaction zones regime, showing comparisons of Pearson correlations for 
GEP-derived models and two algebraic models due to Yoshizawa [576] and 
Clark [574] for three LES filter ratios Nf . Adapted from [572], Copyright 2018, 
with permission from Elsevier. 

Fig. 31. Predictions of the normalized subgrid scalar dissipation rate of prog-
ress variable χ̃C/χlam from a feedforward neural network for a lean premixed 
C7H16/air flame (Case DLe), comparing results for two filter ratios Nf . Δ, filter 
size; lf , laminar flame thickness. Reprinted from [577], Copyright 2020, with 
permission from Elsevier. 
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with data that are generated from mechanisms and fuels considered in 
the simulation. 

In summary, applications of supervised learning has produced 
encouraging results for modeling SGS terms and for parameterizing 
PDFs, often outperforming physics-based closure models in a priori 
studies. However, caution is warranted for extrapolating these findings 
to a posteriori applications, and further advances are necessary to 
examine the performance of these data-driven models that are typically 
generated for specific operating conditions in practical applications. 
Addressing the limitations of regression models, GANs and RL offers the 
ability to generate predictions for out-of-distribution conditions, and 
knowledge-guided ML provides avenues for incorporating physical 
principles and other fundamental consistencies that are necessary for 
enabling robust combustion simulations. Similarly, we have shown that 
deep learning methods are promising for combustion modeling; yet it 
remains unclear whether CNNs and RNNs are sufficient for representing 
highly complex thermochemical state relations in combustion simula-
tions, or if bespoke and novel network architectures are needed to cope 
with the complexity encountered in CombML. 

4.2. ML for propulsion and energy-conversion systems 

In this section, we discuss applications of ML algorithms to propul-
sion and energy-conversion systems. Kalogirou [591] reviewed early 
adaptations of learning algorithms for modeling, controlling, and diag-
nosing power-generation systems and automotive engines. Since then, 
learning algorithms have been extended to broad areas, including 
system-level surrogate modeling (Section 4.2.1), intelligent fault 
detection (Section 4.2.3), data analytics (Section 4.2.2), and intelligent 
control (Section 4.2.4). 

4.2.1. Surrogate models of system-level behavior 
Surrogate models are representations of complex combustion- 

systems; they are often employed in combustor design, control, and 
calibration to circumvent costly high-fidelity simulations and experi-
mental instrumentation. In contrast to the fundamental combustion 
investigation (Section 4.1) that consider low-dimensional combustion 
manifolds, the surrogate models that are examined here can be viewed 

as reduced-order models—metamodels [592]—of the system-level 
behavior of propulsion devices. This kind of surrogate modeling can 
be particularly useful in scenarios in which high-fidelity simulations and 
experimental testing require tremendous labor or computational re-
sources, such as when optimizing combustion-system design and control 
parameters. This is a particularly rich area of research for automotive 
engines due to the relatively low cost of experimental setups and mea-
surement techniques. In contrast, there are limited studies of surrogate 
modeling of gas turbines [593,594], furnaces, and power plants 
[595–597]. 

In traditional engine calibration, steady-state engine performance 
and emission metrics—gained through laborious experiments with 
varying control parameters implemented on a single engine—are stored 
as look-up tables within engine control units. Due to the low cost and 
acceptable accuracy of ML methods, early work on engine calibration 
sought to replace these engine-calibration tables with deterministic 
regression methods such as neural networks [598,599]. Since these 
neural networks capture nonlinearities more effectively than look-up 
tables, feedforward neural networks were determined to reduce the 

Fig. 32. Physics-Informed Enhanced Super Resolution Generative Adversarial Network (PIESRGAN) architecture. Adapted from [279] (CC BY 4.0).  

Fig. 33. Comparison of flow fields from KIVA simulations employing full 
chemistry and bounding-box clustering k-means. Reprinted from [584], Copy-
right 2013, with permission from Elsevier. 
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number of engine measurements required to generate engine-calibration 
maps [600]. With the increasing popularity of biofuels and fuel addi-
tives, these ML algorithms are under investigation as a way to handle the 
added dimensionality in calibration tables that arises from variations in 
fuel composition [601,602]. These surrogate models could also be 
employed to improve other aspects of engine calibration, as highlighted 
by the use of SVMs to reduce the number of experimental measurements 
needed to explore novel optimization algorithms for engine calibration 
[603]. 

Different ML algorithms deliver different benefits for different ob-
jectives of engine surrogate modeling. Berger et al. [604] reported that, 
through their ability to quantify uncertainties, Bayesian ML methods 
such as Gaussian process regression can still be applied in order to 
generate more robust and trustworthy predictions. In the case of virtual 
sensors that process raw sensor outputs to deliver real-time quantities, 
surrogate models must accurately predict time-dependent quantities. 
While conventional feedforward neural networks have been employed 
[605,606], more suitable architectures such as RNNs were proposed as 
early as 2010 for modeling NO [607]. Another study [608] employed 
time-delay neural networks, applying a moving window on time his-
tories to obtain input quantities in order to predict NOx and smoke 
emissions. 

However, since most engine surrogate models run on resource- 
limited edge devices such as engine control units, the search for low- 
cost algorithms has led to a significant research focus on the develop-
ment of extreme learning machines (ELMs) [609,610]. These networks 
consist of a single hidden layer with weights that are randomly initial-
ized, guaranteeing low computational complexity and avoiding the cost 
of iterative tuning. Since the datasets collected from engine experiments 
can be small, iterative hyperparameter tuning can be crucial for 
improving the prediction accuracy of engine surrogate models, as 
demonstrated in the study by Shamshirband et al. [611], comparing the 
performance of SVMs tuned by several distinct optimization algorithms. 

In an investigation in which surrogate models were employed in 
order to optimize biofuel composition in an engine, Wong et al. [612] 

established that ELMs trained on sparse and small datasets could be 
more accurate than traditional ML methods such as SVMs. Vaughan and 
Bohac [613] proposed a novel ELM architecture—the weighted ring 
ELM—in order to accurately predict the combustion timing of a homo-
geneous charge compression engine by using engine parameters and 
recent updates from previous engine cycles as inputs. Kernel ELMs, 
which use a predefined kernel function to replace random initialization 
weights and biases, were investigated by Silitonga et al. [614] as a more 
reliable and stable alternative to conventional ELMs. 

Many previous investigations focused on small datasets obtained 
from a single engine model. For example, an ELM engine model was 
trained on a dataset of 24 samples from a single engine [615]. As such, 
constructing a dataset for a benchmark engine case in order to objec-
tively evaluate the aforementioned methods could be easily imple-
mented (Section 5.1). However, this approach could be challenging for 
problems that require larger and/or more complex datasets, such as 
design optimization. For example,  Moiz et al. [616] employed thou-
sands of high-fidelity simulations of in-cylinder flow fields to train an 
ensemble ML approach (consisting of a blend of linear regression, neural 
networks, regression trees, and SVMs) in order to map engine design 
parameters and key engine outputs. In a later study, the same group 
[617] applied a GA optimization scheme to outputs from this engine 
surrogate modeling approach in order to optimize the piston bowl ge-
ometry of a compression ignition engine. 

Outside of design optimization, CombML for engine surrogate 
modeling can be summarized as the development of cost-effective 
methods for edge devices, such as engine control units. In contrast to 
the fundamental applications discussed in Section 4.1, knowledge- 
guided ML can be challenging to implement since it is more difficult 
to embed physical constraints that can define entire systems. Instead, 
CombML methods that can quantify uncertainties (such as Bayesian ML) 
can be utilized to ensure robust behavior. Since some of these methods 
can be more computationally expensive than their deterministic coun-
terparts, further developments will be needed for them to operate on 
edge devices. 

Fig. 34. Simulation of a rocket combustor, comparing instantaneous and time-averaged flow fields from monolithic finite-rate chemistry (FRC) simulation, a two- 
scalar flamelet/progress variable (FPV) model, and data-assisted (DA) LES, with DA-combustion submodel assignment at the bottom. Reprinted from [589], 
Copyright 2021, with permission from Elsevier. 
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4.2.2. Data processing and analysis for scientific discovery 
As sensor and simulation technologies advance, datasets generated 

through measurements and simulations can become more complex-
—and thus more cumbersome to analyze. Under these conditions, un-
supervised and semi-supervised approaches have become popular in 
aiding the analysis and processing of data for investigating of propulsion 
and energy systems. For example, Petrarolo et al. [618] used k-means for 
clustering flame images from a hybrid rocket combustor into several 
groups, generating insights into the corresponding short-term combus-
tion dynamics. K-means clustering was also applied by Cao et al. [619] 
for aiding the analysis of large-scale coherent structures from velocity 
measurements in in-cylinder flows. Xiao et al. [620] employed a 
density-based clustering algorithm to identify aluminum agglomerates 
within solid propellant combustion data; their calculations employed 
the discrete element method. Analysis of aluminum agglomerates 
returned results that were consistent with experimental measurements. 
Nakaya et al. [621] determined that the Gaussian process latent variable 
method is superior to PCA for studying flame-vortex interactions, ther-
moacoustic instabilities, and transitional behaviors from high-speed 
images of an experimental setup. 

Deep learning methods can be particularly convenient for scientific 
analysis due to their high accuracy and their ability to accept complex 
datasets without preprocessing. Wan et al. [623] directly fed images 
from Raman, Rayleigh, and CO laser-induced fluorescence scattering 
experiments of a multi-regime burner to identify combustion regimes 
with 85% accuracy. Liu et al. [622] applied a deep belief network, a 
deep learning method that automatically extracts nonlinear features, for 
developing a soft-sensor system from combustion images from a 
charge-coupled device camera in order to predict and monitor the ox-
ygen content of a heavy fuel furnace in real time (Fig. 35). However, 
deep learning methods are typically opaque and provide little scientific 
insight, as intermediate processes in making a prediction automatically 
from raw data are difficult to analyze in complex architectures. Never-
theless, developments in interpretable deep learning suggest a prom-
ising path toward automatic scientific discovery. For example, the 
SciNet autoencoder structure [624] was shown to automatically extract 
physical laws from several physical sample problems. 

Similar attempts in interpretable ML are gaining traction in com-
bustion research. Barwey et al. [625] applied a CNN to map OH planar 
laser-induced fluorescence images with particle image velocimetry to 
reconstruct the velocity fields of a model gas-turbine combustor [626] 
under various operating conditions. This deep learning approach was 
accurate for predictions in attached flame regions but performance was 
insufficient in detached flame regions. Traditional interpretable learning 
algorithms such as random forests (Section 3.2.3) have also been used to 
identify important physical quantities that affect combustion phenom-
ena, highlighting the benefits of transparent ML methods for scientific 
applications. Feature-importance scores were extracted from random 
forests to identify flame topologies and preignition quantities that relate 
to engine cycle-to-cycle variations from both experimental [627] and 
computational [628] databases. 

4.2.3. Intelligent fault detection 
Propulsion and energy systems typically consist of many components 

that are subject to faults that can arise from mechanical hardware fail-
ure, engine misfire, and thermoacoustic instabilities, among others. 
Traditional ML algorithms, especially feature-extraction and classifica-
tion algorithms, can be used to detect system faults [629] through the 
procedures shown in Fig. 36. Before training, noisy experimental data 
are typically preprocessed using feature-extraction methods. These 
noisy experimental data commonly include time series of various mea-
surements such as vibration, pressure, chemiluminescence, and ther-
mocouple data. Supervised learning algorithms, in the form of 
classification methods, are trained to output the presence and type of 
faults. This approach was employed by Yadav and Kalra [630] who 
applied a Fourier transform scheme on automotive engine acoustic 

signals, which were then fed into a neural network in order to identify 
faults on various engine parts. A similar work [631] applied wavelet 
transform schemes to engine pressure signals, while another study [632] 
employed independent component analysis for the vibration signals of a 
marine diesel engine. 

Studies comparing fault detection methods, such as that by Jafarian 
et al. [633] (which compares the effectiveness of k-nearest neighbors, 
neural networks, and SVMs as classifiers), can still generate insights into 
the effectiveness of these strategies. However, ML methods can have 
numerous hyperparameters, while the choice of feature-extraction 
methods can significant affect the performance of the detection sys-
tem. As such, the evaluation and comparison of fault-detection strategies 
could benefit from an established benchmark dataset (Section 5.1). ML 
algorithms can still be selected based on specific user requirements. 
SVMs may offer superior generalization with small datasets typical of 
fault-detection problems [634]. As will be discussed in Section 5.3, 
Bayesian methods can provide uncertainty quantification alongside 
predictions, but they can be computationally expensive. In order to 
overcome this challenge, Wong et al. [635] proposed the use of sparse 
Bayesian ELMs, which inherit the low computational costs of conven-
tional single-layered ELMs, in order to identify faults in a four-cylinder 
engine. More interpretable methods such as decision trees (Section 
3.2.2) and random forests (Section 3.2.3) can provide insights through 
feature ranking, as demonstrated in several studies [636,637] of 
engine-misfire detection. 

Neural networks are powerful tools for fault detection, especially 
with complex deep learning architectures. Convolutional and recurrent 
layers in these networks enable the direct use of complex datasets such 
as visual images and time-series data as feature sets. Kuzhagaliyeva et al. 
[638] reported that deep LSTM networks make accurate (75%) pre-
dictions of engine preignition when fed with time-series data extracted 
from low-cost pressure sensors. In the same work, 1D convolutional 
networks produced more accurate (79%) predictions when fed with 
datasets preprocessed via PCA. 

Stacked autoencoders [639] and deep belief networks [640] learn 
directly from complex noisy raw data, removing the need for 
feature-extraction steps. Yan and Yu [641] used a deep stacked 
autoencoder network for combustor anomaly detection with a database 
of gas turbine thermocouple measurements. When used with 
two-dimensional convolutional networks, stacked autoencoders can also 

Fig. 35. Deep learning method incorporating a deep belief network (DBN) 
applied to predict and monitor oxygen content in real time with a charge- 
coupled device (CCD) camera in a heavy fuel furnace. Reprinted with permis-
sion from [622]. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. 
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be employed to monitor combustion in gas turbines and furnaces 
directly from flame images, as reported by Akintayo et al. [642] and Han 
et al. [643], respectively. These architecture are especially useful for 
challenges arising from the complex nature of real-world data, which 
tend to be poorly labeled or even unlabeled. 

In summary, deep learning methods can offer more direct avenues 
for processing sensor data, without any prerequisite feature engineering 
steps. Fault detection systems are often deployed to manage failure of 
critical components. As such, any ML method used in production must 
be able to make robust predictions, either by quantifying uncertainties 
or through interpretable CombML. Note that fault-detection data are 
generated from limited failures in otherwise robust engineering systems, 
meaning there is a great deal of information about healthy systems but 
little about faulty systems. Traditional strategies [644] for dealing with 
these class imbalances involve augmenting the data, either through 
undersampling large classes or oversampling small classes, or by adding 
penalty to the loss functions. Class imbalance can also benefit from 
emerging concepts such as weakly supervised learning [645]. Further 
discussions on the application of CombML to the modeling of rare events 
pertaining to fire and explosion hazards, accidents and safety manage-
ments is given in Section 4.3. 

4.2.4. Intelligent control 
The intelligent control of combustion systems is commonly per-

formed using model-free or model-based methods. RL methods are a 
particularly popular model-free method for optimally controlling 
nonlinear stochastic and deterministic problems. 

Traditional RL is typically restricted to simulations and laboratory 
setups due to restrictions in processing multidimensional data, the 
computational cost of evaluating policies and value functions, and the 
inability to handle continuous data. Malikopoulos et al. [646] applied 
Q-learning with a discrete representation of the state-action space to 
control injection timing and turbocharger actuators that optimize key 
engine outputs (performance and emissions) in a diesel engine model. In 
order to circumvent these restrictions under practical and complex 
configurations that require continuous state-action spaces, neural net-
works can be used to approximate the state-action spaces. In particular, 
Schaefer et al. [647] explored various methods for combining RNNs with 
traditional RL methods such as Q-learning for stabilizing gas-turbine 

operations at high load conditions by considering 20 distinct oper-
ating points. Xue et al. [648] applied Q-learning, with three neural 
networks, on a physical engine test bench to optimize engine fuel 
economy during engine idle control. 

The idea of combining function approximators (typically in the form 
of neural networks) to overcome the limitations of traditional RL has 
been explored within combustion systems as far back as 2001 [649]. By 
employing Q-learning with four neural network agents, Stephan et al. 
[649] developed one of the first RL control schemes; it controlled air 
distribution and air consumption, to be applied to a physical thermal 
plant. However, early RL control schemes employing neural networks 
were typically unstable and could not guarantee convergence in many 
practical applications [650]. Seminal work by Mnih et al. [354] is 
well-known for spurring a renewed interest in integrating neural net-
works with RL, resulting in a subset of methods known as deep RL. These 
methods differ from early works in their employment of complex deep 
learning architectures such as CNNs as well as their increased robustness 
from employing a replay buffer, which stores experiences from an RL 
agent over many episodes. Since these methods have only been devel-
oped recently, they have not been investigated extensively for com-
bustion control. Cheng et al. [651] used a synchronous neural episodic 
control approach that employed CNNs and LSTM networks to consider 
40 operating points in order to control air volume, fuel content, oxygen, 
and feedwater flow in a coal-fired boiler. Henry de Frahan et al. [652] 
presented the first work to apply deep RL for optimizing efficiency and 
emissions in an internal combustion engine. In contrast, model-based 
methods incorporate surrogate models to predict future behavior and 
adjust actuators accordingly. While stationary combustion systems are 
instrumented with sensors and their operation is augmented by 
computational models for online control with access to many learning 
algorithms, the control units of automotive engines were constrained by 
bandwidth, sensors, and compute power. As such, many demonstrations 
of complex algorithms for automotive engines are performed in labo-
ratory settings that cannot yet be replicated in real-world automotive 
applications. While the development of custom hardware for deep 
learning algorithms shows promise for a new kind of control unit, the 
search for low-cost algorithms for engine control has led to a significant 
focus on low-cost approaches, such as the ELMs [609] discussed in 
Section 4.2.1 in the context of surrogate modeling of propulsion systems. 

Fig. 36. Steps in machine-fault diagnosis. Adapted from [629], Copyright 2020, with permission from Elsevier.  
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In summary, robust intelligent control via RL has only become 
feasible for combustion experiments in recent years, due to the de-
velopments of deep RL. As such, these methods are still not feasible for 
commercial applications. This is largely caused by the lack of confidence 
in RL-control schemes under unseen conditions, especially in safety- 
critical applications, and by the large amount of online training 
required for current deep RL methods to converge. While the former can 
be addressed by interpretable ML, which would enable understanding of 
model behavior even in out-of-distribution conditions, the latter is 
currently being addressed by trends in offline RL [653], a RL paradigm 
that trains on previously collected data, without additional online data 
collection. 

4.3. ML for fire and explosion hazards, accidents, and safety 
management 

This section is concerned with discussing applications of ML methods 
to problems involving fire and explosion hazards, accidents, and safety 
management. Hazards describe conditions, combustible materials, and 
actions that might cause the onset of a fire or its increase in size and/or 
severity. If not attended, fire and explosion hazards can cause injuries, 
loss of life, property damage, and/or environmental impacts [654]. 
Examples include accidental gas explosions in fuel-storage systems and 
reactors [655,656], dust explosions in coal mines and grain elevators 
[657], wildfires [658–660], compartment fires [661–664], and fire and 
explosion accidents in fuel storage tanks [665], nuclear reactors [666], 
and batteries [667–669]. 

Compared to problems involving fundamental combustion in-
vestigations (Section 4.1) and energy-conversion systems (Section 4.2), 
key-distinguishing features are that these fire and explosion accidents 
are rare extreme events. These events are characterized by the inher-
ently stochastic nature, complex dynamic response, and high intrinsic 
dimensionality [670]. Observations of fire and explosion accidents are 
often scarce and the available data are zero-heavy, nonstationary, and 
limited in spatiotemporal resolution [671]. Because of the consequences 
of fire and explosions accidents, reliable predictions impose unique 
challenges for CombML. In the following, we examine important as-
pects, specifically focusing on the ML application to predicting wildfire 
occurrence and wildfire dynamics (Section 4.3.1) and the modeling of 
rare explosion and fire events (Section 4.3.2). 

4.3.1. Wildfire occurrence and wildfire-spread dynamics 
Wildfires are rare events; however, they can have significant envi-

ronmental and economic impacts. With the changing climate, the fre-
quency and severity of wildfires are expected to increase [672], putting 
substantial stress on fire management and authorities to mitigate the risk 
of wildfires. To guide fire-preparedness and response actions, critical 
factors are predictions for fire occurrence, fire frequency, fire growth 
rate, size and intensity, and duration. The ignition of wildfires are 
caused by anthropogenic and natural processes. These ignition processes 
are inherently stochastic and ignition probabilities depend on ignition 
intensity, fuel properties, and the local environment. Logistic regression 
has been commonly used to predict ignition probabilities and the risk of 
wildfire occurrence due to their interpretability in probabilistic prob-
lems [671]. In contrast, the growth of the fire following the ignition can 
be described by physical and empirical models for fire-spread behavior 
[673–677]. The prediction of the fire-spread dynamics introduces other 
challenges pertaining to the lack of first-principles understanding of key 
combustion phenomena, the large variability in fuel composition, and 
the coupling to weather and topography. In the following, we discuss ML 
methods for predicting fire occurrence and fire-spread behavior. 

Wildfire occurrence Physical models that are based on first principles 
for predicting wildfire-risk occurrence remain elusive, and supervised 
learning methods, such as logistic regression, neural networks, SVM, and 
other classification models (Section 3.2), have been widely adopted. 
These models consider dependencies on ignition potential, including 

fuel properties, weather, fire danger indices, lightning activities, 
topography, and anthropogenic effects [678]. A common approach is to 
model the spatiotemporal fire occurrence as a likelihood in which de-
pendencies on covariates are represented by a conditional intensity 
function that is approximated by a Bernoulli probability of a fire 
occurrence [671,679]. Early investigations by Martell et al. [680] 
created a logistic model to predict the daily occurrence of anthropogenic 
forest fires using historical fire data that were collected over 17 years in 
Northern Ontario. Wotton and Martell [681] extended this work by 
accounting for effects of fuel-moisture content and other meteorological 
variables considering data from nearly 2.7 × 105 lightning strikes over 
13 fire seasons in the Ontario fire management region. Analysis showed 
a regional dependence of the predictors with the duff moisture content 
and lightning strike being the most significant fire-ignition predictors. In 
order to consider nonlinear relationships between the probability of the 
fire occurrence and various explanatory variables, logistic generalized 
additive models were developed [679,682]. Preisler et al. [682] used 
observational data of 11 explanatory variables (including weather 
conditions, elevation, and fire danger indices) at a resolution of 1 km2 to 
predict the spatiotemporal probability of the fire occurrence. Results 
from this model prediction in the region of Oregon are illustrated in 
Fig. 37, showing the observation of fire data (Fig. 37(a,b)) that were 
used for the model construction, and predictions of the probability of the 
fire ignition on two different days (Fig. 37(c,d)). 

Apart from logistic regression models, other ML methods have been 
applied to fire-occurrence predictions, including neural networks 
[683–688], SVMs [687,689], and random forests [690,691]. The first 
application of feedforward neural networks for predicting anthropo-
genic wildfire occurrence in Alberta (Canada) was demonstrated by 
Vega-Garcia et al. [683]. In this study, network architectures with a 
single hidden layer and a varying number of neurons with up to 20 input 
features and two output channels were considered. Interestingly, com-
parisons with results from logistic models showed only marginal im-
provements of network predictions. This study also recognized early 
issues with the computational cost required for constructing 
neural-network models, limited interpretability compared to random 
forests and logistic regression models, and sensitivity to the network 
architecture. The impact of the network architecture on the accuracy for 
predicting monthly fire occurrence was examined by Dutta et al. [688] 
considering different networks, including feedforward, time-delay, and 
RNNs, showing that the latter provide improved predictions of spatial 
patterns of fire incidences. With relevance to the reliable prediction of 
fire occurrences for practical application to fire management, it was 
recognized that a critical step in the construction of these models is the 
evaluation of the goodness-of-fit and cross-validation to examine the 
model generalizability [678,692]. 

Wildfire-spread dynamics Computational models for predicting fire 
dynamics play a critical role for wildland fire management. Although 
physics-based models have supported the analysis of wildfire dynamics 
and prescribed fires [693], real-time predictions of large-scale fires and 
their behavior over several days largely rely on empirical or 
semi-empirical formulations. In these models, the rate of fire spread is 
commonly represented in algebraic or probabilistic form [674,675,694, 
695]: 

sr = sr(uw, αw,ψ s,ϕF,…) , (75a)  

pr = pr(uw,αw,ψ s,ϕF,…) , (75b)  

where sr is the rate of spread and pr is a transition probability with de-
pendencies on input variables for wind speed uw, wind direction αw, 
local slope of the terrain ψs, and model parameters ϕF that describe fuel 
properties such as fuel density, fuel category, heat content, fuel depth, 
and moisture content. These models have been constructed using labo-
ratory measurements and field experiments that consider a relatively 
narrow range of conditions and specific fuel models [694,696]. 
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However, because of difficulties in accurately characterizing fuel prop-
erties, variability in topography, and dynamically changing weather and 
environmental conditions over the course of the fire event, these models 
lack generalizability and are limited in their ability to predict realistic 
fires. To overcome these issues, data-driven approaches seek to correct 
for uncertainties by dynamically adjusting the input variables, physical 
models, and/or model parameters to maximize agreement between 
observations and predictions [697–699]. Learning of the input variables 
or model parameters is accomplished during a preprocessing stage or by 
assimilating observations in real time [700]. 

Abdalhaq et al. [701] and Rodríguez et al. [702], 703] developed a 
two-stage prediction method that combines a calibration stage with a 
prediction stage for dynamic wildfire simulations. A cellular automaton 
was used to describe the fire dynamics; values for the independent input 
data to the fire-spread model were learned during the calibration stage 
using a GA. For this task, a population of N individuals was created, each 
of which represented a particular set of input variables for wind speed, 
wind direction, slope, moisture, and vegetation. The fitness of each in-
dividual in this population was evaluated by computing the difference 
between the predicted fire map and the observations. Genetic operators 
for selection, crossover, and mutation were applied to generate a new 
population that was evolved for a specified number of generations. Pa-
rameters for the individual (or group of individuals) with the best fitness 
were used in the subsequent prediction stage. Observational data for fire 
perimeter and other information (such as topography, vegetation, or 
meteorology data from satellites, aerial imaging, or weather stations at 
discrete time intervals ranging from several minutes to several hours) 
were injected into the calibration stage to constrain input variables. This 
method can therefore be considered as a loosely coupled assimilation 
approach for state estimation in dynamic flow simulations in which 
unknown or uncertain input variables are continuously updated to 
capture observations [704,705]. Subsequent investigations extended 
this ML approach to real-time simulations by utilizing decision trees for 
run-time scheduling and real-time simulations [706–710] as well as 

considerations of uncertainties of the GA for fire-spread predictions 
[711,712]. Applications to synthetic data from realistic fire scenarios 
showed that this ML method improves predictions in the presence of 
dynamically changing environments, constituting a viable approach for 
augmenting missing or incomplete information in simulations. Howev-
er, the dependency of this method on low-fidelity models, the decorre-
lation of time sequences, and the projection of latent processes on the 
input space limit application to practical problems. 

Instead of regressing input variables from data, Ascoli et al. [713] 
employed GAs to learn unknown fuel-model parameters that describe 
fuel load, fuel density, fuel depth, heat content, and extinction moisture. 
This approach builds on prior work [714] in which GAs were used to 
estimate material properties from bench-scale experiments. Observa-
tions for wildfire-spread rate under various weather conditions, burn 
intensities, fuel moisture, and fuel mixtures were used to train and test a 
variety of fuel models that conformed to Rothermel’s formulation [694]. 
The performance of these fuel models was evaluated using 
goodness-of-fit metrics for mean squared error, mean absolute error, 
mean bias error, and t-tests. Without extensive hyperparameter opti-
mization, the GA used a population size of 50 individuals with 80% 
crossing probability, 10% mutation probability, and 5% elitism; up to 14 
model parameters were represented in the feature set. Results from this 
study [713] showcased the viability of agent-based ML techniques for 
learning fuel-model parameters to improve fire-spread predictions. 
While this study focused on parameter calibration, it holds promise for 
learning entire fuel models via more advanced ML techniques. 

Feedforward neural networks were employed by Chetehouna et al. 
[715] to map slope, wind speed, and fuel-moisture content to physical 
and topological fire parameters for rate-of-spread, flame height, and 
flame angle. A shallow network, consisting of one hidden layer with five 
neurons, was used to represent the data. The comparison of expres-
siveness against physical and semi-empirical models revealed similar 
performance. However, significant discrepancies arose when the 
network was used to extrapolate to new conditions. Further, the small 
dataset limited the ability of the network to learn complex state re-
lations, which can lead to overfitting. As such, further improvements 
may be achieved by introducing physical constraints (Section 3.5) and 
aggregating data that span a wider range of conditions (Section 5.1) to 
make this regression task viable for realistic wildfire conditions. 

Ntinas et al. [698] developed a data-driven approach that combines 
fuzzy logic with a differential evolution algorithm [467] to learn the 
transition functions in a cellular-automaton model from real wildfire 
observations, including the effects of fire suppression by firefighters. The 
transition function describing the state of each cell and its interaction 
with its neighborhood was described using fuzzy logic to account for fire 
intensity, wind, slope, and vegetation type. The parameters in this 
high-dimensional model space that encode the transfer functions were 
learned in a training process by advancing an ensemble of 105 individual 
model simulations over the time interval of an observed fire sequence. 
The fitness of the model was evaluated using Jaccard similarity [716], 
which measures the agreement between observed and predicted fire 
maps. Simulations of a wildfire occurrence during the 2004 drought 
season in the northern part of Sardinia, Italy  [717] are shown in Fig. 38, 
illustrating a sequence of simulated burn areas over the course of the fire 
evolution. Comparisons of results from the data-driven model with ob-
servations of the fire perimeter (solid lines in Fig. 38) and benchmark 
results from a semi-empirical fire-simulator [696] and a cellular au-
tomaton [718] indicated substantial improvements by the ML model. 

Instead of utilizing evolutionary optimization to incorporate 
knowledge from wildfire observations, Subramanian and Crowley 
[719], 720] tackled the problem of learning the local fire-spread rate as 
a solution of a Markov decision process. The basis of this model was a 
cellular automaton in which the fire was treated as an agent responding 
to its local environment. RL (Section 3.4.2) was used to learn the tran-
sition policy for advancing the fire in each cell over a prescribed time 
interval Δτ, which typically spanned several hours. The reward function 

Fig. 37. Application of logistic generalized additive models to predict fire 
occurrence in the region of Oregon: (a) elevation map with red dots indicating 
locations of federal fires in 1996, (b) locations of all federal fires between 1989 
and 1996 (black dots), yellow show federal lands, and red stars indicate loca-
tions of large fires (> 1000 ac), (c,d) predicted fire ignition probabilities 
showing distinct seasonal and spatial variability (probability increases from 
blue to green, red, and pink). Adapted from [682], Copyright 2004, with 
permission from CSIRO. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this 
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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was biased toward long-term reward for accurately reproducing the 
target observation at the end of the time interval. As such, this approach 
seeks to determine the integrated flame spread 

∫ t+Δτ
t pr(ξ)dξ to capture 

the fire perimeter at t+ Δτ, but does not reproduce the transient dy-
namics that is necessary for time-accurate fire-spread simulations. 
However, the flexibility of RL allows to incorporate physical constraints 
and conditions to make this approach viable for transient fire-spread 
predictions. Several RL algorithms were examined, including classical 
approaches (value iteration, policy iteration, and Q-learning), deep RL 
(asynchronous advantage actor-critic), and Monte Carlo tree search; the 
authors concluded that the latter two algorithms performed better for 
predicting intermediate and future fire spread than the other evaluated 
algorithms. 

Supervised learning was used by Zheng et al. [721] to learn local 
transition rules in a cellular automaton model. In this method, the local 
ignition probability in each lattice cell was represented using an ELM. 
The ELM was trained using data from five historical fire sites that were 
mapped to the cellular-automaton lattice. Data on local vegetation and 
topography that were extracted from satellite measurements were used 
as inputs and the binary burned/unburned ignition probability was used 
as output. An analysis of the performance of this method uncovered 
overall good agreement with acceptable predictions for the burned area. 
In the future, extending the input-feature set to account for heteroge-
neous fuel composition, introducing physical knowledge into the ML 
model, and exploiting recent network developments should increase the 
generalizability and expressiveness of this approach. 

The utilization of conceptually simple neural networks with shallow 
feedforward architectures has dominated supervised-learning applica-
tions in wildfires. While these models are robust and sufficiently flexible 
for dealing with the complexities of wildfire applications, recent ad-
vances in deep neural networks offer new opportunities for dealing with 
large areal image analysis, analyzing spatiotemporal dynamic behavior, 
and incorporating physical constraints and uncertainties into the model. 
In the rest of this section, we explore recent progress in utilizing deep 
neural networks for predicting wildfire behavior using RNNs, CNNs, 
LSTMs, and Bayesian neural networks (BNNs). 

Kozik et al. [722] developed an ML-based wildfire model in which 
the fire behavior was represented by an RNN and a Kalman filter 
accelerated the learning process and accounted for uncertainties in the 
physical parameters, model representation, and observations. Unlike in 
cellular-automaton models, in this formulation the entire fire region was 
represented by a cylindrical arrangement of cells; each cell constituted a 
neuron. Along each polar direction, a sparsely connected RNN was 
constructed consisting of all neurons within an elliptic region (an 
“indicatrix”) that contribute to the heat flux at the location of the fire. 
The total heat flux was then computed by integrating over all neuronal 
heat-flux contributions that were weighted by the activation function 
within this region. Unknown parameters that describe the geometry of 
the ellipsoid depend on the wind velocity, slope, and fuel properties and 
were determined from a sequence of successive observations. Un-
certainties in the model and errors in the observed data were considered 
using a Kalman-filtering approach for parameter estimation during RNN 
training. 

Instead of utilizing a Kalman filter for propagating uncertainties to 
the RNN model, Khakzad [723] utilized a dynamic Bayesian network. 
Instead of generating temporal dependencies between inputs and output 
states—as in RNNs—dynamic Bayesian networks provide probabilistic 
relationships. The fire-spread behavior in a wildland-industrial interface 
was modeled by representing the topography, vegetation, and storage 
tanks on a discrete lattice, which was mapped to a dynamic Bayesian 
network. Neighboring lattice cells were connected and the most prob-
able fire pathways—and thereby the wildfire risk—were determined as 
the product of local ignition probability, fire-spread probability, and 
fire-intensity response. The probability for fire spread was modeled in 
analytic form, and daily forecast data from a fire-behavior model for 

wind, rate of spread, and fire intensity were used to relate the model to 
representative weather conditions. Although this model invoked several 
simplifications for representing the fire-spread rate and discrete burning 
states, Bayesian approaches such as this one offer attractive opportu-
nities for quantitative risk assessment by learning transition and ignition 
probabilities from observational data. 

In the context of risk assessment, Radke et al. [724] employed CNNs 
to evaluate the ignition probability of regions around an existing fire 
perimeter as the fire advanced over 24 h. The CNN was trained with 
observations from historical data of fire perimeters (at 24-h intervals) 
and atmospheric data for pressure, temperature, wind speed/direction, 
precipitation, and humidity (at hourly intervals). The CNN model 
improved upon predictions of fire simulators, demonstrating the ability 
of ML methods to extract fire-spread patterns from wildfire observa-
tions. Limited observational data, extended intervals between consecu-
tive measurements, and the need to consider topography, vegetation, 
and fuel properties suggest that further advances in these techniques are 
in store for risk assessment [725]. 

By addressing the computational cost of wildfire simulations, recent 
studies have investigated the feasibility of constructing ML models from 
data in order to represent the spatiotemporal evolution of wildfire 
behavior [724,726,727]. For example, Hodges and Lattimer [726] 
considered CNNs for simulating burn maps in 6-h time intervals over a 
24-h wildfire event; the learning data were generated from a 
semi-empirical fire simulator [696]. The set of simulation data con-
tained relevant complexities including heterogeneous topography, 
varying canopy, moisture content, wind, and fuel composition. Simu-
lated burn maps and data fields were collected at time intervals of 6 h 
and were downsampled to images of 50 × 50 pixels at a spatial resolu-
tion of 1 km/pixel. The input state to the CNN consisted of 13 image 
channels representing fuel properties, moisture parameters, wind ve-
locity, elevation, and the initial burn-map; the two output channels 

Fig. 38. Application of a data-driven method to simulate a wildfire sequence in 
northern Sardinia, Italy [717]. Upper left, vegetation, ignition location, and 
reported fire perimeter. Remaining panels, sequence of simulated burn areas 
using a data-driven model at the indicated time points. Also shown are com-
parisons with reference simulations from a semi-empirical fire simulator 
(FARSITE) and a cellular automaton with parametric transition function (non 
data-driven simulation) at the final state of the fire (lower left). Adapted from 
[698], Copyright 2017, with permission from Elsevier. 
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described probabilities of burned and unburned states at the next time 
increment, from which the burn map after 6 h was constructed. A 
relatively complex CNN architecture was used consisting of six hidden 
layers: two convolution blocks, two downsampling stages, one fully 
connected layer, and one transpose convolution block. The relatively 
high dropout (a regularization method) and need for shuffling in order 
to mitigate overfitting suggest that hyperparameter optimization (Sec-
tion 3.2.6) could improve network performance. Results for burn-map 
predictions at 6-h time increments were overall in good agreement 
with the simulation at substantially reduced run times. Deficiencies in 
the ability to capture small-scale features point to a need to extend this 
method for predicting localized ignition events associated with smol-
dering and/or spotting. 

Instead of correlating data sequences at temporally segregated in-
tervals, Burge et al. [727] trained a convolutional LSTM network for the 
time-accurate simulation of wildfire dynamics over a sequence of 
consecutive timesteps. Their ML model was trained on simulated wild-
fire data generated by a cellular automaton and a semi-empirical fire--
spread model was employed to represent spatiotemporally varying heat 
accumulation. The computational domain was represented by 100 ×100 
cells (with representative resolution of ∼ 10 m/cell) and simulations 
were performed that cover a wide range of wildfire scenarios, consid-
ering dynamically changing wind, complex topography, spatially vary-
ing moisture, and realistic vegetation density. Extensive hyperparameter 
optimization was performed to identify an optimal architecture for 
predicting the advancement of the fire front at the next timestep, cor-
responding to a time interval of ∼ 5 min. This model returned pre-
dictions of transient wildfire dynamics at four time instances for the 
active burn area and the burned region (Fig. 39). With advancing time, 
errors in predicting the correct flame location accumulated but 
remained localized over the entire fire sequence, which is representative 
of a 4–8 h fire-spread development (Fig. 39). Considering the complexity 
of this simulated fire, which is representative of realistic wildfire sce-
narios, these results underscore the potential of RNNs to learn dynamics 
encapsulated in empirical fire-spread models as well as future oppor-
tunities for application to dynamic fire predictions. 

In summary, the abundance of observational data in conjunction 
with difficulties in constructing reliable physics-based models for wild-
fire behavior has led to remarkable forays in exploring various ML 
methods across wildfire applications. While significant progress has 
been made in employing ML for various learning tasks, embracing these 
techniques for practical applications remains limited due the lack of 
interpretability, the need for uncertainty quantification, and the ability 
of out-of-distribution predictions. Therefore, enormous opportunities 
arise for Bayesian deep learning methods that are guided by physical 
principles and available knowledge. 

4.3.2. Explosions, accidental fires, and rare events 
Explosions and accidental fires in compartments and enclosures are 

other areas where ML offers enormous opportunities for generating 
fundamental insight, developing improved models, and enabling quan-
titative risk assessment. However, major challenges for these CombML 
applications are the rarity of these events, dealing with sparse and 
incomplete observations, the high sensitivity to changing environmental 
conditions, and the complex chain of causal events that lead to these 
catastrophic outcomes. Because of these complexities, comparatively 
little work has been done on applying ML methods to explosions and 
accidental fires; advances in data-driven methods are needed to impact 
these areas of applications. In the following, we review recent progress 
on traditional data-driven ML application and discuss emerging system- 
dynamics based data-driven methods that utilize observational data for 
rare-event modeling. 

An active area of interest in CombML is the explosion risk analysis in 
hydrogen fueling stations and nuclear reactors. This analysis involves 
two steps—the first being the utilization of descriptive models or ob-
servations to create data for various explosion scenarios; the second step 

is the construction of exceedance frequency maps using probabilistic 
analysis. In these applications, data-driven methods were largely 
employed for constructing response functions to describe explosion 
scenarios in order the reduce computational cost [728]. The consider-
ation of uncertainties that arise from environmental conditions, ignition 
location, overpressure, and other parameters was only recently explored 
through the utilization of BNNs [729]. In this approach, BNNs were 
utilized to sample explosion scenarios and to guide the selection of 
simulation conditions to reduce model uncertainties. A particular 
strength of this Bayesian method is the control of model uncertainties, 
which is critical for reliable risk evaluations. 

With relevance to the detection of precursor events that trigger in-
stabilities, various approaches have been developed that combine dy-
namic system analysis with CombML [730,731]. The key idea of these 
approaches consists in analyzing continuous time sequences of obser-
vational quantities using well establish methods such as recurrent plots 
[732], complexity-entropy causality [733], or early warning criteria 
[734,735], and the application of supervised and unsupervised learning 
(such as SVM, ANNs, and k-means) to detect precursor events. So far, 
these methods have been demonstrated in applications to thermoa-
coustic instabilities, their extension offers promising opportunities for 
detecting precursors that control detonation and rare ignition events. 
Data-driven classification was employed to isolate features that 
demarcate decision boundaries for ignition and detonation [736]. In this 
work, logistic regression was applied to 485 data that are representative 
of different ignition configurations, including weak ignition in shock 
tubes, mild ignition in rapid compression machines, and cellular deto-
nations, showing that only a small fraction of less than three parameters 
is sufficient to classify the data. 

Further improving our ability to predict rare fire events and to detect 
precursors that trigger explosions is expected to benefit greatly from 
recent developments of data-driven methods that are constrained by 
dynamical principles [737–741]. In these methods, a time sequence of 
data is decomposed using time-delay embedding or other 
scale-separation methods to represent the time sequence in a 
high-dimensional state space that is partitioned to separate quasi-linear 
and non-linear dynamics. While these methods have been largely 
demonstrated in applications to idealized flow systems, they are also 
applicable to rare-event analysis of explosions and accidental fires. 

5. Open research issues and opportunities 

Section 4 reviewed applications of CombML techniques to a wide 
range of problems, including fundamental combustion investigations 
(Section 4.1), propulsion and energy-conversion systems (Section 4.2), 
and safety-critical problems pertaining to fire hazards and risk man-
agement (Section 4.3). While these applications have had initial success 
in solving scientific and engineering problems, several open research 
issues require addressing within the context of SciEngML and CombML 
[287]. Before proceeding with discussing these research issues, we 
identify several CombML research opportunities that will greatly benefit 
from advances in ML: 

Digital twins and life-cycle management Digital twins are general 
concepts that integrate multiphysics, multiscale, probabilistic simula-
tions of a combustion system using available physical models, sensor 
updates, and other information to mirror the behavior of its corre-
sponding hardware counterpart [742]. In contrast to the 
component-level analysis that is typically targeted in reacting-flow 
calculations (Section 4.1), digital twins often describe entire engineer-
ing systems in order to monitor the behavior and health of a virtual 
counterpart under various parametric trajectories. As such, they offer 
new perspectives for enabling fuel-flexible operation of propulsion sys-
tems, responding to environmental changes, and the health monitoring 
of power-generation systems. In Section 4.1 and 4.2 we discussed the 
integration of CombML with both high-fidelity simulations and 
system-level modeling, respectively, which can result in accurate and 
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real-time simulations required for digital twins. Specific technologies 
relevant to anomaly detection and health monitoring were discussed in 
Section 4.2.3; the discussion of data-compression algorithms in Section 
4.1.3 can also be broadly applied to the compression of sensor data and 
time-history data, which are typically integrated with simulation capa-
bilities within the digital-twin paradigm. Given the maturity of various 
regression and classification techniques discussed here, it is within reach 
to assess various CombML approaches in order to compare strategies for 
these distinct aspects of digital-twin technologies through benchmark 
datasets (Section 5.1), if sufficiently complete datasets of specific com-
bustion system could be assembled. 

Discovery of sustainable and tailored fuel solutions As explored in Sec-
tion 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, ML has enjoyed remarkable success in predicting 
fuel properties and improving chemical kinetic mechanisms. Addressing 
the need for carbon-free and renewable energy solutions, the investi-
gation of alternative fuel sources has been a subjective of active research 
that would greatly benefit from CombML to integrate the vast domain 
knowledge and complex behaviors that arise from novel fuels, fuel ad-
ditives, and biofuels. One interesting challenge is to develop new ML 
architectures that optimally handle the complex datasets in this field. 
Similar to the use of CNNs with spatially structured data and RNNs with 
sequential data (Section 3.2.4), the use of novel ML architectures such as 
graph neural networks has already demonstrated initial successful 
(Section 4.1.1) in incorporating chemical molecular structures as well as 

chemical relationships, offering new opportunities for the rapid 
screening of fuel candidates and the tailoring of fuels for specific 
applications. 

Combustion control in challenging conditions As discussed in Section 
4.2.4, traditional RL methods were popular for controlling combustion 
systems in the 2000s; now, deep RL offers a robust framework for 
intelligent control in many of these systems (Section 4.2.4). Examples 
include the stable operation of ultra-lean and low-emission combustion 
concepts, the rapid response to changing operating conditions in high- 
speed propulsion systems (such as scramjets, rotating detonation en-
gines, and rocket motors), and the control of multiphase and high- 
pressure combustion systems. However, these methods can still be 
data-inefficient—they often require more than 105 training steps for 
convergence, which is too costly for many realistic control problems. 
While advances in deep RL and computing technology will eventually 
overcome these issues, the largest concern is likely the opacity and lack 
of interpretability (Section 5.2): the outputs of many learning algorithms 
can suffer the issue of poor trustworthiness due to difficulties in exam-
ining their internal mechanisms. As such, there is a critical need for 
interpretable CombML methods in these safety-critical control and risk- 
management applications. 

5.1. Benchmark datasets and metrics 

Section 1.1 provided an overview about the data that has been 
generated in various combustion fields, and Fig. 1 analyzed the amount 
of data that has been created from detailed numerical simulations alone. 
Currently, the infrastructure for accessing this data by the broader 
combustion community is still in its infancy. Beyond the need for 
developing this infrastructure, a key practice that our combustion 
community can emulate from fields with mature ML applications is the 
creation of benchmark datasets for a variety of combustion problems as 
well as a set of common, relevant metrics to evaluate CombML perfor-
mance. For example, ML research in the field of high-energy physics has 
benefited tremendously from benchmark datasets [743,744]; initiatives 
have led to the creation and curation of new datasets [745] with 
community-wide standards for model evaluation. The availability of 
these data has encouraged researchers from outside the domain to 
investigate the data, often leading to novel and improved methodolo-
gies [746,747]. As another illustration, the proliferation of deep 
learning was aided by the performance of CNNs in the ImageNet 
large-scale visual recognition challenge [350,748]. Hence, the creation 
of well-documented and widely accessible benchmark datasets germane 
to critical challenges in the combustion sciences and engineering is ex-
pected to strongly promote the maturation of CombML applications. 
Collaborative efforts such as the Workshop on Turbulent Non-premixed 
Flames [4] and the Engine Combustion Network [749], which provide 
large corpora of well-documented experiments for model validation, can 
pave the way toward the effective usage of CombML methods that can 
lead to highly accurate reduced-order models (Section 4.2.1), improved 
data-driven combustion closures (Section 4.1.4) and the generation of 
new scientific insight (Section 4.2.2). In addition, 
government-established public databases such as the Co-optima Fuel 
Database [750], a central repository for data on the chemical properties 
of hundreds of neat fuels and fuel blends, will empower researchers to 
easily access a benchmark dataset for evaluating CombML methods for 
discovering the properties of novel fuel blends as well as for developing 
and optimizing chemical kinetic mechanisms for specific applications 
(Section 4.1.1 and 4.1.2). The necessity of a CombML database has been 
reflected throughout Section 4: while previous CombML applications 
have compared the performance of traditional ML algorithms such as 
SVMs, feedforward neural networks, and classification and regression 
trees, a fair comparison of accuracy and generalizability of novel and 
diverse modern deep learning-based architectures requires substantially 
more effort and can benefit immensely from a community-based effort. 

Fig. 39. Convolutional LSTM for predicting transient wildfire spread of a 
representative wildfire scenario. (top) Vegetation and terrain with changing 
wind direction (red/green arrows) and ignition point (cross). (bottom) Visual-
ization of three predictions from a single fire sequence showing classification 
errors of the active burn area and the burned region. Red, false positives; blue, 
false negatives; black and gray, properly classified cells. Adapted from [727]. 
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.) 
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5.2. Interpretability and explainability 

Critical requirements for CombML are interpretability and explain-
ability. Interpretability refers to the ability to comprehend the outcome 
of a model and to understand the causality between input and response 
[751,752]. Related to interpretability is explainability, which considers 
the causal relation of the response of the ML model to its internal ar-
chitecture, operators, and weights. In traditional physics-based com-
bustion models (Fig. 3a), each term in the model represents a specific 
physical mechanism or its interaction with other terms. Consequently, 
such models have a high degree of interpretability. In contrast, common 
data-driven models (Fig. 3b) attempt to infer relationships using com-
plex cross-correlations inherent to the data. While simple models, such 
as linear or logistic regression, are inherently interpretable, complex 
models, such as deep neural networks, are not. The lack of interpret-
ability may not be of concern for problems that bear low risk or are fully 
characterized. However, the ability to explain the behavior of a model is 
particularly relevant for combustion applications involving safety or 
reliability, such as ML-based fire-risk assessment (Section 4.3). In these 
cases, the interpretability of CombML models is crucial for controlling 
and monitoring critical engineering systems under potentially high-risk 
conditions. Apart from this direct practical relevance, interpretability is 
also valuable during model development and is critical for assessing 
model properties such as generalizability, fidelity, consistency, and 
stability [753]. 

Progress has been made in developing tools for evaluating inter-
pretability by assessing the predictive and descriptive accuracies and 
relevance of ML models. Such tools can be model-specific (they may 
work for only a particular model class) or model-agnostic (they work 
across model types). A popular technique for deriving explanations from 
trained CNN models is layer-wise relevance propagation [754,755], 
which identifies important features according to a trained model via a 
backward pass through the architecture. The backward pass is a 
sequential relevance-redistribution procedure in which neurons that 
made the highest contribution to the succeeding layer are assigned the 
highest relevance score. When carried out backward until the input 
layer, this procedure assigns a relative importance to each pixel in the 
input. While layer-wise relevance propagation is a stable and effective 
technique for classification, it does not translate to regression problems 
very well. 

Another useful approach is Shapley additive explanations [756], 
which is applicable to both classification and regression tasks. This 
approach estimates Shapley values [757] over features in order to derive 
explanations; it assumes that features are independent and that the 
model is locally linear. This formulation is similar to local interpretable 
model-agnostic explanations (LIME) [758], which utilizes a local sur-
rogate model for the sample prediction under consideration. To date, 
these and other [752,756,758–760] techniques have found only limited 
application in CombML, creating opportunities for extending their 
applicability in order to facilitate the interpretability of CombML 
models. 

5.3. Quantifying uncertainties of CombML models 

By extending the discussion on data uncertainties in Section 2.6, 
CombML models exhibit various degrees of predictive uncertainties, 
which may arise due to inadequate or noisy training data, out-of-sample 
instances, inopportune choices of the model or hyperparameters, and/or 
the nature of the error minimization. These uncertainties are exacer-
bated by the lack of interpretability in complex CombML models (Sec-
tion 5.2). These uncertainties can result in poor engineering decisions 
that may prove hazardous in safety and reliability-critical applications 
(Section 4.3). Since quantified uncertainties can act as direct measures 
for reliability, the assessment of model uncertainties is crucial for 
combustion systems in potentially hazardous conditions, for example 
digital twins and ML-based control algorithms. 

Quantification of uncertainties requires probabilistic approaches in 
CombML applications. For simpler problems, approaches such as 
Bayesian regression provide accurate mean predictions along with es-
timates of the variability of predictions, which may be expressed as 
confidence or prediction intervals. Gaussian process regression-based 
modeling [761] is a popular approach for constructing nonparametric 
and interpretable models that provide mean predictions along with es-
timates of predictive uncertainty. While Gaussian process regression has 
been successfully applied to many scientific problems, a deficiency is 
their scaling with data volume. In Gaussian process models, the infer-
ence time grows cubically with the number of observations, as this re-
quires the inversion of the dense covariance matrix. For complex tasks 
that require numerous training examples to learn from, this makes 
Gaussian processes computationally prohibitive [762]. To improve the 
scalability, approximate and hybrid methods have been proposed, 
including global approximations [763], utilizing sparse kernels [764], 
or using low-rank approximations via kernel interpolation [765]. 

Another promising alternative involves forming a Bayesian coun-
terpart of ML algorithms by representing weights and biases as random 
variables with associated prior probability distributions, instead of 
representing these parameters deterministically. Upon gathering the 
data, these parameters are converted to the posterior distribution based 
on Bayes’ theorem (Section 2.1). Most classical ML models, such as 
linear regression and logistic regression, have Bayesian counterparts—in 
this case Bayesian linear regression and Bayesian logistic regression. 
Bayesian Neural Networks (BNNs) are the Bayesian equivalent for 
deterministic neural networks [766,767] that combine the benefits of 
predictive accuracy of traditional deep learning models with the un-
certainty estimation of probabilistic models. However, despite remark-
able advances [768–770], persistent shortcomings of BNNs currently 
limit their application to complex problems. In particular, uncertainty 
estimates obtained from BNNs are strongly dependent on the selected 
inference algorithm. Additionally, the training time can be orders of 
magnitude longer than those of deterministic neural networks, often 
requiring the training of multiple networks [771]. 

Alternatively, non-probabilistic approaches can be used to quantify 
uncertainties. For instance, quantile loss-based methods have been used 
to account for aleatoric uncertainties in trained models. While quantile 
regression may be carried out with a variety of parametric [772] and 
non-parametric [773] models, their application in deep learning via 
quantile regression neural networks [774] is gaining popularity. Clas-
sical deterministic neural networks assume that the noise in the data is 
Gaussian and homoscedastic (Section 2.6). However, these assumptions 
may not be valid in combustion datasets, where the target data may be 
severely skewed or strictly bounded. In such cases, a robust alternative is 
to estimate the point predictions of different quantiles using sets of 
quantile neural networks. 

At the current state of development, Gaussian process based models 
offer accuracy with respect to their mean predictions, reliable estimates 
of prediction uncertainty, along with robustness to out-of-distribution 
instances. Therefore, further exploration of these models offer inter-
esting opportunities for CombML. 

5.4. Evaluating out-of-distribution predictions 

For restricted datasets, CombML models can be successful in appli-
cations involving interpolation. However, such deterministic models 
exhibit shortcomings for conditions outside the range of observations for 
which the model has been trained. When queried on such out-of- 
distribution samples, models are expected to extrapolate—rather than 
interpolate—within the range of training data. In the context of 
combustion-closure models (Section 4.1.4), a neural network-based 
model for predicting the turbulence/chemistry interaction may deteri-
orate substantially beyond the range of flow conditions in the training 
data, for flames that operate with different fuels, or if the model is 
applied to combustion regimes that are governed by different principles. 
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In such cases, complex models such as neural networks tend to make 
predictions that are often erroneous, with high predictive confidence 
[775,776]. 

One of the underlying causes of this lack of extrapolation for ML 
models (or their inability to generalize beyond their training data) is 
overfitting (Section 2.5). Owing to the greedy nature of the optimization 
process, the model attempts to mimic both the physics-based informa-
tion and the conceivable artefacts in the data in order to reduce the 
error. This behavior may not be obvious in the model-evaluation phase if 
the testing data lie within the range of the training data. In such sce-
narios, model regularization is typically employed (Eq.  (65)). Aug-
menting physical relations or conservation principles as soft constraints 
would aid in the formulation of knowledge-based models that can 
potentially generalize beyond their training data (Section 3.5). 

An alternate strategy deals with determining the applicability of 
trained models for new samples on which to make predictions. Measures 
like the Wasserstein metric [243] or the Mahalonobis distance [392] can 
be employed to gauge the applicability of the trained model for new 
samples. Another approach to overcome limitations in data availability 
involves the use of generative methods (Section 3.4.1), such as GANs 
and variational autoencoders. These methods require less data as they 
are typically designed to learn from the probabilistic distributions of the 
training data rather than their individual instances, thus allowing for 
greater data efficiency. While these methods are typically used for 
generating synthetic data, studies [279,570] in turbulence modeling 
indicate improvements in generalizability, when using generative 
learning methods instead of supervised learning. Finally, one may rely 
on Bayesian models (Section 5.3), which progressively increase their 
predictive uncertainty as the samples venture beyond the range of the 
training data. 

5.5. Integrating domain knowledge in CombML 

Unlike empirical disciplines, combustion science is founded on 
physical concepts that encapsulate conservation, invariant principles, 
and reciprocity relations. Purely relying on traditional data-driven ML 
methods in combustion applications comes at the risk of omitting this 
scientific domain knowledge. In traditional ML applications, model 
tuning involves optimization of an error metric in target space that 
captures certain quantities of interest. Such modeling pipelines do not 
guarantee that the final model will adhere to physical constraints and 
conservation principles. As an example, the representation of individual 
species contained in a chemical mechanism through specialized neural 
networks provides benefits in representing highly non-linear reaction 
manifolds (Section 4.1.3). However, training individual networks based 
solely on a traditional loss metric may introduce issues in ensuring 
overall species and mass conservation. Therefore, effectively leveraging 
domain knowledge to complement ML methods is expected to lead to 
more reliable and robust CombML models that are computationally less 
expensive and engender a higher degree of trust for their deployment in 
combustion applications. 

5.6. Computational complexity and accuracy 

A factor often neglected in assessing CombML methods is the 
computational complexity of the ML algorithm, which is determined by 
the sample size N, the dimensionality of the feature space M, and the 
model complexity K (represented by the number of neurons and layers, 
support vectors, or hierarchical levels) and expressed as O (NαMβKγ) in 
which the exponents α, β, and γ depend on the particular algorithm 
employed [285,777]. Depending on the application, the complexity can 
change widely. For instance, when considering data from 3D simula-
tions, the sample size is typically small (N ∼ O (10)) but the dimen-
sionality of the feature space scales with the degrees of freedom and the 
dimension of the state vector so that M ∼ NMNU (Fig. 1c). In contrast, 

health monitoring of gas turbines or sampling the thermochemical state 
in a combustion system at discrete spatial locations results in a small 
feature space with M ∼ O (10) but large samples (N ∼ O (106)). As such, 
iterative approaches for optimizing the performance of a CombML 
model and applying it to combustion problems can result in computa-
tional complexity that rapidly outgrows available resources; efficient 
learning algorithms are then necessary to expedite training and testing. 
This can be an important computational bottleneck for in situ calcula-
tions in high-fidelity simulations and for edge-computing devices used 
for control systems. 

Related to complexity is the accuracy of the model in fitting the 
training data and generalizing to new data. Controlling accuracy is key 
in scientific and engineering simulations. More complex CombML 
models do not necessarily improve the accuracy because they are prone 
to overfitting in the presence of insufficient or noisy data. The relation 
among the size of the training data and a model’s complexity and ac-
curacy has been analyzed theoretically. For example, probably approx-
imately correct learning is a framework for analyzing ML methods [778] 
that utilizes the VC dimension [323] (Section 2.5) as a measure of the 
expressive capacity of an ML model. Results from this analysis, although 
rather conservative for practical applications, provide bounds on the 
minimum data size for meeting certain model accuracies. Extending 
these results and connecting the concept of accuracy to CombML will be 
necessary in order to construct compact models and to assess compu-
tational complexity and data needs for meeting accuracy requirements 
in application to combustion science and engineering. 

6. Summary 

In this article, we have reviewed ML techniques for applications in 
combustion science and engineering. Beyond traditional applications for 
regression and dimensionality reduction, we explored the versatility of 
CombML to areas of control, optimization, discovery, and modeling. 
Many of these applications are currently explored through a priori tests 
and idealized problems. Successful adaptation of CombML techniques 
holds exciting promise for significantly advancing the current state of 
combustion science and engineering. Advances in the field of combus-
tion have largely been made through physics-driven inquiry with a need 
for detailed understanding of the underlying physical mechanisms in 
conjunction with systematic model validation and uncertainty assess-
ment. Incorporating these aspects into data-driven techniques is ex-
pected to lower barriers to broader adaptation to safety-critical 
combustion applications such as detonation, fire safety, emission con-
trol, and combustion stability. 

We have highlighted opportunities and open research issues per-
taining to the interpretability and explainability of CombML models, 
uncertainty quantification through the application of probabilistic and 
non-probabilistic approaches to data-driven models, and physics- 
constrained learning. Recent advances in these areas were discussed, 
as were tools for interpreting deep learning methods in various com-
bustion applications. 

Combustion science and engineering is a data-rich field. While sub-
stantial amounts of data have been accumulated, the collection and 
curation of these data in the form of benchmark data is expected to 
significantly accelerate the infusion of ML techniques into various areas 
related to combustion. In addition, best practices for sharing software, 
data pipelines, learning data, and procedures for model evaluations will 
benefit the greater CombML community. 

While ML has demonstrated initial success in combustion science and 
engineering, even more exciting opportunities and breakthroughs 
should emerge by integrating combustion-domain knowledge and 
knowledge-guided methods into ML techniques. The holistic combina-
tion of data-driven methods with physical insights will impact all areas 
of combustion science and technology, ranging from knowledge dis-
covery, data-assisted modeling and simulation techniques, in situ control 
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and optimization strategies, data-driven screening of alternative fuels, 
as well as applications to safety and risk assessment under consideration 
of uncertainties and safety margins. 
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